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PREFACE.
--

'T^HE author, on assuming the pastoral charge
J- of a church in a thrifty and intelligent inland

city of New England, found in the community a
large number of young men not exactly sceptical,
but a good deal unsettled in their views of religion.
They were graduates ofGrammar and High schools

j

intelligent young men, who, though employed as
clerks or apprentices, found time to read the papers,
the magazines, and occasionally a book. They had
caught the drift of one section of po- .>lar thought.
They asked for some book which should meet briefly
and yet fairly the difficulties which they felt. There
were plenty of scholarly volumes, suited to men
who had received a liberal education and who were
masters of their own time. But a small, popular, and
at the same time accurate volume, suited to this
demand, the author could not find. It occurred to
him to invite these young men to state to him
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frankly their perplcxiUes, and then to give a course
of lectures on the general subject of these "Dilli-
ciilties." The lectures were given to crowded houses
on Sunday evenings, one in each month, for two
successive seasons. It has been thought that good
might bo done by publishing selections from these
lectures. A fc^ of them have been taken, and the
style somewhat changed from the spoken to the
written form. The aim has been to give the results

of careful study without the processes, to be as ac-
curate in the statement of facts as if the work were
to be used as a text-book, and yet to keep in mind
the class of young men for whom it is designed.
Every chapter, without an exception, has grown out
of an actual conversation held with some young
friend, or else out ofsome letter or message received
from him. When delivered as lectures the author
received repeated thanks from individuals to whom
they were helpful. It is his prayer that God may
make this litUe volume a blessing to those who
read it
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My unknown friend, do not, I pray you, regard the

following pages as an officious attempt to preach to

you, and to check that innocent mirth and merri-

ment which is good for every man. You know that

the young merchant will gladly take hints from the

experienced man of business ; the young lawyer

and medical student will thank an older and suc-

cessful practitioner for friendly counsels ; and the

young art-student will carefully listen to the pre-

cepts of his master. I have no right to address you

except this : I have watched life thoughtfully. I

have observed how some young men rose to honour,

and others sunk to infamy; and I sometimes

receive thanks from men, who in different parts of

the kingdom occupy distinguished positions, and
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who are good enough to tell me that my words have
helped them. I aim at nothing more than to point
out to you who are now stepping on the paths of
life, some of the moral dangers you will encounter,
and to mdicate methods whereby you may rise to
success and dignity. May I ask you then to readmy words, not lightly, but with seriousness, and to
regard them as the friendly help of a guide-post
which directs a traveller on an unknown road to
the goal he desires to reach.
And be very sure of this,-the counsels meet you

as you are about to take your place in the world of
men, not to arrest, but to create your joy. This is
an age which is sad at heart. Men there are who
proclaim that the faculty of joy in Englishmen is
dead. Now it is probably true that modern civil-
isation has well-nigh exhausted its efiforts to multiply
the sensational in the way ofpleasure, and a black
shadow of satiety and disbelief has fallen on this
generation. When a late statesman's words are
quoted-that life would be endurable but for its
amusements, there is more than a satire intended.
Amusements of late have grown reckless and full of
moral dangers. A despair of being really happy
would appear to have fallen on many, so they drive
men on desperate courses, and the very faces of
Englishmen in this generation have lost their old
brightness. But be you sure of this : the sunshine
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of joy may bathe your life with gladness. Yours
may be a happiness which becomes more serene
and satisfying as your days multiply. Yours may
be a youth of delightful aspiration, a manhood of

satisfying honours, and an age of grateful retrospect.

To this end these pages are written. Surely this is

an end worthy of the labour, and worthy of the few
hours ofearnest thought on your part to which you
are invited.

Even hopeful men are anxious about England at

this time. There is a frost of scepticism touching
the young mind of England. There is a dread of

enthusiasm which bodes ill. Young men stand in

our great cities amid juggling expedients, glittering

pretences, specious deceits, unscrupulous graspings
after wealth or position ; the tides of temptation
flow fast around them ; a high civilisation has made
wickedness very facile and seductive ; veteran

experts in vice are found everywhere, and the
very streets are allowed to be fevered walks of
lustful solicitation. A man, therefore, who is in-

different to the moral dangers of young men is no
friend to his country.

On the threshold of the theme I speak to you, not
of something belonging to others, but of that which
emphatically belongs to yourself. You are mys-
teriously endowed with an existence in which the

grandest and the most terrific possibilities are
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wrapped up. Life has been given to you. What

significance is in the word ! Life, with its unknown

treasures and vast capabilities ; life, with all its

limitless resources and opportunities ; life, with all

its rich enjoyments and its countless avenues for

happiness ; life, which, beginning with the sweetness

of infancy and passing through the open-hearted-

ness of school days, can ripen into a beauty and

strength and force of goodness, which, through the

long ages of immortality, will find accessions of

ever-augmenting felicity, power, and blissfulness.

When, therefore, I discourse to you of the moral

dangers which assail you, a too earnest solicitude is

scarcely possible. No mortal can measure the gran-

deur to which you may rise, or the depth of degra-

dation to which you may fall.

And it is much to be observed, that millions of

men have been ruined, not so much through wrong

intention as from want of thought. They have

drifted into an evil course through a passive un-

thinkingness. It is not that they have resolved to

do bad things, but they have not resolved to do

good ones. Instead of being masters of themselves,

sad to say, they have not even belonged to them-

selves. On their forehead might have been once

written, "We are open to become the possession of

whatsoever shall make capture of us." Instead of

controlling, they have been oorne along by outward
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things, like a little boat on a dangerous stream, not

carefully rowed and guided, but empty, and inviting

any unskilled or wicked hand to become its master.

Let me indicate to you some of the dangers which
will assail you through examples and associations.

You go forth into life, wise in heart and loyal

towards truth and goodness. But you also go forth

with besetting tendencies, and to meet Satan's

temptations. Those temptations will come to you
through the influence which others will seek to exert

over you.

There are young men possessing all the capa-

cities for a dignified and manly conduct. Theirs,

through the hard industry of others, are all the

qualifications of education and competence ; they

are surrounded with circles offering every facility

to happiness and pure enjoyment. And what do
these young men do with all this wealth of posses-

sion ? I will sketch a few of the courses into which
they permit themselves to be seduced. Perhaps the

poorest in character are those whose solicitudes

extend no farther than the fast fashion of their

garments, t'lo colour of their gloves, the fit of their

boots, the diamond ring on their finger, and the

flexibility of their cane. But I need not linger

over such. Nor do I say that a young man may
not have a gold chain, and trousers made in the

height of fashion, if he likes. But for the sake
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of all that is manly, let us not come to think that

this is to make a worthy use of life—to be a show

thing to be looked at in the streets.

Another young man has higher aims : he is

literary in his tastes ; has studied rules of etiquette,

and selects associations that are irreproachable.

He permits his vanity, however, to grow into a

chronic craving for admiration. He affects insensi-

biHty to attract attention; falls into the modern

fashion of a supercilious apathy ; looks unim-

passioned under the most eventful circumstances,

and twirls the points of his moustache wfith elegant

nonchalance. Repudiating all domestic and com-

mon interests, he becomes valueless to humanity.

In him thr most beautiful emotions of human

nature becom-j frigid. His life is a negation

which can never become a heroism. Ineffective in

youth, unloved in manhood, he becomes testy and

splenetic in old age, and dies at length, unmissed

and unmourned.

Or a youth may have no ideal. To be what

others are, to say what others say, to do as others

do,—are allowed to quench in him all aspiration.

There are Red Indians on the American continent

whom philanthropy mourns over in vain. Their

paint, their squalor, their monotonous savagery,

limit their desires. All efforts are thrown away on

thenu The presence of a ripe civilisation never
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inspires them. They die out and give place to

nobler races. And there are young men in this

hemisphere who are thus helplessly unaspiring.
They allow themselves to be shaped by others, not
because thev distrust themselves, but because they
are content to be weakly inane. They are sur-

rounded by grand examples, they hear thrilling

appeals, but they make no effort to get out of their

unmanly acquiescence in the trivial, or the mer-
cenary, or the commonplace. Humanly speaking,

there is no hope for th'^m ; no impression can be
made on them. Dead leaves are borne along by
the eddying current, and are not to be stopped by
any voice of the charmer, charm he never so
wisely.

Perhaps society does not suffer so much from
this class of useless young men as from another,

who are at one with them in ignoring truth and
nobleness, but who add to this an impertinent con-
tempt for all that can dignify and immortalise life.

This is a vciy numerous and growing class in our
day, and it is as the upas shade in modem society.

It is sad to witness a little boy who is sceptical

about goodness and purity, but for a young man
this is ineffably disgusting. Ther^! are men you
meet with who have schooled their hearts to dis-

believe in greatness of character until all their

conceptions are soiled and debased. They bear
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ness, has blighted their own manhood, and awakens
an offensive emotion wherever they move. The
despair and ruin of Roman society, just before the
advent of Christ, sprang from the impure sceptical
braggardism of such a class more than from any
other source. They inherited their fathei-'s wealth
and despised their father's virtues ; and when Rome
wanted men, it found only roysterers, wrapped in
the silk of pride and of voluptuousness.
There is another growing class, over whom

sohcitude lingers more tenderly. They are amiable,
clever, and obliging. They can sing well, recite
with ability, and charm with facetite. They are
desired in circles of pleasure, and young men and
ladies speak of them as good fellows. Their
aptness and mimicry when presenting the newest
production of the satirical school, make the
merriment of the evening party. But they excite
our sympathy, rather than our admiration. They
possess a dual nature which longs to be appre-
ciated by master spirits, yet they cannot resist
the temptation to become the caterers for inferior
persons. They make base men laugh who ought
to weep, and amuse fools who despise them for
their pains. Surely their own kind-heartedness
and endowments call them to a more elevated
mission. They have made the by-play of life its
substance. Always on the look-out for the satirical,
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they lose interest in more wholesome reading
Their perpetual attempts at humour lower their own
tone. Observe, this is not said as a disparagement
of humour. A man of real humour is as pleasant
a companion as the man who attempts nothing else
IS a bore. Who cares to be always dining on
highly flavoured dishes ? Who would be ambitious
to be the buffoon of society ? Such a man finds his
mistake in the end. He is set aside by his friendsm the grave exigencies of life, and he finds that the
power of influence he might have won has been
frittered away.

It is recorded, that a fellow-student once said to
Paley

:
" You are a great fool to waste your years

thus. You have talent that might raise you to the
highest distinction. I have none, and it matters
not how my life is passed." Paley took the hint so
roughly given, and now few names stand higher in
literature than his.

Would that my descriptions might cease here

;

but the tale of failure has not nin out. There are
young men with the pathway of honour open before
them, but who turn from it, and in pompous dash
care for none of the things that would make for
their peace. Like dogs kept hungry that the scent
after the game may be keener and more impelling
they slip the leash of what they term their'
mother's apron- string," and burst upon life with
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a dare-devil spirit that defies control. The shades

of evening find them prowling under the mask of

darkness after every pernicious gratification. Their

imaginations have been polluted by the vile

literature secretly circulated. From the dice or

billiard-table they go to the lighted hall, where

prostitutes, decked in gay and voluptuous attire,

mingle in the waltz and ply their seductive arts,

and thence they hasten to the house where I will

not follow, and of which the Scriptures say that it

is " the way to hell, going down to the chambers of

death."

The prevalence of vice in great cities makes it

imperative to prolong the portraiture of this last

class of men. The curiosity and inexperience of

youth demand an unhesitating and adequate state-

ment of the perils that now assail a young man who
enters on the sea of city life. The false glare of

modern vice is so dazzling to an unsuspicious youth

as to compel plain speech. A pure-minded father

will shrink from unfolding to his son the nature of

the fearful temptations which, with a subtle and
tremendous current, will sweep around such a youth.

Dear friend, will you pause and ponder the path of

evil?

A young man in a London warehouse was soli-

cited to spend a night in a dancing-saloon. He
refused. " What a fool you are to be so dull," said
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hend. Nurses slirink from the foul and loathsome
atmosphere. And this is what they have made of
lifc-a murdered manhood, not living out half their
tlays

;
a past all loss, a future all blackness. Oh

>vhere are our tears, if they do not fall over numbers
who are dying every day in such chambers, and
with such demons of remembrance ?

Far be it from me to utter a word that would
debar you from the recreations and excitements
appropriate to your age. Joy and cheerfulness are
your strengdi and heritage. Monkish austerity and
sanctimoniousness are rarely virtues. But our
modern life has multiplied, under the name of
pleasure, the facilities of vice. The perils that
assail young men in great cities are so many, so
seductive, and so ruinous to bod and soul, as to
make an observer tremble. There was once a time
before cities grew so huge, when places of business
were homes, The employer admitted young men
to the domestic sanctities of his family. They
received aid from him in the formation of acquaint-
ances, and had even access to his own circles of
recreation. Now, young men in cities can scarcely
be said to have a home. Some have not even the
privilege of a common roon or a fire in their
chamber. They are open, therefore, to every
aUurement that promises pleasure. Places of busi-
ness, moreover, are large establishments where the
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loose moralist can cover vice by self-deceivableness,

and where the subtle infidel, the scoffer, and licen-

tious mingle together. Religion is ridiculed, and
the clergy spoken of with a sneer. Filthy books are
circulated—books of infamy which minister to the
vilest taster, which taint and befoul the imagination
with unclean images, and which a man can no more
look at without defilement than he can touch molten
pitch and be clean.

Wherever a young man turns for worldly amuse-
ment he meets danger. Towns swarm with brilliantly

lighted saloons, which hold out their meretricious
attractions. There is the drama, music, and art.

It was ascertained that in two hours one evening
six hundred young men entered one music-hall in
London. Were these rooms harmless, he would
be an enemy to human happiness who objected to
them. If they are demoralising and ruinous to the
health and character of the inexperienced, he is a
friend who points this out. It is little suspected
how women with bedizened head- dresses and flaunty
robes are folding around them the last shreds of their
modesty; how married men hide under white waist-
coats polluted hearts ; how, while "grey hairs dance,
devils laugh and angels weep ;" how bankrupts wear
forced smiles

; how the victims of disease and death
hide their ghastliness by flowers, and light their

rapid progress to the grave by flaring gas-light. It
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is little known how thousands of young men from
the religious homes of Scotland and Wales pass into
a speedy oblivion after their feet have once crossed
the threshold of these rooms in English cities.

Alas, what a tale might be told of fathers' hairs
whitened, mothers' hearts crushed, sisters' eyes
swollen with tears,—over sons once the pride of
their homes I

I have read somewhere of an eagle in the Far
West. Soaring with steady wing, he saw far below
him the grand scenes of American nature, clothed
in the first snows of early winter. As he rose
higher towards the blue heaven, his keen eye saw,
floating on the distant river whose margin was
already frost-bound, the carcass of a huge buffalo.
He paused in his upward flight, descended to settle
and revel on this feast of corruption. He was borne
calmly down the stream towards the fall and the
rapids which lay below. Gorged with his foul meal,
with drooping wing and dormant energies, he slep'
on the foetid mass and amid the oozing putrefaction.
The blood, stiffened by the frost, bound his feet to
the remams of the carcass ; and onwards was h>
bowe until the roar of the cataract thundered on
his ear. He struggled for liberty ; his powers had
been enfeebled with satiety ; his drooping wings
were bound to the frozen blood ; his wild cries
awoke the echoes

j h* made frantic efforts to throw
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off his horrid companion ; looked up to the blue

heaven he had abandoned. It was too late : hurried

over the rapid, he was sucked into the boiling

cataract, and dashed to destruction on the rocks

beneath.

How doth such an illustration find its analogy in

human life !
" His own iniquities," saith the Scrip-

ture, " shall take the wicked himself, and he shall

be holden with the cords of his sins." There is a

deep and awful mystery in the downward progress

of souls, when he who once was the master of sin

becomes its slave. Alas, there are scores of men
in eveiy neighbourhood who would give all they

have to begin life again. A reformed drunkard

who moved in good society, once said to me that he

would strike off his right hand if the penalty would

sweep out of his soul the memories that haunted

it. These men never intended to be bad, but step

by step they lowered themselves. The lower ele-

ments of their nature first were freely indulged,

then became importunate, then exacting, then

domineering, then uncontrollable. Dear young

man, the pride of a mother, the hope of a father,

with an intensity of yearning love I conjure you to

pause ere you go into the way of sinners. If your

feet have turned aside, retrace, I beseech you, your

steps. Your strong " No" now, may, through God's

mercy, turn you from the pit of infamy, But soon
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weaker will be your will, dimmer your sense of
moral beauty, more desperate your passions, till at

length you will feel bound, and then find yourself

borne over the rapids a lost and helpless wreck.

There are indeed young men who, in an un-

guarded moment, have gone into scenes of tempta-

tion, and have turned away with horror, like a
bird that, having strayed into the poisonous atmo-
sphere of a chemical laboratory, has rushed back
quickly to the pure air of heaven. But such cases

are the exceptions. There is a witchery about sin.

One night in a music and dancing-saloon may so

pollute the imagination as to break down the barriers

of years. One throw at a gaming-table, or bet on
a race, may so excite the craving for this perilous

speculation, that it may be followed by the frenzy

and suffering of years of gambling. One indulgence

of the lusts of the flesh may so damn a man in his

own eyes that in a year he may be utterly foul.

Dear young man, nothing deadens the conscience

so much as sin ; nothing creates a desire for repeti-

tion so much as sin ; nothing rises in its demands
from every concession made to it so much as sin.

Among the most striking things in our language is

a sentence of Jeremy Taylor on the progress of

sin : " Sin startles a man—that is the first step.

Then it becomes pleasing ; then it becomes easy

;

then delightful, then frequent ; then habitual, then
i
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confirmed
; then the man is impenitent, then obsti-

nate
; then resolves never to repent, and then is

damned." My young brother, it is in mercy that
our heavenly Father sweeps away all the trifling

with sin by those strong but loving words—"Thou
Shalt not." Our poor self rises ; passion raises its

tempestof desire; experts in vice solicit; the wrong
waits to claim us and hold dominion over us, and
our good God who sees the end, says, « Go not in
the way of evil men ; avoid it, pass not by it ; turn
from it, and pass aXvay."

I know there is a maxim very common, that "a
young fellow must sow his wild oats." They shall
not be my words that reply to that saying. They
shall be those of a man who knows the world, and
an ardent lover of the pure pleasures of the world.
" In aU the range of accepted British maxims," says
Mr. Thomas Hughes, " there is none, take it all in'
all, more thoroughly abominable than this one, as
to the sowing of wild oats. Look at it on what side
you will, and I will defy you to make anything but
a devil's maxim of it. What a man, be he young,
old, or middle-aged, sows, that, and nothing else,
shall he reap. The one only thing to do with wild
oats, is to put them carefully into the hottest part
of the fire, and get them burnt to dust, every seed
of them. If you sow them, no matter in what
ground, up they wiU come, with long tough roots
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like couch-grass, and luxuriant stalks and leaves as
sure as there is a sun in heaven-a crop which it
turns one's heart cold to think of. The devil too
whose special crop they are, wiU see that 'they
thnve, and you, and nobody else, will have to reap
them

;
and no common reaping will get them out

of the soil, which must be dug down deep again
and again. Well for you if with all your care you
can make the ground sweet again by your dying
day. 'Boys will be boys' is not much better, but
that has a true side to it. But this encouragement
to the sowmg of wild oats is simply devilish, for It
means that a young man is to give way to the tempt-
ations, and follow the lusts, of his age."
No, you may not be able to stop when the evil

IS done. Let me beseech you to take five minutes
to consider whither the beginning ol a wrong com-
panionship leads. The first step may mean an
unseen path with an ending of degradation and
misery. It does mean this in countless cases. I
assure you the bitter end I have witnessed in men
after an earlier course of wrong-going makes' me
look on a youth who is stepping on an evil way and
choosing an evil companionship with feelings of the
keenest anguish. Surely he is only a fool who step!
upon a course and will not ask himself what is the
probable termination of that course.
But it is not merely the open temptation that is
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your danger. The impure thought, the harboured
imagination, may seem to create a necessity to the
indulgence of sin. You have come, it may be, from
a pure home. If you allow yourself to hear talk of
sin, or allow ) ojr spirit to rest or the supposed
sweetness of it, you may lower your standard until

you readily yield to the miserable way, and you may
bind yourself fast in habits of ruin. Let a young
man or woman dally with temptation, and they will

find plenty of liers-in-wait. It is not, as a rule,

the sreat temptation that ruins ; it is imperceptible

beginnings. It is these that must be watched and
guarded against. The snowflakes are light and
fall noiselessly

j but let them continue to fall, and
soon the highway may be blocked up. It may
seem a small thing to go once into a doubtful place,

but there may be there an invisible chain with
which, by having gone once, you have become
irrecoverably bound.

As I am in these addresses to picture life as it is

let facts speak. I feel sure that hundreds of
young men would have shunned vice if facts had
been told them of its issues. They have few to
tell them. It is intensely disagreeable to tell

them. But I cannot see young men coming into
our great cities without forewarning them of the
rocks ahead of them. While I was writing these
words I had a most painful illustration of the
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ruin and sorrow following upon the indulgence of
sin. A young man came to London, bearing with
him the confidence and affection of a holy and
afflicted mother, the prideof a Christian father, and
the yearning love of pure and beautiful sisters.

Because of his intelligence and probity, he was
placed in a situation of trust, and went on well
while the thought of home and its sanctities was
with him. Tlie tempter tried her arts, and caught
him in her wiles. The expenses of the dancing,
room and the habits it led to were beyond his limit

of wealth. He took from entrusted money. The
embezzlement was not at first discovered; he
grew confident. Satan wrapped blinding folds
around him, Alas, the success was brief ! From
a gloomy prison he sent up a message to ask my
prayers for him. I do not know him. None will
know him through this reference. At twenty-one
he has brought a dark shadow over his life-dawn.
Deep as is the darkness, it may be God's only
means of iswering his mother's prayers. Alas !

for five years of his imprisonment has that mother's
heart to be riven !

When I was a minister in Leeds a fine youtb
came to that town. He was a native of a far-oflf

land. He came to acquire mechanical kno-'-'^e
prior to becoming the head of a large bu. .aess
house. Wealth and possessions were before him.

n
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An attached family circle delighted in him. He
was amiable, fascinating, and naturally generous.
A group of wild young men determined to allure
him to pleasure and sin. He fell into the snare.
The billiard-room was visited : it led to the tavern,
and then to the brothel. His kind employer re-
monstrated with him and pointed out the conse-
quences of his courses. It was of no avail. He
had consulted the "secret physician," or, rather,
"quack." A severe cold brought to a climax his
virulent disorder. His magnificent form was
tossed upon a bed of anguish. Loved ones
hastened over the sea to seek to save him. It
could not be. So loathsome was his chamber that
nurses could hardly be secured to attend him, and
those most loving him rushed overpowered from
his bedside. His pearly teeth all dropped out,
and at length, decayed and agonised, he died a
dreadful, hopeless death.

Observe, however : if I speak of the perils of
great cities, I might speak also of their grand op-
portunities. They are the schools for the highest
education of which man is capable. But my ad-
vice is, let no man come to a great city without
courage. If he is weak, yielding, cowardly, let him
not venture upon the encounters of a city life. Let
a youth aim to live a godly life, and the sluggish
will sneer, the empty-souled will laugh, the wicked
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will throw out sarcasms. Woe to the man who
cannot brave the laugh of fools.

Dante says,

—

" Not on flowery beds, or under shade
Of canopy reposing heaven is won."

Thank God victory is possible. But we must

pay the price of courage for it. M" friend, it

is the first step that costs. The courage that

faces the cannon's mouth is grand ; but grander is

that which braves the tyranny of false custom, and

dares to be true and good. Canon Farrar tells a

noble story. " There was at Eton, not many years

ago, a boy, hale and strong and athletic—a boy,

not particularly clever, but always high in his form,

captain of the boat, in the cricket eleven : very

popular, yet very good. It was a bad custom there,

that at certain gatherings songs were sung which

were not fit for gentlemen to sing. This boy

declared that in his presence such songs should

not be sung. It seemed presumptuous for him

to say it before his elders; it was to risk popu-

larity, to face sneers. But he was brave. When
the song was sung he got up there and then and

left the room. The brave action stopped the bad

custom. That boy was Coley Patteson in 1845

;

that man was Dr. Coleridge Patteson, the martyr

bishop of Melanesia, in 1871." Ah, it was not onlj

*>'
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at Mda„e.ia the mareyr-crown was won, bu. i„that public room at Eton !

Bu,ourview„nifedema„<lso<he,co„sidera.io„,

times have I blessed God for this great giftof l.fe. But i, i, ,„> serious also. Li?e hasts.«>«*«>>, tnn..nc.. like all things els

autumn do not perish, they enrich the earth. Thefuel of our fires sends curling upwards its li^htsmoke, which bears its properties for othe stThe broken fragment, of the mountains thresh

he earth. So, m l.ke manner, not an act you per-form, no. a word you speak, can wholly perish ,t
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since been li.e liturgy of humbled souls, and every
verse of which seems vocal with a groan. But he
could not undo the sin. In his own days the
enemies of truth blasphemed through him, and,
smce that time, in every generation, wicked men
have encouraged themselves in wickedness because
of that great crime, and the atheist hath barbed
his arrow in the blood of that murder. Voltaire,
when he came to die, longed that his blasphemies'
agamst Christ should be expunged from his
writings. He wished what was impossible ; his
errors led to all the horrors of the French Revolu-
tion, and have shattered since then the peace of
thousands. A drunkard may obtain forgiveness, but
his example may have taught his own son to brutal,
ise himself. A young man may turn away from the
evil courses he followed, but he may leave the silly
youth whom he first tempted, to go floating down
to the bottomless pit. There is a thought that
often appals me. It is nothing, as it seems, for the
seducer to play upon innocence, to instil poison
into her sweet affections and her maidenly instincts
He has done, as he thinks, a manly thing, when
he has crumpled up the beautiful flower of her
chastity, and left it to be fouled in the mire Ah
hard is the father's shame and the brother's scorn
she bears. Cold are the streets that she treads at
night, and lonely is the garret where she soon lies

f 1«?|
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down to die. What cares he ? Perhaps in a beau-

tiful home he has forgotten her and her child.

His turn comes at length to die. If conscience

puts in a reminder, he calls the deed an "indis-

cretion " of his youth, which signifies little. O man,

it shall signify. As sure as there is a God in

heaven, thou shalt meet again in the great here-

after that deserted one to whom thou didst open

the door of ruin. Her own lips shall tell thee

how thou didst help to put out in her all that was

pure, and to send her into the streets an outcast.

It shall signify. That child of neglect shall claim

thee as its father : an unerring finger shall point

it to thee. Before God and holy angels, it shall

tell thee of its bare infant feet on snowy street-flags,

of night-watchings at omnibus steps, and of the

ignorance, and wretchedness, and foul examples,

through which its struggling life was passed, and

which left it no chance of virtue. From thee it

shall demand account of those paternal duties which

thou didst incur, and didst never care to discharge.

Yes, it shall signify. Oh, there is a solemn irony

of Scripture when it saith, " Rejoice, O young

man, in thy youth ; and let thine heart cheer thee

in the days of thy youth, and walk in the ways of

thine heart, and in the sight of thine eyes : but

know thou, that for all these things God "will

brin^ thee into judgment. Therefore remove the
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caust of sorrow from thy heart, and put away evil

from thy flesh:* ^

Would that my address to young men could be

in a more joyous tone. But life has such a tragic

side to multitudes in our epoch, that I am compelled

to deal with the causes of this failure and misery.

It is imperative that the ground be cleared of the

hindrances, before I can offer, in subsequent chap-

ters, the stimulus and encouragement. One other

social peril of our times I am bound to refer to.

Charles Kingsley, whom I may quote because he

' There is a sin of which I have hinted. I can do no more.

Alas, its terrible temptations, and its awful consequences

are becoming frightful. It is not safe to omit notice in an
appeal to a young man who may be entering life in a great

city. If you could know the little that has come to my
knowledge, your very hairs would stand on end, I could

tell you of the finest physical constitutions, which, after

twelve months' tampering with this perilous fascination,

have become pitiable wrecks of disease. I could tell you on
medical authority of men now dragging out a useless ex-

istence, with reason dethroned, and drivelling in idiotcy.

And the punishment once done to the flesh docs not depart.

Life ends in early death, or is a long suffering of humilia-

tion ; yea, worse still, the sufiuring is perpetuated in the

third and fourth generations. Young men starting in life

have none to tell them these things, therefore I have forced

myself to the hateful task. The displeasure of God against

this sin is awful. What would you think of a man who
should pluck a flower from a yawning chasm, when there

were ninety-nine chances to one that he would fall into the

abyss below, and even if extricated, be scarred and be-

grimed to the end of his days ?
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was no precisionist, divided the human race into

three parts

:

1. Honest men, who mean to do right and do it.

2. Knaves, who mean to do wrong and do it.

3. Fools, who mean to do whichever of the two

is the pleasanter.

These last, Mr. Kingsley divided into black fools

(who would rather do wrong, but dare not unless it

is the fashion), and white fools (who would rather do

right, but dare not unless it is the fashion).

In relation to this last class, for whom every man
must have a liking, some wise words were written

on the subject of betting. Mr. Kingsley took strong

ground. You can reject it or not ; but at least

hear what one of the noblest Englishmen of this

last generation wrote.

Betting and gambling of every kind is in itself

wrong and immoral. I do not say that every

man who bets is an immoral man. Far from

it. But the honest men have not considered

what they do. Betting is intended to take money

out of your neighbour's pocket without giving

him anything in return. But, says one, he is

trying to do as much by me. Just so ; and is that

a very noble and friendly attitude for two men
who have no spite against each other? Betting

is founded on selfishness, and men who live by

betting cannot help being the most selfish of men.
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But some will say, It is not the money I care for,

but tin; amusement. Excuse me, why then do you
not bet for counters, or pins, or pebbles ? It would
be better for many a young man, for some of the

finest fellows of all, men of eager temper, high
spirit, delicate honour, if they would make up
their minds never to bet, even a shilling. For
Gambling, like drinking, grows on some men, and
upon the very finest natures too. Nay, more.

Gambling is almost the only thing in the world of

which it is true the baser a man is the better are

his chances : the more honourable a man is the
the worse are his chances. The honourable man
is no match here for the dishonourable.

Now as to betting on horses. How many
betting young men know anything about a horse
except that he has four legs ? But they know what
the horse has done. Yes ; but not what the horse
might have done. No one can know, who is not
in the secrets of the turf, what the horse's engage-
ments really are,—whether he has been kept back in

view of these engagements ; whether he will not be
kept back again ; whether he has not been used to

make play for another horse ; and, in one word,
whether he is meant to win.

Ah, but the young gentleman has sent his money
on commission to a prophet of a newspaper. And if

you are fool enough to buy his facts, his easiest and

I '
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cheapest plan must be to invent sham facts and

sell them to you, while he keeps the real facts for

his own use.

These things are said well ; but I am not sure

whether the restlessness of the man who bets ; the

absorption on what was commenced as an amuse-

ment ; the time consumed in consulting betting

information ; the unworthy company men are

seduced into ; the craving temptation to make bets

beyond means, and which has started hundreds on

courses of knavery and theft ; the growing dislike

that comes to steady work, and to slow but sure

gains ; the sort of fevered passion that must have

gratification and is wound up in intensity in its very

eagerness to pursue it ; the alternations of exult-

ation and of despair; the sort of mad appetite in

which men live ;—whether all this is not the sorest

evil of that modern habit of betting and of gam-

bling which is so serious a moral danger of the age.

Happy is that young man who, in view of all these

things, comes to^this wholesome resolution :
" What-

ever else I may do or not do, gamble and bet I will

not."

But will you let me ask you to follow me in more

serious reflections ? You are the child of eternity

;

you have now your time of probation
; you have

your one earthly life to live, and upon what you

make it will depend that which will follow through
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the great future. Every sinful habit you form

here may cling like a leprosy to the soul there

;

every depraved passion you nourish here may per-

petuate its black defilement there. " The child is

father to the man," saith the proverb. A young

man of sense knows that he will be as a mastet

what he made himself as an apprentice, and as a

man what he made himself as a youth. He knows

too that character is not built up by one or two, but

by the constant series of actions. So the dailj

thoughts and acts of your earthly life are forming

your character for the vast existence of which you

are an heir, and which lies beyond the grave.

Archbishop Whately, in some annotations on

Lord Bacon's Second Essay, mentioned a very

remarkable phenomenon connected with insect

life, and recorded that it often occurred to him
as a very impressive analogy of a future state.

You know that every butterfly (the Greek name
for which, it is remarkable, is the same that signi-

fies also the soul—Psyche) comes from a caterpillar;

in the language of naturalists called a larva, which

signifies, literally, a mask. Now, there is a tribe of

insects called ichneumon flies, which inhabit and

feed on these larvae. These parasitical flies have

a Aong sharp sting, which pierces the body of the

caterpillar, and whereby they deposit their eggs on

the inward parts of their victim. But, strange to

it

I
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say, the caterpillar thus attacked goes on feeding

and apparently thriving quite as well as those that

have escaped. But when the period arrives for the

close of the larva-life, then the evil is made mani-

fest. Caterpillars assume the pupa-state from

which they emerge butterflies ; and it is then that

the difference appears between those that have

escaped the parasites and those that were the

victims of them. Beautiful and awful analogy

!

There are many who, as to the outside, look like

other men. They dress well, look well. The sin is

preying only on their immortal part ; and when

they have laid aside that which merely belonged

to their physical life, then the soul shall stand,

with all its poverty and scars and shrivelled places,

naked and open. "The kingdom of heaven is

within you," said Christ to His followers : so are

the elements of hell in other men.

Prodigious is the inconsistency of some modern

reasoners. They believe in the future life of the

soul. They see that the man is the development of

the boy, and that the acts of the youth leave their

impress on the whole after life. They say law is

inflexible, and that miracles therefore are impossi-

ble. They affirm that justice is so exact that its

penalty must fall on its proper victim, and that

therefore Christ's death is not vicarious. But

somehow, at this point, all their reasoning falls to
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IS «ot to be dealt with after this inflexibility of lawand this exactness of justice. According to thenup to the ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
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quite incompetent to speak about what will be the

etui c f sin. The words of Jesus Christ respecting

the men who will not be redeemed, seem to me to

be the most piercing in their pity and the most

appalling in their warning which the world ever

heard. So far as I can see, it is not so much that

the Lord punishes as that evil punishes itself.

Hell is a condition rather than a place. Men and

devils who will not be ruled by the divine goodness

make the hell they profess to hate. Ah, if we
would measure the calamity that hangs over a

sinning man, let us do so by the Incarnation, the

tears, the pleadings, and the cross of Jesus Christ,

and we shall admit that we have no measure of

the extent of that calamity. Let us behold a man,

who had been immediately taught by Jesus Christy

labouring in a Gentile city "three years," "day

and night," warning " every one," " from house to

house," and " with tears," and we shall have some

idea of the awfulness of the catastrophe which

impends over unsaved men. These facts cannot

be explained away. The punishments that sin

brings in this worid by its own inflexible law are

harrowing and heart-breaking. Have we not a

hint in these horrors of what devilism will bring a

man to in the great hereafter? It may be that

the education of a spirit does not cease with this

life. About this no man knoivs anything. But
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The subhme lesson of your life is to make a nWU
...^ between good and evil. Christ calls ^e'

<«'«. Ihat word "lost" <5PPtnc *«
future de,H„, Of a.o/V«",!::;;:
c^ed m blood for y„„ salvation. Hebo„s him-Klf to you as odt who is knocking, ,,„d „,.
^stently waittag, at the door of your hf;,. LZ
r«,st H,s pleadings

! On this, the starting-point
of your manhood, you are in your own power Godappeals ,o you and says, "I set before you lifeand death." The end of life now seems far offi

i .
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Believe me, it will come sooner far than you think.

Ceaselessly, noiselessly, swiftly will life pass. Your

life must be looked back upon. If, after your

opportunities, it be proved to have bv.en a life of

waste and evil influence, heaviei will Le your

remorse and doom.

God meets you as you read these words, and

offers to be the guide of your human life. The

good God did not send you into His creation to be

afterwards an accursed thing. This life of yours,

with its endowments and capabilities, may become

a sublime and influential life—a blessed ascend-

ency, a tower of strength to men, regnant in all

that is majestic and godlike. Oh, reject with

loathing the philosophy that you have no freedom

to choose purity and nobleness. Your will is

perilously but grandly free. God has given you

freedom over yourself to be in obedience to His

blessed will. This liberty is the grandeur of your

life. To see the good on starting life and to

resolve to follow it, is peace and greatness. To

refuse to do this, is confusion, misery, dire dis-

aster. It is to you possessed of freedom that the

divine counsel comes — " How long, ye simple

ones, will ye love folly ? Turn you at my reproof :

behold^ I willpour out my Spirit upon you, I will

make known my words unto youP Nor will life

thus passed be too earnest to be happy. Yours
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will be the happiness-not of animal enjoyments
merely, not purchased with stabbing your self-
respect, not followed with the heart-sobs of thos4
who love you,-but of one who is bringing into use
the higher and diviner faculties of your nature.
Your mtelligence will be fed by knowledge, your
soul will be ennobled by purity, your tastes will be
in harmony with sweet sounds and beauty, your
conscience will be kept in peace, and your heart's
emotions will have play in ways that will leave no
bitterness, but ofttimes swell into rapture.
The only thing that can give meaning and glory

to your life, is to resolve most resolutely that you
will not be enslaved, wiU not be degraded, wiU not
be plunged into the mire and foulness of sin, but
wiU live according to a life-plan of real goodness.
Remember, no one can do this for you. God's
Spirit will go forth to meet you on your consenting
to be His, but He will not save you without your
consent. You are called at this crisis of your life
to a choice sublimely awful, because of its des-
times. Others may pray for you, but they can-
not work out this question of your destiny. They
may persuade you, but they cannot decide for you
They can seek to inspire you, but they cannot
control you. You may be a poor waif on the
winds of temptation, drifted to whatever abyss of
destruction they hurry you, or you may be a

1
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son of God, victorious over sin, ranking with the

earth's great ones, and followed with blessings.

And then, and then, when the final issue comes,

and you lie down to die, instead of regrets, yours

may be the solid satisfaction that your life, from

its very morning, has been consecrated to the side

of goodness ; and then, instead of a place with the

wicked, you will go into a heaven which will be the

consummation of the life of righteousness into

which you have entered down here.

Yes, this will be your safeguard against the moral

dangers of the age. Those dangers were never so

serious, never so numerous, as they are now. Men
make charts and erect lighthouses to direct a vessel

on its course and to give note ofperils ahead, I have

ventured to do this in the foregoing chapter for the

young men who have launched their vessel on life's

vast ocean. There is danger beyond all power of

language to depict ; and that danger means ruin in

its widest meaning; but there is also a way of

safety. Two steps there are by which you may
enter that way. Obtain, first, forgiveness for the

sins of the past. God offers you all the merits of

Christ's atoning sacrifice. Plead those merits, and
by faith appropriate and make them your own.

Through that great sacrifice, God will receive you,

and rememter your sins no more. In the blessed

Book, and in every variety of form, in every
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glowing and rich expression, are you assured
that pardon shall be granted to a repentant soul.

Young man, this is the first step. Believe, and
drop at the cross your burden of the sins of the
past. Start a free man I

This is the second step,—offer your life grate-

fully, lovingly, tc the Friend and Saviour of your
soul. The noblest, divinest lives ever lived among
men had this as their starting-point—a solemn and
blessed surrender of themselves to God. Ask for

His Spirit to help you in this surrender and to

make you faithful. His ear will be swift to

hearken. "Rise morning by morning to read, to

worship, to pray. Behold the face of God before
you behold the face of man, and then go forth to

make sorrow smile and burdens fall and sin to hide
its head,—to make trade honest, literature pure,

and conversation holy." Love to Christ as His
saved one will make His yoke easy, will make the

cross light, will make life to have a magnificent

meaning, will break the force of temptation, and will

make sin to you the hateful thing. Fail you may;
but with such a purpose of consecration you may
draw without doubt on the patient benignity and
forgiving love of your Saviour. Sneered at, and
even hated you may be; but you may boldly
say, "The Lord is my helper, and I will not
fear what man shall do unto me." Such a daily
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course will cause your feet to find "peace and
pleasantness " on the path of life, till you reach the
mansions where the golden gates shall be thrown
open for you, and the angels shall teU you they
have been waiting to welcome you.

Brother, will you try this life ?

I
' I
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There have been men who. after they have crossed
he hne of manhood, have at.ompted by a new lifeo acquire force and consideration among their

fellows. It would astonish you to find how few ofsuch men, comparatively, have been able to do this

Iw.T,';
°^
T^" '" *''°"^^ ^^^ 'S'' ^ho have

powerfully affected society, have been those who
started on their course of influence as young men
Remarkable and most significant Is the honour God
has put on such consecration. Review the past •

the most powerful impulse which has moved theworld h.3 been that proceeding from young men!In the olden t.mes of the Hebrews you cannot findnobler examples of prowess, disinterestedness
chivalry, purity, and a mawellous power of ru^g
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men than in Joseph, Moses, Samuel, David, Josiah,

Daniel, and the Maccabees—and they entered on

such a path of ascendency as young men. On the

human side, the Founder of Christianity was a young

man. The forerunner, pronounced the greatest

born of women, and who shook a nation to its

depths, died when little more than thirty years of

age. The first great missionaries of the early

Christian centuries,—men who won a path for the

conquests of Christianity through chaotic barbar-

ism and savage warfare, were young men. Anthony,

Benedict, Francis of Assisi, who must not be con-

founded with the scheming or wanton monks of

later times, and who raised a powerful protest in

the East and West for charity, industry, and self-

denial, were mere youths when they gave them-

selves to the task of regenerating their age. Martin

Luther was twenty-seven when he began to study

the sacred Scriptures in the original languages, and

at thirty-four years of age he broke with Rome by

denouncing Tetzel and his indulgences. Savona-

rola was twenty-three when he started on his grand,

tragic, and triumphant career of testimony against

the violence, vice, pride, and blasphemies of Central

Italy. Michael Angelo was a young man when
in Florence he gave his powerful impulse to the

revival of the arts of sculpture and architecture.

Raphael and Mozart, who have never been sur-



passed in their respective vocations of painter and
musician, had hardly reached middle age when they
passed away. The great evangelical revival of the
last century, the pulses of which are now beatings©
grandly in the activities of Christendom, was owing,
under God, to a few young students who in Oxford*
met to stimulate each other to saintliness and
fidelity. George Washington, the illustrious father
of the republican empire of America, and who has
been pronounced by a high authority the greatest
uninspired character on the page of history, gave
signs of the courage, virtue, and patriotism that
have made him immortal when quite a young man.
Wherever you look in history you are met by

similar facts. « Hannibal at the sge of twenty-five
led to victory the great armies of Carthage. Alex-
ander had conquered the world and died at the age
of thirty-eight. Charlemagne at the age of thirty
had made himself master of the whole Frencn and
German Empires. Napoleon led his brilliant Italian
campaign at twenty-seven, and at thirty-three was
Emperor of France. William Pitt at twenty-five
was First Lord of the Treasury, and Edmund
Burke made his mark as a statesman when young.
Byron at twenty-three was the poet and the idol of
England." Ours is an age distinguished in Europe
and America by powerful names in statesmanship,
science, oratory, commerce, and philanthropy. You

r: ' 1.
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will scarcely find one of these names which did not
early in life give a prophecy of the greatness now
universally recognised. Yes, great is the honour
God puts on young men, and therefore I head this
chapter by the inquiry, « How a young man can
prepare for the opportunities of the age."
Rich opportunities there are. Society is favour-

ably disposed towards young men. The bar, the
senate, the pulpit, the place of power in commerce,
are open to young men as they never were before.
Without the patronage which other days demanded,
character and acquirements will secure the highest
civil positions. In business and professional life

society will entrust the most important interests to
the hands of young men, when it is believed they
will be safe there. This is a new and grand
feature of our age. There is, however, scarcely
one man in ten who makes the most of himself for
the purpose for which he was created. What
noble youths come out of schools and colleges !

How few afterwards make their lives noble ! With
what prospects do many enter upon business and
professions, and afterwards sink into the grave with
scarcely a trace to indicate that they ever lived

!

There have been thousands who could have rivalled
the patriotism of Hampden, or the humanity of
Howard, or the eloquence of Chatham, and who
have left behind them no one memorial of their
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existence. It is not because men have lacked
talents or genius that they have failed in life, but
because they have come short in the commonplace
qualities of industry, perseverance, steadiness. You
may rely upon it that it has been these cr-nmonplace
qualities tha* '. ve raised to wealth and eminence
many of f^ i^Icd philanthropists, the wealthy
merchants, aiiu the professional men of our era.
John Stuart Mill, in his essay on Liberty, com-

plamed that no period of England's history had
been so little marked by individual originality and
force as his own. Certainly, whether we look upon
the merely moral or the professedly religious circles
of our country, we find everywhere the tendency to
sink the man in the crowd, the Christian in the
Church. This shifting of personal responsibility
from the one to the many, this inert and slavish ac
quiescence in the customs and maxims of inferior
men, is the secret of individual ineffectiveness.

Young man, if you would prepare for the posi-
tional influence of the future, do not let ethers
fashion what your life shall be. Thomas Carlyle
says somewhere that he would like to stop the
stream of people in the Strand, and ask every man
his history. But, « No," says the sage, « I will not
stop them. If I did, I should find they were like a
flock of sheep following in the track of one another."
Alas, men begin to lose their individuality of con-

i
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vlction the moment they step into the world ! Here
is a young man beginning life's business. He feels,

as he starts, an impulse to be pure and noble. He
is surrounded by clerks in an office. A fortnight

passes, and one evening, when he is hurrying home
after office hours, he hears a fast young man
whisper at the desk, " Poor fellow ! he's off to be
pinned to his mother's knee." Now, what would
be the right thing for that youth to do ? To say at

once, " Yes, and God forbid I should ever forget

what I owe to my mother." Let him say this, and
the insulter would be shamed, if shame were not

dead. He would respect the self-assertion of his

fellow-clerk. Does the new comer say this ? No
j

Ais ears turn red, his face is suffused with a blush
j

and in a night or two the poor weak one dares

some trick of folly to show his independence, and
to prove that home influences do not bind him.

I have known many a young man who has seen

the right path as plain as noonday. No mental

mistake has hindered him. His judgment has been

convinced ; his feelings have been moved ; he has

felt sure that it would be better for him, for this life

and for the next, to take a decided position on the

side of God and righteousness. And what has hin-

dered him? What has led to waste and self-

remorse? Has he been persuaded by the wise?

Has he been reasoned out of his convictions by the
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influential? No; he has been moved bT^TjeTr
of a dandy or the sneer of the coquette ; he has
quenched his conviction before the mocking taunt
of some empty-brained street lounger; he has
lowered his own high tone of aspiration, lest he
should seem singular in the little circle of frivolous
society surrounding him. Do you say, " Can a man
set himself against society ? » If society quenches
the true in you, if it binds you, if it robs you of
moral manhood, if it makes you its slave, there can
remam no question to you as to what ii^ your duty.
Scorn to degrade yourself by yielding up your indi-
viduality to suit the whim of the useless and the
vulgar.

You are stepping into life, where you will find
thousands who became vicious because they never
formed the resolve to live nobly. There is many a
wretched sot who is imbruted, because he never
determined that he would not be a diamkard. There
IS many a valueless one who has become a cypher
because he never resolved to give to his life a mean'
ing. There i. many a blasphemer who is profane,
because he never resolved that the foul oath should
not soil his lips. There is many a defiled, vile, and
diseased one, because he never resolved that he
^vould not be the companion of a harlot. This is
the sorrowfulest of all things,-men ruined, sink-
ing mto sm, vulgarity, uselessness, vileness, not

\<- I
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because they intended to be bad, but because they

had not the courage to resolve to be good.

It is yet more deeply to be lamented that the

young men who are thus ruined are mostly the

open, the generous, and the frank. A cold nature

that no one cares for, that is not wanted in the

drinking room, or smoking room, or billiard room,

passes into manhood without hurt ;
' 'it good-

natured and gleeful young men have a weak side

whereby they become a prey to the dissipated.

They are companionable and sympathetic, therefore

miscreants suck them by temptation.

There is a prevailing impression that it is women

with their quick sensibilities, who are the most suS'

ceptible to the influences of fashion and opinion

It admits of question whether this prevailing weak

ness, in our days, is confined to the fairer sex

Take a few examples. Here, in a select neighbour

hood, is a young man who affects style. A place in

the omnibus would fit his limited means. But no

the omnibus is all very well for men whose posi-

tion is made, and for young fellows who have no

standing in society ; but for him, who takes his

idea of the proper thing from others, a horse and

groom must form a part of his appointments. So

he burdens himself, or speculateis, or runs into

debt, that horse or " trap " may be at command.

He loses sight of the fact that it is an expenditure
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according wuh means whereby men have risen
to be honoured and esteemed, and that it is an
mdependent weighing of the >.orth of opinions
that goes before success.

Or take other cases. Yon beardless youth mustsmoke the to him, offensive cigar or meerschaum
because « Tom Grandeur " struts down High Streetlookmg arge behind his curling smoke. NaT'
even httle boys not in their teens must revol
their stomachs by tobacco because men do so Ihave nothing to do with the habit of smoking here:
that ,s not my point.' But in the name of almanhness do not turn smoker, or anything elsebecause men little worthy of being followed leadhe way. Nor is the imitation in this only. "MyLord Meek," who cares no more for a hunlor racehan the most refined and timid lady, enlarges his
stables, buys a fine stud, makes up his bookL the
St. Legerj or. with a sore heart, joins the « throw
off, canng not a whit for the brush, but very much
hat he may not be outdone in his equipage or es-tabhshment All through society, this abnegation
md:v:duahty weaves its web. It is crushing

a manhness out of us as a nation. Nor is the
effect circumscribed to the frivolous and weak.Men thmk m cliques. It is intolerable to some tobe out of fashion with the opinion of their set

' See Appendix II.
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Never was the contradiction so contemptible as

that into which they are betrayed. It would be

ludicrous, were it not too serious an indication of

the want of principle.

Ah, this fashion of opinion, how sadly it sways.

Many a young man has powers which would bless

the Church and the world, but for his maudlin

regard for what others may think of him. He is

it may be, a young man whose father's religiousness

gave him universal sway in his own town or neigh-

bourhood. No workman but honoured him ; no

cottager but felt the sweetness of his sympathy.

The son of this great and good man is thrown into

a religious coterie, composed ofpeople who are slow,

sedate, and lack vigour. They are taught to think

that religion consists in wordy prayers, sancti-

monious looks, effusive utterances, instead of

courageous efforts to bless men, a consistent filling

up of duty, care for an employers' interest, and

faithful discaarge of daily tasks. Oh, do not forget

that a true spirituality demands action ; a true

sympathy efforts to serve ; and true religion will

crave a manifestation of itself in the very sphere

which God has appointed.

Nor is this your only danger. You will find many
who will call you pietistic, puritanic, or even hypo-

critical, if they see you endeavouring to promote

God's glory with enthusiasm and singleness. You

will find men everywhere who have approval fot
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everything but conscientiousness. 'l^^^^i~^
of rehgion will you meet who appear to have lost
all standard of Christian righteousness. Theyhave
cast aside as unsuitable to their profession, the
world's code of honour, and have not adopted the
higher, spintual one. They are neither controUed

stantrrT''
''" °' "^'* ^°'"^' ^^ ^^ that

standard of honour often found among men of the

Young men, in the name of all that is true and
noble, set yourself against this style of religious
profession. The worst weakness in the world is to
fear to do a nght thing because others will criticise
It. There were many Christian men in Wittembergwho said to Martin Luther. '' You don't mean tha!
you are gomgto hangup these theses on the church
door « "Yes," said Luther; « they are true ; they
assail damning error; my Fatherland is bowingdown to Antichrist." "Pause," said the men who
would stand well with everybody. Ms not this
^eal without knowledge? Think how you will
scandalise the University; how you will drive offmen who would follow you in a more discreet
course." "Avaunt!" said the Reformer. "The
people are perishing in ignorance. The crowds
of the common people who come into the city to
market wiU read these words. Yours is not discre-
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tion, but cowardice." He did the deed ; and as

the result of that act, Europe received tlie Protestant

Reformation, and the night of the middle ages was
ended. On one occasion, Nehemiah was urged
by his friends to desert the post of duty, to conceal
himself in the courts of the Temple. With heroic

decision, he replied, " Should such a man as I flee ?

And who is there that, being as I am, would go into

the Temple to save his life? I will not go in."

Brave, perfumed words f

During the mighty struggle for West Indian
emancipation, Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton was
about to divide the House of Commons. His friends

appealed to him not to do this. They came one
by one, sat down by his side, urged, and implored
him not to divide ; said it would be the gravest
indiscretion to divide the house ; that he had done
his duty by his motion ; that he had better accept
the vague promise which had been given him by
ministers of the crown that emancipation should be
considered. In the whole House there was only
one looking on from the ladies' gallery who was
praying that he might keep true to the cause of the
slave, and that one was his brave daughter. He
was true to the cause of humanity ; he did divide

the House ; the waverers were swayed j men who
feared the public opinion of their constituencies,

albeit they would have been better pleased to have
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compromised, went into the same lobby with the
emancipator. And that division, Lord Althorp
declared, decided the question of emancipation,^
the question was next introduced as a Cabinet
measure.

There went from Manchester to the British
Parhament, more than thirty years ago, a com-
paratively young man. I saw that young man,
unknown to fame, stand up to speak in a conference
of mmisters of reHgion who had assembled to
secure cheap bread for the people, and in which,
I beheve, I was the solitary theological student.
That conference was satirised

; not a single ec
clesiastical dignitary was present; the leading
journal attempted to cover it with ridicule That
young senator had courage to defend the conference
before a crowded House of Commons a few nights
after his admission to Parliament. His reference
was hailed with contemptuous laughter; the
greatest statesman of the day rebuked him.
Observe,-that young man lived to receive an
apology from that statesman

; to hear him introduce
the measure which had been so unpopular, and
to receive himself the designation which his name
will bear through aU coming times-" the apostle
of free-trade."

Doubtless you must avoid an undue confidencem your own judgment as well as an undue distrust.
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This is not easy. To refuse to concede one hair's

breadth to what you hold to be wrong, and to be
at the same time careful against fallacious and
hastily formed opinions, is the trial and discipline

of life. The chief danger, however, in these days,

is that of unworthy compromise for the sake of

standing well with people. The peril is to be
turned away from what is true by flattery or fear,

and to abandon convictions because of smiles or

frowns.

"Oh, bless'd is he to whom is given
The instinct that can tell.

That God is on the field when He
Is most invisible.

" And bless'd is he who can divine

Where real right doth lie,

And dares to talce the side that seems
Wrong to man's blinded eye.

" Oh, learn to scorn the praise of men I

01), loam to live with God I

For Jesus won the world through sliame,

And beckons tliee His road.

" God's glory is a wondrous thing.

Most strange in all its ways
;

And of all things on earth, least like

What men agree to praise.

" Forjight is right, since God is God

;

Alid right the day must win.

To doubt would be disloyalty.

To falter would be sin."
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To make full j1 assertion, there ijre, of you personal
character, let me ask you to jc;.. in mi. d these
counsels.

The great things of this wcrld h^je been accom-
plished by individuals. Vast social reformations
have originated in individual souls. Truths, that
now sway the world, were first proclaimed by
mdividual lips. Great thoughts, that now are the
axioms of humanity, proceeded from the centre of
mdividual hearts. No warlike host delivered the
children of Israel from the bondage of Egypt, but
one man-Moses, No senate of statesmen raised
Israel to a pitch of greatness that proclaimed to
the world the glory and safety of a theocratic nation,
but one man-David. No school of divines gave
to England the Bible in the mother tongue, but one
man-Wycliffe. No learned society discovered
America, but one man—Columbus. No association
of science revealed the clue to interpret the laws of
the heavenly bodies, but one man—Galileo. No
parliament saved English liberties, but one man—
Pym. No assembly of theologians wrote the book,
which next to the Bible has had the most potent
influence on the English language and on English
hearts, but one man— John Bunyan. No con-
federate nations rescued Scotland from herdistracted
councils, from her political and ecclesiastica,

enemies, but one man-Knox. And the same thing

I
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might be said of almost every great step since in

the progress of the race. Doubtless these men
found their coadjutors ; but all through the ages
God has put immense honour upon individuals.

Christ most instructively teaches that it is not to

corporate associations of men He gives the talents

which will prepare for the grand approbation of

faithfulness on the last day, but " to every man,
according to his several ability."

There must be an understanding ofthe age and
preparationforits duties. The Scripture emphasises
this—that aman should " serve his own generation ;'

and happily in coming days a man will be called

great, not merely when judged by the highest in-

telligence, but when he is one who is meeting the

necessity of his own age. Men say this age is

great. This does not define it, because in this

v/orld, where powers of evil have always been work-
ing desperately for the possession of the race, there
has never been an age that was little. It is rather

to the last degree a grave, solemn, and critical age. 1

1

is an age of antagonisms. Forces are working on
the one hand which may bring deliverance, and
forces are wo»i.ing on the other which make men's
hearts fail them with fear. Young men, you are
the hope of r ciety. What shall be written on the
page of coming history must be determined by you.



Feeble I feel is my pen, inadequate do I find
myself for the task I am pursuing; but with all the
mtensity of deepest conviction I would remind you
that the destinies of Europe and America for the
last quarter of this century depend, under God,
upon those who are the young men of this era.
You have all the past to help you

; you begin
life entering on the labours of ages. Discoveries,
inventions, travels, endowments, political struggles^
religious reformations, have given you a grand
start. "There is not a philosopher who has not
thought for you ; not a martyr for truth, nor a
defender of human rights, who has not bled for
you." But while lives of students, travellers, in-
ventors, and patriots have given you a magnificent
vantage-ground, they summon you to be faithful to
the inheritance you have received. They call on
you to perfect their labours for the deliverance of
our poor tempted race. The pathway has been
opened forje?«y the conquering assault against the
strong fortress of wrong has to be carried hy you.
The events of the future are yours. Truth waits
for you to raise its banner on high and swear by
the standard under which you stand. Commerce
waits for you to restore confidence between man
and man. Philanthropy waits for you to complete
its schemes of benevolence. Temperance waits for
you to add Christian motives to her appeals against
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degrading appetites. Education, that is struggling
so self-denyingly against ignorance and vice, waits
for you to support her new crusade.

On this last point let me dwell for a brief space.
It has not been until the last seven years that
statesmen and leaders of opinion have resolved
that from this time adequate measures shall be
taken to make England an educated nation. If a
young man would assert power of character in the
future, he must keep abreast with the advance of
education. It will be the educated men who for

good or evil will come to the front. Wealth must
always carry weight ; but culture and intelligence

will beat wealth and family connections in the days
that are at hand. Consider what questions are
coming up for discussion and settlement, and how
they demand mind and investigation. Questions
are profoundly agitating the nation which scarcely

fall within the range of politics, and about which
men speak with bated breath because no competent
leaders are found. I mean such questions as these

:

The relations of labour and of capital ; the inevitable

wars, no longer of policies, but of races and of
peoples

;
the continental doctrines of communistic

radicalism
; the assumptions of hierarchsto control

education; theprofound andfundamental differences

between the sacerdotal and Protestant parties in

ecclesiastical communions ; the perilous license of
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free thought in churches and pulpits ; the bearings of
Christian faith and sceptical culture; '.;e coming con-
flict between Dissent and Established Conformity ;~
these, and others equally grave, are the questions
coming up for solution. It is those who are young
mennowwhowillbethearbitersonthesemomentous
and national questions. A ^oung man who will
not look at them will be a nonentity fifteen years
hence. A young man who wishes to secure respect
and mfluence in the community of men must study
and investigate them. The literature growing
around these questions is the very noblest the
world has known. The opportunity for a young
man to assist in moulding the thoughts and actions
of men on these coming controversies was never
so grand; a young man's mission was never so
inspinng and magnificent.

You are not without admiration for the iUustri-
ous men who served their country during the last
generation. If you read their biographies there
IS one invariable mark-they prepared themselves
for pubhc life by diligent self-culture. They formed
^eir opinions upon carefully derived information.
They were not satisfied with the advantages which
schools, colleges, and universities had yielded
They read hard. They stimulated their intellect by
the debating room. I shall not enlarge on this.
Advice on matters of education is in dan-cr of

: )

J
,
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becoming a weariness. Only let us not forget it.

Let us not dream that the three-volumed novel of

our period will prepare for the influential places in

society. Let us not be under the delusion that the

smoke or billiard room will furnish a conversation

to form our opinions. Let us not forget that it is

mind which governs men, and that it is the cultiva-

tion of the judgment, of the higher faculties of the

nature, that gives that tone of character and that

ascendency of influence which great men exert So
far as I have observed, there are two connected
dangers into which young men fall. The one is to

underrate their powers, the other to trust too much
to hard reading. The safety is to combine with

careful study a habit of independent thoughtfulness.

Reputation must be sedulously secured. I do
not mean by this the popularity craved by a low

ambition. I mean the reputation that wins con-

fidence. The community now watches a young
man as it never did before. There are those who
are indignant that they fail to secure positions;

they have not laid to their account that an unseen,

unspoken opinion has been watching their life.

They thought they were escaping observation.

It was a serious mistake. There is no youth too

obscure or too hidden to escape notice. A man
rcsches the place of trust and honour by one way,
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and that way is high character. No hereditary
claim can avail now-a-days. No gold can purchase
honours which abide. Society is hard and just.
L will not be permanently imposed upon, and will
not withhold in the long run unlimited confidence in
the man who from his youth has honestly striven
to build up a fair reputation among his fellows.

But let me now point out to you the crowning
virtue ofcharacter.

Among men there are five classes. The lowest
class are the slaves of fleshly appetites. These are
the sensual, the debauched, the lascivious, the
drunken.

The second c\^s% obey the world, and judge after
the worldly standard. These are the lovers of
pleasure, lovers of style, lovers of money, lovers oi
power.

The third class are the intellectual. Wisely they
culture intellect, but neglect the heart. They
acquire information, but not benevolent emotions
They investigate nature, but do not adore before
the glories of nature's God.
Higher still, there is thefourth class-the moral.

They are the soul of honour ; they love liberty •

they teach political principles ; they profess to
comprehend the duties that man owes to his neigh-
boi»r.

1

1
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The summit, howevr, of greatness, is when, with
attention .o Infcllect s!id moral laws, there is the
developm^r of the capacity of religion. It is here
humanity cuiiiiinai s - the c'evelopmcnt of the
spirit in man 'Hies? of the highest class are
lighted up from N^i'.iiu by the Spirit of God. By
the inbreatlilrg of the Almighty, they have under-
standing of things unseen ; they do not despise

intellect, but intellect in them is warmed and vivi-

fied by a divine brightness ; they honour morality,

and seek a right standard for measuring its duties

;

they fall into the movements of the Perfect Mind
and the Perfect Love ; they learn to renounce self,

to control the fleshly; they acquire a disposition

that can forgive ; they are prompted to do good,
and are enlarged with beneficence; they have apti-

tude for spiritual enjoyments, and receive constantly
new accessions of joy and power, whereby they
become fitted for those blissful regions where love,

purity, nobleness, peace, and benignity have place
for ever.

Young man, just beginning your existence,

behold your true destiny. Oh, for God's sake,
and your own sake, do not fall short of it!

This elevation to which I call you is not in op-
position to other attainments, it embraces them.
Piety wiU not give the intellectual talent which
nature has withheld. : ^, if true, it will vastly im-
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prove whatever intellect a man has. It will not
supply high reasoning powers if they are not there
before

; but it will save reason from that blindness
of conceit and prejudice whereby so many are
fatally hindered and misled. With piety a man's
intellect will be keener, his understanding will be
sounder, his judgment will be wiser, and his tastes
improved and refined. Richard Cobden is repre-
sented as having declared that he never felt con-
fidence in a man who was not possessed by religion

;

he was not at all sure what action he would take!
Myriads of facts confirm the observation of the
statesman. Of two poets, otherwise equal, the
Christian is the greater. Of two statesmen, the
Christian attains the more permanent fame. Of
two artists equally gifted, the Christian takes the
higher place. Of two merchants equally practical
and far-seeing, the Christian reaches the surest
success.

At first sight you are ready to dispute this. No
doubt you may find exceptions, but they do not
disprove the rule. May I ask you to look round?
In this generation are there any names that have
more adorned a place on the woolsack than lawyers
of most pronounced Christianity? Are there
bankers, merchants, manufacturers of such wide-
spread mark as are men of our era who make no
secret of their Christian convictions ? Are there

'\
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politicians of this or of the last generation who
have achieved for themselves a name which has
gone throughout two hemispheres like those who
avowed the supremacy of the things of the kingdom
of God ? Were it in good taste to mention names,
I might write those of modern architects also, and
artists, and physicians who confirm my statement.
These men have served the world, but from time
to time they have looked reverently upward. Re-
ligion has raised them to a temper and plane of
thought eminently favourable to success. On
the other hand, I might tell out a record of
names that would have towered to the loftiest
heights, but around which there are sad and awful
memories through the absence of a governing and
master sentiment of the soul. No prejudice is so
contradicted by facts as that which conceives of
piety as allied with weakness. Piety is the nurse,
the handmaid, the inspirer of aU that can give man
greatness. «A man's religion fertilises the whole
field of his being. It nakes his business safer, his
scholarship wiser, his manhood manlier, his joy
healthier, his strength stronger. It is the crown of
his enterprise and the charm of his affections, the
humility of his learning, and the glory of his life.

And because it has sight of things not seen and
eternal, it is the splendour, the transfiguration, and
the sanctity of things s^en {ind temporal"
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You hear at this time much about religious cant
and hypocrisy. But let me tell you the cant which
is the most irrational, and the hypocrisy which is

the most insane, is that which deems it manly to
live without communion with God. Ashamed to
be in communion with heaven ! Ashamed to be
inspired by your Creator ! What madness v/ould
be this—if the sapphire should be ashamed of the
light that makes its beauty ; if the quivering beech
leaves should be ashamed of the sunbeams that
dance on their smooth surface ; if the flowers
should be ashamed of the daybreak that reveals
their hues ; if fields, hills, and the whole realm of

nature should be ashamed of the precious influences

which the heavens pour down upon them ! But
for you, a child of God, to be ashamed of receiving
illumination and impulse, wisdom and elevation,

from the Father of your spirit, is the most pitiable

misjudgment of which any creature can be capable.
Talk of religious cant—there is no cant that is so
hateful, because there is no cant that is so unre-
flecting and senseless, as that which sneers at man
having fellowship with his Maker. It is God, my
brother, who gives to every star its brightness, to
every cloud its nameless colours, to every lily its

snowy whiteness, to every tiny ocean shell its

mingled hues. Oh, then, go to Him ! Ask Him to

condescend to bless /ou with His Spirit ; He will

,; 1
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I

bring all your nature into harmony and peace, and
will be uii impulse to all that is "lovely and of good
report

"

Havefaith in the significance ofyour life. There
is no exaggeration when a living writer says :

" If

there were the smallest star in heaven that had no
place to fill, the oversight would beget a disturbance
which no Levcrrier could compute. One grain of
sand, that did not fall into its place, wo .Id disturb,

or even fatally disorder, the whole scheme of the
heavenly motions. Every particle of air has its

appointed place and serves its appointed end."
God, dear young man, means something by you.
Yours may not be the highest, but there is

some high work which you may fulfil. The low
grass-tuft is not the branching cedar towering for

centuries on Lebanon, n^r is it th^ fragrant

orange-blossom, wh is v'acked t leek the
bridal wreath; but neuiierthe orange-blossom nor
cedar could render the service of that lowly grass-

tuft. Ah, and t.j fidJity in the low sphere
inevitably conducts in man's case to a higher.

Permit a reference of observation. I hav- aio^vn
in my life scores of youths Who wer'- aspiring and
purewhen in their teens. Iknowtheui wc ipying

in our Iar<: e cities positions of weigh id lity of
which t'ley never dreamed twenty years ago. Society

delights to witness these s«>ectacles. I have known

I
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young men to whom I have spoken in their boy.
hood, when the path of life looked difficult and
dark, but who possessed integrity of principle and
desire to be useful, and now they Ol jpy a place in

chambers of commerce, sit on the magistrates'

bench, are the pillars of Christian Churches, and
princely in their munificence. I have known youths
entering the Civil Service with the single purpose of

obedience to duty, and now they have received as

their award positions of the greatest respectability,

ai'd in some cases of high governmental trust.

rhey libel the age who tell you that character,

prln' pie, and diligence go for nothing. Who knows,
my aspirinp reader, the foldings of nature in you
that may ' om into this flower of success and
honour. Pla ag your life in surrender to God
through Christ, you may be guided to an elevation

of influence for which multitudes may for ever re-

member your name. Your first acts of decision

for truth and conscience may ha\ e immortal issues.

Only let me ask you to note this : Do not be
anxious about the high place. Ambition of a low
order carries with it heart-bitterness, and often

defeats itself. Nothing is so insatiable as an un-
sanctified ambition, and nothing drags a man
through such i realm of night. Just leave all your
future in God's hands. It is by imperceptible stepa

he conducts a man to influence among his fellows. lii

,i
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He helps those who use the one talent, and increases
power ac .rd.ng to our fidelity in the least things.
Fnend and brother, in starting life will you getnear the lather of your spirit i> Ask Him to use

yot. G.ve yourself n^omJng by morning up toH.m. I know one who for years has uttered with
h's waking thoughts the well-known verse of theniornmg hymn :

"Direct, control, suggest, this clay.
All I design or do or say

;

That all my powers, with all their might.Inlhy sole glory may unite,"

In the blessed moments of more serious converse
w.th your Maker, breathe in this fo^ativo pirlodof your existence the prayer : "Lord, what wiltThou have vte to do? Why have I an existenceamong these living souls of this creation? Why
hast thou given me these grand and awful endow^
ments of thought, reason, intelligence, speech? I

Ifillirth"
^'^ """"^' ^"' ^^^ ^" "-^"-

fulfilling their appointed service. I see the sun
fi Img the whole hemisphere from day to dly wi hh.s hght and heat. I ,ee at night the'stars h'ghli gup the arch of the firmament, each keeping h"!appoin ed place, the silent preacherof obedience torhywill I see the bird that balances its pinion!on the air, testifying of Thy goodness. I Jm thathe tiny invisible insect is answering its purpose In
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preserving the salubrity of the atmosphere and tl,e
punty of the water. I find every fragrant violet of
the hedge-row and every shock of corn fulfilling a
mission of serving. I learn from Thy Word of the
higher spirits that dwell in Thy presence, that
they have their appointed work ; that angels are
mmistering spirits, and do Thy commandments,
hearkenmg to the voice of Thy word; and as I
thus behold a universe where each has its appointed
place, I utter the prayer more earnestly, What is
the meaning of my life, Father of spirits ? I share
Thy counsels

; reveal Thy thought respecting me."
iJeeply am I convinced, my brother, that if with
some such prayer you enter upon this period of
your life, your existence will prove no meaningless
thmg; It will be instinct with influence, and will
have an end to which you will come with unutter-
able rapture.

I surely need not say. When you have found
the right path ao ttot turn back. Should the
eagle which has soared higher than his compeers
break his pinion, he would drop lower than the
lowest It is related that in the American War
of Independence the army of Washington had
crossed a bridge over a deep river. With the river
behind and the enemy in front, the great general
proposed the question to his officers, "Shall we
burn the bridge?" "Burn it!" said the staff-

?

1
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" we may want it for a retreat." « Retreat ! " said
Washington; "if that is the only reason for re-

taining it, then it must perish. Burn the bridge !

'

was his instant order j and it was laid in ashes,

I have known scores cf young men who started

well. Their standard was high, their ideal of what
Christianity demanded was just and lofty. They
resolved that they would scorn the mean, the money-
loving, and the selfish in life. They wound their

conscience up to that point. But there the finger

stopped, just at that figure : it told out still what
their ideal had been at starting. And this was all

;

the clock did not go. They now have no sound,
no tone about them. They still say they scorn the
mean, without aimmg to do noble things ; they still

tell you that they hate avarice, but they are
not benevolent; they have their theories about
iielfish Christians, but none bless them for their

selfrenouncing deeds. This is of all things the
most pitiable,—that a man should sink lower than
his own standard, and go through life false to him-
self.

" To thine own self be true ;

And it must follow, as the night to day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man."

But to stand still is imnossible. Deterioration
ensues

; and the man who started with right aspira-

tions becomes tortuous in his course, just because
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he did not persei^ere. Such a man may often be met
with. He has acquired a character for being right-
eous, but is unrighteous. He has taken a Christian
position, but follows the cunning and artful ways of
the worldly. He first dallies with deceit, and then
becomes confused in his notions of truth. The
plain path invites him, but self-interest guides.
Young men, if you would acquire permanent honour;
if you would make your mark among men ; if

you would enjoy a growing weight of influence;—
press onwards. Scorn the untruthful. Treat with
contempt the dodges and subterfuges and craftiness
that eclipse men's fame and lead on in the end to
failure and contempt. Recall sometimes what is

said of good Lord Falkland, that he abhorred the
semblance of falsity, and of Wellington, that *• he
always told the truth."

At the beginning of manhood you stand now; a
few years and you will stand at the end. The span
is brief; the earthly life and the eternal life are
one. No interest can another have in your living .1

noble life that is comparable to the interest you have
in yourself. Soon the shadows will flee, and men
will be judged, not by the earthly standard,
but by what they have been and have done.
Sometimes when bales of merchandise leave Eng-
land for a colonial port, the price put upon them
there is very different from that they had here. So,

i !
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v^en you have gone through the gates of death, the
angels wiU not ask how you stood with this world,
but they wiU estimate you by your fidelity, your sym-
pathies, the consecration of your life to that which
was true and good. Alone you will go into that
eternuy,as alone you came into existence; alone
will you tread the path to the throne of God ; alone
you will be judged; alone will your opportunities
come up m review; alone will you carry through
eternity the results of the one earthly life you have

1^!IY^ rr'' "' ''^^" ^'^ ''^^ '"dividual,
I shal be judged as an individual; I am resolved
therefore, to live as an individual." It is just this
purpose to which in God's name I summon you in
this address. Let it be so, my brother. Take thy
place with the illustrious ones of all times who have
ived to bless the world. Pass on to manhood and
to immortality with the seal of God upon thy brow.And then when death has done its mission, disen-
thralled of flesh, thou shalt rise to the unobstructed
sphere where hindrance never comes, and where
thou Shalt begm an illimitable work. There, with
thy life grated upon the infinite, it wiU be fruitful
as no earthly life can be.
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My object in this address is to relieve the doubts
on rehgious subjects which meet a young man in
these days. With some, to doubt is constitutional.
They are not able to give easy credence to any
tidings. With others, the very stupendousness of
religious subjects causes the mind to pause in
hesitancy; the revelations of Christianity are so
transcendent, that thought wavers before their very
grandeur. There may be doubt, also, from those
appalling miseries of human life which it is the
mission of Christianity to heal ; or from the terrible
sense of loneliness which falls on some spirits; or
from the strangely un-Chris*ian lives of Christian
men. But doubts just now are the weakness, or
the temptatior, or the fashion of the age. This is
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no longer an age of faith. Unbelief within the
Church and disbelief without foi-m the prevailing
and portentous disease of the times. Doubts are
therefore to be treated tenderly. There are thou-
sands of doubters among young men at this hour,
and they are not to be denounced, but helped.
On the other hand, there is a pretence ofdoubting

which is the simple outgi-owth of flippancy or con-
ceit. We hear Tennyson quoted, that there "lives
more faith in honest doubt than in all the creeds."
Let me, however, lemind you, that Mr. Tennyson
did not mean restingm doubt ; he meant an "honest
doubt," that was bent upon inquiry, and was open
to conviction. He therefore thus speaks, in this
same passage, of one—

" He fought his doubts, and gather'd strength
;He would not make his judgment blind

;He faced the spectres of his mind,
And laid them : thus he came at lei^gth

"To find a stronger faith his own,
And Power was with him in the night,
Which makes the darkness and the light,

And dwells not in the light alone."

'

Obsei-ve, a great character is not built up by
doubting. There is weakness, not strength, in
doubts. There has been a terrible force in utter
disbelief, and ofttimes the hero's daring and magni-
5^entachieve^^^ from strong Chris-

' In Memoriam, p. 143.
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dan faith. But it would be difficult to find energy

and effectiveness springing from the bosom of the

doubter. When in the cool morning the sun is

shining cloudlessly, there is vigour in the step ; but

when the night has come, and darkness oppresses,

the limbs and heart grow weary. The sad heart,

says the proverb, tires in a mile ; and there are ten

thousand fine young men in Great Britain in these

days who are smitten with a paralysis of moral power
by the blight of unbelief which is passing over the

age.

Observe this also, as an important preliminary

thought to this discussion : Christian faith carries

with it a moral quahty. It is a profound utterance

when Shakespeare says in his King Lear—
" Wisdom and goodness to the vile seem vile."

Paradoxical it sounds : even wisdom may seem
vile, and goodness also, if we "re vile. I know no
more degrading nor more comprehensive mistake
than that which regards Christian faith as a mere
matter of assent or opinion. Christian faith carries

with it candour, ingenuousness, humility, persuade-

ableness. But the awful canker of these days is

not doubt as to Christian themus merely, but doubt

as to all that is high • \^, glorious in human life.

Men abound who 3iK!uli?'j a sort of presumption
against what is grandly nob/e and unselfishly gene-

rous. They are alwr : >.eady to believe in what

't
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nnf^r^""''"
'""'"• '^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.

open for detraction, and they listen to any manwho can p.ck holes in character. God only

ev^HfT 'I

'''^°"''''' '°^ "^^ immeasurable
evil of these days. He only knows the hypocrisy
of profession that has given birth to this all-
blighting distrust in men and in goodness. Buthe habit IS a fearful and an invincible barrier
to Christian faith. How can they believe in the
glorious goodness of God, who have come to a uni-
versal doubt in nobleness among men ? How canhey believe in the grandly unselfish in Christ if
they always doubt the reality of this unselfishnessm human beings? If Christ in bodily presence
were among us now He would not parade the evi-
dences for the truth of Christianity before this age.
but would look into the face of men who carry in
them a cold, prevaricatious unbelief, and would
say to them « Except ye be converted, and become

There is another consideration to which I invite
your careful attention. You say the leaders of
science in this age are sceptical : the men who
have mvestigated nature the most are, you say.
disbehevers in the superna-aral. I shall have
something to say shortly on this assertion about the
leaders of science. I wish you now to note that
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any man will come to disbelieve in the supernatur^
who has allowed himself to become estranged from'
communion with that divine light whereby all
thmgs become luminous and harmonised. Let a
man cease to commune ^vith God, and the path of
scientific atheism lies straight before him. While
science was humble it glorified the Creator ; when
It became ambitious it became a falsehood, because
It had no aim but to glorify itself. When science
limited itself to the discovery of the phenomena
and order of nature, it blessed humanity

j but when
It left out of view the spiritual realm, and rushed
eagerly to the denial of creative acts, it became a
blind guide to the age. Such illustrious men of
science as Newton, Linnasus, Kepler, and Charles
Bell, studied the works of nature to adore the
Creator; there are later scientists who inten-
tionally ignore the Creator from the beginning
of their investigations; and how can nature help
them to find God } They leave the living spirit
and take material stuff as the origin of all organisa-
tions, and what can the outcome be but selfdom
and atheism? As an able scientific writer has
said, " This lust of the scientist to know everything
on his own terms supplants true science, and mock-
mgly gives oracles out of its abandoned shrine So
have we seen an aggressive young cuckoo overfilling
a small bird's nest, and the true brood lying about

!: f-
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dead on the ground. If such a man goes on in this
career, he will in time care for nothing about
science, andeverythmg about himself. He will soon
be more dexterous in getting rid of God out of his
own mmd than in studying creation. And the end
of him will be,

' Ego, et natura vieaJ " These are
terrible words of one competent to speak, and they
have a terrible significance in relation to our days
You say that all scientific men are disbelievers in

Christianity. This is a huge mistake. In the two
great universities of Oxford and Cambridge there
IS not a single professor of science who teaches it
antagonistically to Christian faith. In Scotland
Ireland, and America there are illustrious scientific
writers, and not a few of them adore Christ and
recognise the supernatural as the origin of all
things. No doubt there are distinguished scientists
who indulge in the contemptuous and supercilious
towards Christianity, and it is unhappily the fashion
of the hour to regard them as leaders. But it
is such men as Dalton, Davy, Herschell, Fara-
day, Lyell, who laid the foundation of modem
science, and they worked in a Christian spirit;
they were neither arrogant nor supercilious towards
Christian beliefs

; and they would have said it was
only a little they had read in "nature's infinite
book of secrecy." It is with the same reverence for
Christianity that men of consummate learning now

m
to
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realise that their physical investigations are con-

ducting them to a grand reconcilement between

science and revelation, and they find themselves

approaching what Professor Balfour Stewart, in the

meeting of the British Association in 1875, nobly

termed "A great generalisation, a mighty law, we
cannot tell what, and we cannot tell when."

'

" We are all in the dark together as to the origin

of species," were some recent words of the Times
newspaper. The sentence occurs in a powerful

leader on the yearly address of the President of the

British Association, and they were preceded by this

remarkable sentence :
" While modem science can

boast of certainty, truth, and sound good sense,

there are mixed up inextricably with all this, uncer-

tainty, falsehood, and specious nonsense." This is

the common-sense view of Englishmen of that

theory of evolution which has been supposed to be
so fatal to ordinary beliefs. That theory is, that in

the infinite ages of the past cosmic gas developed
sea-slime, sea-slime, life in the protozoa, and so the
development, by a natural process, produced at

' The woivis of Professor Huxley, in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury Review for Sept. 1877, deserve quoting here. He spoke
of not having reached the faith of Clirislians as to a future
life, when he added that he would make the best of the brief
span of existence which is within his reach without reviUng
Christian believers whose " faith is more robust, and whose
hopes are richer and fuller," than his own.
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length the intellect of Plato, of Jesus Christ, and
of Shakespeare. Such an astounding and de-
grading theory, which sets aside creative acts,
ought to be supported by overwhelming evidence.
But

, ,s about this very thing that the Times
says "we are all in the dark together." As a
n.atter of fact, there is not a single incontro-
vernbleprooftosupport the tremendous conclusions
of th.s theory. There is not a vestige of evidence
of an mtem^xliate link between apes and men.
Let me qu« >> v,t you a sentence from an able
mvesfgator, L, ,he introductory lecture in theautumn oi i^;6 co the Natural Philosophy Class,n Edmburgh University, Sir Wyville Thomson
affirmed. The passage from one species to another,
as the evolution theory demands, is entirely outside
our experience. There is not a shadow of evidence
of one species having passed into another during
the period of human record and tradition. The
geological record gives no traces of transitional
lorms from one species to another." Mr. St
George Mivart, equally a scientific investigator,"
calls the theory "a puerility of science," and uses
these strong words

:
« The doctrine of the evolution-

ists IS not supported directly by any one single
fact in the whole domain of nature ; it is wildly
improbable, and it appears to me strange, mon-
strous, unnatural, aivl portentous, that the doctrine
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sliould occupy the attention of the scientii.c
world."

These quotations are clothed in weighty language.
1 hey painfully suggest that this doctrine of evolution
would not h ve become the fashion of the hour had
there not been a motive. Doubtless eminent men
are superior to their own hypotheses; " but," says
Dr. Wood, who is himself a great naturalist, and
late tutor of Queen's College, Oxford, «I cannot
conceal from myself that there are many otiiers who
eagerly enrol thensclvcs as disciples in these new
schools, not because they are impatient of the cos-
mogony of the Bible, but because they would gladly
get nd of the te rhing there which is unpalatable."
I must bear witness that I have observed amoncr
these « disciples " a dogmatism and a contemptuous
treatment of opposite theories that are utterly unlike
the modesty of true science, and stand in very
pamful contrast to the spirit of the illustrious men
whose labours they inherit.

It has been well asked, « How can selection ac-
count for the whale?" The whalebone in this
creature's mouth is a sieve, which, when it swallows
water, retams the minute marine creatures on which
It feeds. Of what use would be the rudiment of a
sieve

! How tl en did the whale get selected ? A
similar argument has been drawn from the tubal
larynx of the k.ingaroo. The fact is, as investiga-
tion proceeds, it more and more proves design, and
not the blind resultant of natural selection.

It !s indeed admiitcd by evolutionism that there

7
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:

is no incontrovertible proof of one species having

passed into another, but it is contended we have

not all the page of nature's operations before us.

But why are men to believe that natural processes

originated species in ages when investigation is im-

possible if there be no adequate evidence of these

transitional forms in the ages that are open to

human inquiries? A supposed derivation of the

horse was lighted on recently ; but the supposed

genesis has scarcely added to the reputation of the

propounder. It is admitted thatman differs from the

ape in his intellectual nature. Whence came the

difference but from the will of the Creator? How
rs it that there is not a shadow of evidence of the

uniting link ? Until thi? be found, we must prefer tc

classify man, not with the ape, but with the Son of

God, and we must remind ourselves of the language

of the Times, that with truthand good sense, in these

investigations, there have been inextricably mixed

up "falsehood and specious nonsense."'

' There are one or i,wo additional facts demanding notice.

The Silurian are, as our readers are aware, among tlie lower

paljEozoic beds : i.e. among the earliest where traces of life

occur. But in those beds a species of shark b found in fossil.

This has been justly termed by Professor Williamson, F. R.S.,
" a seriously awkward fact," and " a serious hindrance to thr
evolutionary theory." This shark bears a singular witness,

It is found in beds containing the first forms of life, but it

scale offish-organisation is among the highest Here is n(>»

M



Lut the objection to the evolution theory becomes
much more serious. So long as it remained a doc-

trine of scientific inquirers and was not brought

into the life of men, it was left to finish its evi-

dence. But recently the doctrine has taken a form

which demands a firm attitude on the part of young
men. The logical conclusion of evolutioni;--m, as now
proclaimed, imperils the very existence ol civilised

society. It is nothing less than this,—that men who
have come from sea-slime, through monkeys, are

merely sentient automatons—mere machines who
must obey irresistible impulses ; that man is bound
and held fast in an iron mill of necessity ; that

burglars and forgers have merely, like clocks, been
followmg a force they could not withstand ; that the
" robber, the ravisher, and the murderer," must be
treated as men would cage wild beasts, not because

gradual development, but nature has taken a prodigious step
forward. A very "awkward fact" indeed is this. More-
over, it is not unfairly asked, If there has been one series of
dewlopments constantly going on, so that according to Mr.
Darwin a species has no real existence, how is it that the
protophyte of the dawn of creation is the protophyte still ?

How is it that there exists in the first forms of life the same
formation we see to-day * 1 he chalk beds abound with forami-
niferous shells called Globigerina. But the recent Atlantic
dredgings bring up these same unchanged Globigerina, still

found after measureless ages, unchanged, undeveloped, in the
mud of the deep sea bottom I (Lyell's Elements of Geology,
p. 318)

i >
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there is any hope of reforming them or of checking

their crimes in the young who might imitate them,
but that society may protect itself. Such is the

logical outcome of evolution as propounded by Pro-
fessor Tyndall in the presidential address of the

Birmingham and Midland Institute, Oct. ist, 1877,

and since published by him in the Fortnightly

Review. I once met with an excellent German
pastor at Schwalbach, who was converted by reading

the Life of Jesus, by Strauss. He had been on an
incline of Rationalism, and Straus", showed him the

abyss towhich hewas descending. It is probable that

this " logical conclusion " of evolution will have the
same beneficial effect. Men will open their eyes
when they find that truth, honesty, and rightnes--

are to be relegated to the category of worn-o»i

beliefs in virtue. They will affirm that the " ravisher

and the murderer" are to be restrained, not horause
they were troublesome beasts who must obey their

impulses, but because they were not wild beasts, and
would not deny the bestial in *hemselves. I con-
gratulate pure-minded young men that the antidote
of scientific atheism comes with its last unfolding.

They will guard against these doctrines spite of the
" specious" language in which they are clothed, and
they will set against these cravings for a passing
popularity the brave, strong words of the grand
sage—Thomas Carlyle : «A good sort of man is
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this Darwin, and well meaning, but with very

little intellect. It is a sad and terrible thing

tc see well-nigh a whole generation of men and
women, professing to be cultivated, looking round
in a purblind fashion, and finding no God in this

universe. And this is what we have got to: all

things from frog-spawn ; the gospel of dirt the

order of the day. The older I grow—and I now
stand upon the brink of eternity—the more cumes
back to me the sentence which I learned when
a child, and the fuller and deeper its meaning be-
comes :

* What is the chief end of man ?—To glorify

God and enjoy Him for ever.' No gospel of dirt,

teaching that men have descended from frogs

through monkeys, can ever set aside that."

We may therefore thus sum up the objections of

common-sense against this doctrine of the Evolu-
tionists. According to their own admissions, spon-

taneous generation has never been known to occur,

and Professor Tyndall canaldly admits, after the
most careful and elaborate experiments a scientist

ever attempted, that, so far as we see, life cannot
be originated from matter. They also admit that

no new species has ever been formed by selec-

tive breeding, and that at present the sterility of

hybrids must be accepted as a fact. Professor

Dana affirms that no remains of fossil man bear
any approach to the ape type, and that "the

< ij
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molecular law \::s the profoundest expression of

the divine will." Further, the term "evolution"has
now been given up by Mr. Herbert Spencer as a
wrong name, and "involution" is now to be the

word. Further still, between the Involutionists

and the Mathematicians there is a difference, wide
as the poles asunder, as to the time required for the

creation of the universe on the natural history of

creation theory. The Evolutionists require infinite

time for the working out of their theory, but the

scientific mathematicians of our period affirm that

the teaching of astronomy is in the teeth of any such

notion ; that, instead of even 500,000,000 millions

of years, mathematics as applied to the stellar forces

can only give fifteen million of years. Lastly, we
may quote the words of Professor Clifford, written

one thinks by him with a touch of humour—
" It is probable thai the doctrine of evolution fills a
somewhat larger space In our attention than belongs

to its ultimate influence. In the next century men
will not think much about it. They will be paying
attention to some new thing!" Therefore, with
such unutterable confusions, admitted oversights,

irreconcilable contradictions, we leave the whole
doctrine of development, and fall back upon the

magnificent sentence with which the Bible opens,—
" In THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED THE HEAVENS
AND THE EARTH."
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But a source ofdoubt, to which a marked reference
Is necessary, is that which springs from the sup-
posed difficuhies found in the Bible. Some persons
have expected that the Bible, being called a reve-
lation from God, would be like a book written in

heaven, and altogether different from human works.
But, in infinite wisdom and mercy, this has not been
God's mode of revelation. The earlier books of the
Old Testament are the most ancient writings in the
world. They were written long before Greece was
heard of, and in a most illiterate age. I am not
astonished to find the marks of a rude antiquity on
these writings : I am astonished that in that dim
morning of history these writings should so im-
measurably surpass the miserable legends of other
ancient peoples, and should possess a charm, pic-

turesqueness, and facility of translation which have
interested men in all nations, and for thousands of
years. It is an infinite condescension that God has
been pleased toi-eveal His dealings with the human
race through writings that are the genuine product
of these ruder ages, and that He has revealed the
method of His providence through the history, the
infirmities, the virtues, the sins, and struggles of
men. This history is both Human and Divine.
It is Human, for the men who wrote it carried into
it the peculiarities of their age and their culture.

It is Divine, for it truly and faithfully tells the
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dealings of God with the first races of men. and
afterwards through Christ. In the one Book you
have unfoldings of God's mercy, compassion, and
righteousness, and in the other the unfoldings of
His love. In the Old Testament you have records
of men who lived in an earlier period of humanity •

but the writing or the compilation of these records
has been controlled, not always in letter, but in
substance, so as to teach the awfulness of sin, the
safety of righteousness, and the faithfulness of
Jehovah. Dreadful is it to be told of the incest of
Lot

;
but it is merciful that we have a justification

of the warnings against the licentious nations of
Moab and Ammon, whose origin is thus narrated
Through all the records of men in the Old Testa-
ment, you are taught, as in the life of such a rude
shepherd as Jacob, that every wrong act has a seed
of evil in it, whose bitter fruits the doer has to eat,
and that God's providence is pei-petually controlling^
the good and the evil for the education of men and
of nations. So with the prophets. They taught
their own times, but their message was for all times
The separation of these two elements is the fruit
and the reward of human study.

J-ook at the Book of Psalms, the liturgy ofprayers
and praises for all ages ; the sacred ballads for
humanity. There is much that is human in these
Psalms; but if God had sent down to us songs
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composed by the angels, they would have been
valueless by the side of those in this incomparable
book. While I am in this world of fierce tempta-
tion, of suffering, and of moral weakness, what I

want is not so much angelic musings and raptures,
as the prayers of a man, sinful, tempted, struggling,
suffering, fallen, as I am ; and yet a man ever
reaching with such sobs of penitence and intense
heart cries after God. I mourn David's sin and
sufferings, but I feel grateful that the Scriptures
have preserved to me his Psalms, which interpret
the fiercest beatings of my heart, the lowliest con-
fessions of my moral besetments, and the deepest
aspirations of my nature.

Look, again, at the Epistles of the New Testa-
ment

: you have here the records of churches which
fell, some into one error, others into another. But
these errors are such as are common to humanity.
Admirable, therefore, is the wisdom whereby in-
spired doctrines and consolations are conveyed
not in any abstract method, but in their relation to
the very tendencies of our nature. Your objection
therefore, to the Bible, that it is so human, is from
an utterly mistaken impression of the mode in
which revelation could be best made to men, and
from forgetfulness of its deep, profound, and mar-
vellous adaptation to human life.

You ask, What is to be said about the first chapter
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of Genesis ? I assure you I have read that chap-
ter again and again for thirty years, and its

interest grows with every perusal The primeval
record of the formation of the world has about its

language a simple, matchless grandeur that makes
this first page of the boundless literature of after
tunes the most precious document we have. This
cosmogony of the Hebrews, compared with those
of the Hindoos and Persians, is like comparing gold
wuh copper of base alloy. Our English version
conveys an impression of six natural days of crea-
tion, but the original gives a much more pictorial
and wider latitude. That the day is not one of
twenty.four hours is evident from the statement
that God rested on the seventh day. The rest-day
was clearly a period ;vhich has lasted for at least
six thousand years.' And the record gives a
picturesque view of the order of creation that
astonishes for its approach to scientific accuracy.

* It ni.iy be supposed that it is because of the demands ofmodern science the theory of indeterminate periods, instead
or natural days, is applied to the record of Moses. But tliis
IS not the case. Pliilo said, " It is a piece of clownish sim!
phcity to think that the world was made in six days." Oritren
argues against those who hold the six-day theory, and inter-
pret the record literally. Father Ryder says that Augustine
regards the Mosaic record as •

' a leaf taken from an LgeE;
record, m which time, properly speaking, has no place." Seea httlebook on Natural Theology. " Proteusand Amadeus."
C, Kegan Paul and Co. 1878.
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The venerable record affirms the late date of man
upon the earth ; so does modem geology. Sir C.

Lyell says :
" No discovery has shaken our belief

in the extremely modem date of the human era."

It teaches that the world was once covered by

water ; so does geology. " It is concluded as a

fundamental maxim in geology," says Professor

Philips, " that the whole area now occupied by dry

land was once covered by sea." It teaches that

God made the dry land to appear ; and geology

affirms that the rocks, or dry land, have been up-

heaved from the waters.

Science in its most recent developments has

been thus anticipated by the grand pictorial view of

creation with which the Bible opens.

When we come to the second chapter of Genesis

v/e meet with that which the highest philosophy

has taught,—that there ir measureless distance

between man and all the ower animals, and it is

most impressively shown that it is to the workman-

ship of God Himselfwe must ascribe the formation

of man ; then how touchingly beautiful is the

parable of the formation of woman, and the lesson

of the tenderness of her union with man ; then how
remarkable that in all parts of the world nations

have retained a tradition ofthe Deluge ; and recent

times have brought to light a fragment of Chaldaean

tradition which is so like and so unlike the Scripture

I
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as the world has never seen equalled
; philological

knowledge vast and accurate
; devotion of time on

the part of a host of able inquirers in Europe and
America-are all pursuing investigations into the
qucstionsofthe authentici.y,credibility, andgenuine-
ness of the Gospels and the Epistles. The style,
the testimony of adversaries, the nature of the
language, the evidence of ancient manuscripts,-
are all brought into court to test the truths of these
writmgs. A blaze of light is being shed on them in
our times, under whose myriad rays falsehood or
imposture must long ago have been detected. Nor
can it be said that they are biassed scholars who
are pursuing these inqiiries. They are being
pursued by critics whose honesty of purpose is
beyond all question ; men who, instead of being
shaken in mind or troubled by the fulness of light
poured over these New Testament writings, have a
conviction forced upon them of their genuineness
which approaches in our times an absolute and
unfaltering certainty.

There was, it may be, a period when Christian
believers were illiterate. It is just the opposite
now. The acutest lawyers of this age are firm
believers. Statesmen of consummate genius bow
reverently before the claims of Christianity.
Men of the largest scholarship, and the foremost
advocates of education, are men who are not
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ashamed of avowing their admiring love for the

New Testament Scriptures. It would be easy to

mention names occupying the highest judicial,

legislative, and literary positions in proof of this.

On the question of the antiquity man I will

add a few words. The question has come to a
stand-still. There has always been a haze of un-
certainty around it, and this remains what it was
seven years ago. There have been cave excava-

tions pursued eagerly and expensively, but their

results during the last few years are nil. I have
explored the two great caverns at Ingleborough,

Yorkshire, and Kent's Hole, near Torquay. In the

former case the measurements of the stalagmites

seemed to show that the blocks were increasing

before the eyes of this age at a far more rapid rate

than had been assumed for their growth in the

latter. In relation to the so-called flint imple-

ments, the confident assertions of their human
workmanship are being seriously questioned. No
less an authority than Dr. Carpenter says, " No
logical proofcan be adduced that the peculiar shapes
of these flints were given to them by human hands."
No doubt very learned and candid men are in favour
of their human origin. But we have yet no certain

evidence that the forces and powers of nature have
not been adequate to their formation, and there
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peared in the Times and Athenaum. French wz;a;«
met Enghsh deputies for discussion for three days.
Alas! this "Papuan" jaw of the anthropologists
turned out to be exactly like the mortal remains of
some Saxon Christians in Picardy,and it was found
that a workman had imposed on the learned world
and had fraudulently inserted the "precious frag-
ment » into the bed of gravel.

And now, are we to attach infallible authority to
scientific opinion ? Will it not be the wiser course
to regard this antiquity of man question as not
proven ?

Moreover, do youtliink Christianity rests on a
chronology, and a chronology derived from writings
of an antiquity which never pretended to a
method of writing figures which approached the
numerical accuracy of five thousand years later?
There may possibly be evidences in Gen. iv. 14,
and vi. i, 2, of a pre-Adamite race. But why
should I perplex myself with what has not been
revealed? Why may I not be perfecUy trustful,
awaiting further light? Lord Bacon says: «Ihad
rather believe aU the fables of the Talmud and
Koran, than believe that this universal frame of
nature is without a mind."

I am aware that the mystery of the Divine
mstence is a profound difficulty to ^"-ry thoughtful
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person. But would not the conclusion that there is

no God be a more appalling mystery? As to the
disproof of the Divine Being, that is impossible.

• Dr. George MacDonald's word on this subject is

not too strongly put: "As well ask a fly, which has
not yet crawled about the world, if it can prove that

"

it is round." And who is man, to stand up in this
great universe and to affirm that he has proved
there is no God? When you have lived longer in
the world, if you have watched and noted the history
of families and individuals, I promise that you will
then say there is a power governing the universe in
the interests of righteousness, frustrating the
machinations of the wicked, and making the shelter
of falsehoods roofless in the end for those who
have sought refuge there. Mr. Froude is among the
greatest of living historians, and he finely says that
you may go "to the past history of the world, and
prove diverse theories from its ample pages
according to your disposiiion. But one lesson, and
one lesson only, history repeats with emphatic
distinctness and without the least ambiguity.
There is no possibility of diverse theories here, and
that lesson is, that the world is built on moral
foundations, that in the long run it is well with the
good, and in the long run it is ill with the wicked

;

and that one lesson is the old doctrine taught long
ago by the Hebrew prophets, that the fear of the
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Lord is wisdom and to depart xrom evil is under-
standing." If this be so, and that it is so is in-
controvertible, there is no possibility of escaping
the conclusion that there is a governing Mind.
But let me ask you not to exaggerate the diffi-

culty of the existence of God. Look at the light
of the sun. It sends its rays through every cottage,
every stream, and over every living thing, and yet
it never contracts a stain, and takes no soil. It
awakens the germs of life in organic nature, and
they emerge in an endless variety of forms ; it

clothes the forest with a robe of verdure, paints the
fields with countless flowers, and calls forth the
song of thousands of birds. It unchains from
their icy bands the mountain snows, and sends
myriad riUs to make iriisic through the valleys. It
makes the gladness of childhood, and cheers the
gloom of age. At the same time it can photograph
ever>' mental emotion and every change of moral
feeling. No subtlety can deceive it ; it pierces
beyond the false look ; it images the character with
startling justice. It is no labour to the sun to do
this. Endow this sun with mind; conceive that
Its rays not only pervade and photograph every
object, but do so consciously. Have you not here
an emblem of Him who takes this image of light ?
Do you not further see myriad proofs of design

in the atmosphere, the soils, the foliage, and your own
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frame ? Out of ten thousand proofs equally remark-
able, let me mention one or two. Think of the
egg of a bird, so made that wherever it is placed
the chick shall float uppermost, so as to be near the
warm bosom of its mother. Think of the adaptar
tion of the camel to its life in the desert ; its feet,
not like the hoofs of a horse, but cushioned with
elastic pads, that do not sink into the sand, but
spread over it; its stomach set round with water
sacs, from the supplies of which it can journey for
days without coming to fresh water ; its eyes over-
hung with eyebrows, and nostrils that can be firmly
closed, whereby it is not incommoded with cither the
hot sand-clouds or the glare of the desert. Think of
a gulf-stream, sixty miles broad and three thousand
feet deep, which comes from the tropics every
winter, which secures an equable temperature for
the fishes, and prevents the seas at Stockholm and
Norway from becoming a block of ice. While this
IS sc, there is a polar current, which rises in Green-
land and hastens to cool the tropics. Think of the
constant demand for Ume in the ocean to form the
bones of the countless millions of fishes born every
hour, and recall the fact how there is not a river
that is not pouring into the sea perpetually miUions
of tons oflime for this purpose, and every brook and
tributary of the great rivers is supplying it. Do
not all these things point to a directing intelligence ?
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Are we to conclude that this marvellous and
mighty mechanism of nature is the chance develop,
ment of a nebulous cloud ? Is there not in nature
everywhere a beautiful unity of design ? Is there
not a wondrous adjustment of complicated powers
and elements fcr one common end ? Is there not
a most precise interworking of correlative forces in
one harmonious co-operation ? Are there not traces
everywhere of an all comprehensive law that is con-
trollmg movements the most mighty, and governing
the organic formation of creatures the most minute*^
so that they all proceed upon a fundamental plan?
Is it not a wilful blindness or proud conceit that
sees no design in all this ?

You say it is difficult to realise a Power unseen?
You nevertheless admit Hot force of the unseen.
There is a gravitating force perpetually proceeding
from the sun and moon. The sea-tides twice
every twenly-four hours are the palpable proofs ot
that unseen action of the two luminaries. Here is
an unseen agency affecting every day of your life
aU the waters spread over five-seventh parts of the
globe. Gigantic is that force, and it contributes to
the well-being of everyone of the twelve hundred
millions of the human race. Why, with this fact in
your view, should a mighty sfream of influence pro-
ceeding from the Deity be such a difficulty?

I admit to you that if we did not know God in
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Christ, these evidences of His existence would not
counterbalance the doubts awakened by the
terrible sights and sounds of a tearful and wretched
world.

But, when you come candidly to the Scriptures,
you find the proof of a great and mysterious Power
of evil that has been struggling for the possession of
the human race, and you learn that Jesus came
forth from God to interpret for us His Divine pity
and His helpfulness. Because, as I hold, the
origin of the supreme power of evil, and of the
demons over whom he rules, is entirely concealed
from us, shall we deny their existence? Are not the
terrific and measureless temptations of men the
palpable proofs of such a malign power ? Christi-
anity has no meaning if you deny human miseries.
The great promise of the Bible is that ofa Deliverer.
We needed this most. I assure you there are
myriads who have found God in Christ. The
revelation of love in His incarnation, His atoning
death and His resurrection, becomes to them, as
years go by, an unfaltering certainty. The depths
of wisdom which that love discloses, the power of it

to comfort and elevate man, the rest which it gives
to inteUect and to conscience, are felt to transcend
aU probability of human invention. A transient or
cold impression ot what the Gospel reveals mav
admit of doubt. But when conscience is listened to

H
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hundred years ago, in a strip of fair ^^^^d^^^i
in As.a-a land which for t»vo thousand years had
been the theatre of events which marlced it out as
the scene for some grand evolvement of historic
import-there appeared a Teacher from Galilee,
just rising into the maturity of manhood. He unitesm Himself the most unusual varieties of character.He has vast inteUect and the tenderest sensibility

;

the calmest judgment and the keenest feeling. He
IS lowly, but always magnanimous; He is meek
and yet majestic

; He is most compassionate to'human frailty, but abhors human vice ; He is
despised, but never fretted; insulted, but never
ruffled; never is He charged with sin, yet by a
strange and precious sympathy He draws to Him-
self the sinful and outcast. He is essentially
human

;
,s found at the marriage feast and the

evening meal. He speaks parables which childhood
can understand,and over which genius wonderingly

ZZ\ ? '' ' ^'"' '^"^' """^^ ^ J^-' '^ "domi-
nated by the passion of humanity." His teaching
IS so profound, wise, and novel, that it for ever
shades all the teaching ofthe wise men of antiquity.He did works whichnone other man had everdone.He invued all heavy-laden ones to come to Him for
rest, and declared that He would give this rest.
During a very brief ministry, five hundred menand women so believed in Him, that afterwards

I
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many of them laid down their lives for His sake.
Very soon after His death upon the cross, when
He startled His enemies by the loud cry, « It is
fin.shed,»a - vast multitude'' in Rome itself en-
rolled themselves as His disciples. This fact comes
to us on the testimony of the he.ithcn historian,
Tacitus; and Gibbon admits it must be received as
unquestionably genuine.

This Jesus Christ we affirm to be the Son of man
and the Son of God. He is th. Revealer of God.He pierced to the core of human misery, while He
wielded the resources of Omnipotence ; He wound
about H.S heart human sympathies, but now sits at
the right hand of God exalted. My brother I
solemnly teU you that to refuse to believe in Chr'ist
after the evidence afforded wiU violate your candour,
w. trample on the rectitude of your reasoning, and
wiu bring on you consequences which you will
hereafter deplore. I cannot utter words that deserve
comparison with those of Christ Himself: "lam
come a light into the world, that u hosoever believethm me should not abide in darkness." "He that
rejecteth me hath one that judgeth him : the word
hat I have spoken, the same shall judge him in the

!'"">* day."

'ou may ask. Can a man be lost for sincere
Jo.;v

.
, £ a • .n clings to his doubt, if he will not

fcXf ;;.tl- !

-
J •••'!. tviii nut

ii^.i»ure, If he r:fuses to receive testimonj;
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he will remain lost, not because of his doubt, but

because of his obstinacy. This talk of sincere

doubting is often very unreasonable talk. A man
may sincerely doubt whether it is well to sow corn in

the autumn or spring, and he may sow his fields in

July; but his sincerity will not save him from bank-
ruptcy or the workhouse. A schoolboy may sin-

cerely doubt the necessity oflearning Euclid, history,

ai.d geography ; he may refuse the testimony of

wiser heads ; but his sincerity will not save him
from going into mercantile or professional life a
dunce, and the chances are that he will rue his so-

called sincere doubt to the end of his days. You,
my brother, will soon pass into a world shrouded
in impenetrable darkness. There is but one voice

which can tell you of a way whereby your spiiit

hereafter may reach a region of light and felicity.

Should you close your ear to that voice, and nurse

your doubts, and refuse to investigate, then let me
tell you that the Scripture speaks of a " shame and
everlasting contempt."

Miracles are made an occasion for doubt to some.

Let us examine this objection candidly. Why are

miracles not believed ? « They contradict experi-

ence." A few years ago, M. Boutigny, at a meet-

ing of the British Association, caused ice to be

produced from a red-hot crucible. Surely this

contradicted experience. " They are incredible ta

I!
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TZ ^, '=""'=' «" a-e'^^r^ii^v'^
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«.,v^,/„ , . . ^ ^""^ attributed
mracUs to mapc." The very proof they were»^ought

,. elsethey would have denied thefa^Zd
ro.„sor.ed,oU,ispre,enca " THeyare i^fo^s^t,
'i' 'hey^spendi„fle^iUlav,s ofnature." To thismodem objection I reply, .here a.. „„ UwsVf ^heaverse except d>e direct agency of God. If, ae„°He herpeses ,„ arrest a sabject-law, there ir„o

surrr°''''''"'°'"""'''''-«"h:supreme Uw m operation. For example : By th.
.nfl=x,ble law of gravitation, a ball dropM from thetop of a tower falls to the earth. B„, suppose a

suspended ? Not at all. A controUing la„ ;.
brought .nto operatio„,,owhich thatlawis obedienThus you have the agency of God in miracles. Z
..hiT T' ^ ="=""'' •'>' ™'"^ "io find

Whet tt °' "" '"'"«' '° -Mply objections

r"pte R K
""'^ ""'*""' ""O"' finding

replies. Remember that in .he first ages miraclesmust have been worked, els. ChristianfyS
gained a footmg m the earth, much less haveAanged the religion of ,be Roman e,upire. Gibto^d h,s strength to dispute this; but never did agreat writer so signally fail
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Attention has just been called with admirable
discrimination to what is termed the specific ap-
propriateness ot the miracles of Scripture. They
occur in groups or series. They cluster round
certain great crises of history. They bear a
specific character adapted to the epoch when they
occur. For example: The miracles of Exodus are
adapted to the end of prostrating in ignominious
rum the gods of Egypt. The miracles of the wilder-
ness proclaimed that God was no mere national
deity, but entitled to obedience and trust as the one
only living God. The miracles of Elijah and Elisha
sustained the testimony of these great reformers
against national apostacy. The miracles in the
book of Daniel were the proof that Israel would
emerge unconsumed from a fiery furnace of Baby-
lonish captivity, and that God had not forsaken
them. The miracles of Jesus dealt with men's
private life; they presented Jesus as the Saviour of
individuals, and warranted personal faith in Him as
man's Deliverer. Miracles in this light are not
merely evidencesj in their marvellous grandeur and
their unearthly beauty, they are profoundly signifi-

cant, and are an essential part of the religious
education of mankind.

»

Observe, also, if you want demonstration that will

'Condensed from E. R. Conder, M.A., on " The Basis of

il

f
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overbalance all difficulties, you will never find it
In the affairs of this life men acton the i>rei>onder^
ance of evidence. If there should appear twenty
reasons for a course of action, and only five agains
It, he would be reckoned a fool who became swayed
by the five, and refused to inquire further. I„

Trtn^f ?'
'^' "^'^ "'^^ ^^'" "^^^^ d«<^'de and

act till they have reasons which exclude all doubt.
are left behind in the progress of society, andbecome the poor and despised. Your condition in
this world IS a test whether you will be true and
docile. If you want light, there is abundance to
guide you; ,f you choose darkness, God will not
compel your belief.

Note further two facts. A prince once asked hisChaplin to furnish him with evidence of the truthof Christiamty, but to do so briefly. He received a
bi.freply,--«TheJews,yourmajesty.« YeTht:
are the Jews among us. Without a king, without
acentre, and yet preserving a mysterious'iden i"Wm you study the problem, whether any key tothe history and fortunes of the Jews fits the lock

the Lr"'''"^""^'^'^' ''^P^^^-" '^^ thathe Scripture gives? And here is the Church
Intrigue and falsehood you can find in it. Thebase designs of its members would long ago have
discredited any other association. Lut throughmore than eighteen centuries the Chu;xh ^^^t
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a witness for purity, self-denial, benevolence, and
sainthness. None but a bigot will deny this. Will
you ask how came a Church with such a history
mto being? Could lies have given it its lofty
benevolence, its wide-spreading conquests, and its

- imperishable sway ?

And observe, the end will come. A nurse
recently was summoned to a sick bed in Paris.
The invalid was a young Englishman. Before she
would enter upon her duties she asked if the sufferer
was a Christian. Upon being answered in the
affirmative, she said, "I have seen such horrible
sights, and heard such waitings, in the dying
chambers of ungodly and dissolute men, that I dare
not now undertake to nurse another such a one."
Trunchan, in his memoirs of Voltaire, says : «

I

wish that those who have been perverted by his
writings had been present at his death. It was a
sight too horrid to witness." These are awful facts
and foreshadowings after a life of infidel pleasure.
While these sheets were passing through the

press, I read the memoirs of two men whose lives
ran side by side, but in whose end the contrast
was deeply instructive. Both were bom in the
year 1800

;
both lived unto the third quarter of the

century; both were men of genius and culture;
both had access to the first literary circles of
Europe

;
both were writers of celebrity. One wajt

I.

i
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a sceptic
J the other a firm believer in Christianity.

The one, John McLeod Campbell, closed his daysm a calm evening of serene, unbroken repose. His
last words were, « What a rest to know that I amm my Father's hands!" The other, Heinrich
Heme, wrote before his death, «I am very
wretched; I am almost mad with vexation, sorrow,
and impatience." His last letter contains these
words: "My brain is full of madness, and my
heart of sorrow; never was poet so unhappy in
the fulness of fortune which seems to make a mock
ofhtm /" Thus died the sceptical poet of the gay
world of this era !

Let me add a test of your sincerity. One of the
most accomplished and gifted of authoresses has
told us that dark doubts on divine subjects once
shrouded her spirit. As she looked up at midnight
to the vault of the heavens, and saw the stars
moving in serenity and order, the thought came over
her troubled spirit-" The Creator of those orbs
must take an interest in me. His rational creature.
I hold to nothing but a dim hope of His existence.
I wiU take my dark mind to Him, and ask Him for
light. Prayer shaU be with me the • test oftruth: "

To that sincere cry the answer came. Her heart,
intellect, and conscience found rest in Christ ; the
Bible became to her an exhaustless fount ofwisdom

j

in mathematical culture and in musical taste she
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became distinguished, and her life became signally

useful and saintly. Two eminent men were lifted

out of their doubts by the promise in Luke xi. 13.

" If the Bible be true," they reasoned, " the Lord
will give His Spirit to them that ask Him. We
will put this promise to the proof." The one—John
Newton—became the most influential preacher of

the Gospel in the British metropolis : the other-
William Wilberforce—became one of the best, most
useful, and most honoured of statesmen.

My brother, let this be the test of your sincerity.

Will you earnestly and perseveringly ask God to

fulfil His promise in you ?

I shall close this address with thirteen articles

which may be termed The Creed of the Infidel.
I. That Book is to him an imposture and pre-

tended revelation, which furnishes the only explana-

tion ever offered of human misery, suffering, and
death ; which responds to man's universal craving

for immortality, and gives transcendent glimpses of

a future state ; which presents the sublimest views

of the compassion of the Creator ; which paints a
picture of man which has had an exact transcript in

the history of all nations, and on behalf of which
myriads rise up to testify that it has been a cease-

less impulse to aspirations, a comfort in their trials,

and has taken away the fear of death,

a He believes that the earlier narratives of the

9

1. i

t
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Bible were fabrications intended to glorify the
Jewjsh nation

:
but somehow these fabrications are

totally unhke the legendary traditions of Greece

^1 r,:
'"'^"^^ °^ """"^^ their ancestors

gods and heroes, they make them slaves, and teUa history of Jacob and his sons which coders the'r
progenitors with infamy ; and, strange to say, thesefabr cations imposed upon later prophets wh; werehe sternest denouncers of falsehood, and are new
mposing upon six miUions of Jews, who with aenacity unparalleled, and sacrifices ceaseless, clingto the ritual and history of their ancestors.
3. He believes that by some unaccountable

^pecies of hterary deception, unlettered or fanadcamen have pretended to give four narratives of the

oris Jo1 ""'^"'^' "''^' ^^^ ^-'-*-d-
cr tics confess are "the very gold of simplicity
integrity, and truthfulness," and which present In-age of Jesus Christ, that brings most vivi ^in

n Id! "^. rf"'°" °' '""^^"''^' t'^^t h- f-

and that surpasses in beauty and grandeur aU thapoetry ever sung, or human genius ever conceived
4. He believes that ihe writers of the New Testa-

aught he purest, wisest, most elev ated, and most
^^sacrificing system of morals the world has ever
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5. He believes that in the most enlightened and
sceptical age of the Roman Empire, thousands of
men were such arrant fools as to give credence to a
history of Christ which was full of lies, and to a
record of miracles which had never been worked,
and this at a time so near to the events that an im-
posture could nothave escaped detection for an hour.

6. He believes with M. Renan that the Resur-
rcction of Christ rested on the testimony of a sen-
timentalwoman

; orwith the authorof " Supernatural
Religion," that the deception had its origin in a
"notoriously superstitious age;" and yet that men
of the noblest inteUect have held for eighteen
centuries that nohistorical incident has ever received
such ample and powerful support ; that it completely
revolutionised the bearing of the original witnesses
who affirmed that they had seen Christ after the
Resurrection

; and that that Resurrection has offered
the most magnificent consolation to sufferers and
.artyrs for truth, has never been disproved by the

ingenuity of opponents, and has been felt to raise
the whole sum of human life to a loftier, sublimer,
and enduring attitude.

7. He believes that «a vast multitude " of Ro-
mans, Greeks, and Jews deserted, ' a fanatical
superstition, the splendid temples ol their fathers,
the schools of philosophy of which they had been
proud, and the religion of their ancestors, which
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had been enriched by the grandest historical as-
sociations.

8. He believes that the early propagators of
Chnst.an.ty, and the believers in it, acted altogether
contrary to ordinary motives of weak or bad men •

they embraced a creed which, instead of gaining
them aught, exposed them to the most diabolical
cruelt.es, and held their testimony in the face of
tortures, banishment, and a shameful death.

9. He believes that, although Christianity is alymg system of priestism or fanaticism, it never-
theless, according to irrefutable testimony, abolished
the feroc.ous deeds of the amphitheatre, overthrew
the hornd ntes of Paganism, introduced an era of
benevolence, and marked a new starting-point of
progress for the human race.

io.Hebelievesthattwelveobscure,pennilessJews.
w.th a h.gher wisdom than was claimed by Socrates!
Cicero, or Plato, taught the only religion which has
been proved to be adapted to every country and every
cond.t.on ofman on the surface of the wide globe

II. He believes that the Christian Sabbath, or
the weekly seventh-day rest, is an institution indis-
pensable to the present physical condition of menand a..imals

;
that without it modern civUisation

would bnng to myriads ofmen and beasts unbroken
0.1, disease, and premature death, but that this
seventh-day rest is a purely human institution,
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having come, he scarcely knows how, from men
who were foisting on the world false and illite-

rate traditions under the name of Divine revela-
tions. ^

12. He believes that the writings of the Christian
Scriptures, although an ill-constructed collection of
falsehoods, have been most firmly held to be true
by men of the profoundest intellect, of the most
resolved and persevering investigation,—the very
scholars, thinkers and master spirits of humanity,
such as Newton, Bacon, Milton, Boyle, Locke,
Pascal, Davy, Selden, and a host beside.

13. He believes that those great nations ofEurope
which are immensely in advance of all the nations
of antiquity, and of aU the heathen and Mohamme-
dan nations of Asia at this time, and which are
distinguished for their liberty, wealth, culture, arts,

schools, asylums, charity, and beneficence, have
become so while under the sway of a miserable
system of religious superstition, which a h^ff un-
lettered fanatics palmed upon the world eighteen
centuries ago, or which was the lying outcome of a
superstitious age.

Sceptic ! is this thy creed ? Then, O man, great
is thy faith

!

Trifler
!
who callest the Bible "weak folly," take

heed! Thy despising of Christianity and thy
influence against it may be shown to be thy folly

'ill
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and culpable weakness, which will have to^plored by thee in ages to come.
My doubting brother, you may turn the tableswhen reproached with the beliefs of Christian andpoint to the absurdities involved in Thk Ck

'

DULITY OF INFIDELITY.
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I PURPOSE in this chapter addressing Christian

young men. To them I would say it does not

become us to adopt an apologetic tone in relation

to Christianity. There are, unhappily, those who
have professed the supremacy of the religion of

Christ, and whose life and intercourse are carried on
in such a way to keep their conviction out of sight.

They are like the fashionable lady who communi-
cates at the popular conformist or nonconformist

church, and who places on her drawing-room table

the last Parisian novel of doubtful character, and
hides away the book distinctively Christian. No,
no : we have not thus to excuse our Christianity.

The one and only power that has been bearing

upon men with results of perfect satisfaction foi

Ij

i.

:
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eighteen centuries has been our holy religion. W^we thmk of its brilliant line of magnificent history
when we recal the names of the noble confessors
whose wuness against the falsehoods and unspeak-
able ev,ls of the world it has inspired

; of the
courageous patriots whose unselfish consecration
to the welfare of nations it has evoked; of the
.Ihistnous men endowed with immortal genius, andadorned wzth the loftiest character, whom it has
enrolled as us disciples: when we reflect upon thesamtly l.ves it has produced in every social circle^

t^ir"r?K
'"'^ ^^^^ ^^° '"^^ everywhere indelible

traces of their sanctity, and the women who moved
through domestic circles beautified by the holiest
virtues

:
when we remind ourselves of the depths ofmisery mto which it has penetrated with healing

compassion, and of the savage tribes it has rescued
from revolting barbarism and introduced to the
comity ot civilised nations : when we think hovr ithas elevated woman, broken the fetters of slaves
taken orphans under its protection, and origin-
ated myriad machineries of philanthropy

: when we
remember how it has taught nations justice, has
striven against tyrannous selfishness, has instructed
the rich to be liberal, and demanded a reward for the
industry of the poor

: when we reflect upon the lone,
hne of transcendent scholars who have bowed to
Its claims, and never were doing this more notably
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than at the present hour : when we bring into view
the millions of Christian workers who now are
teaching ignorance, assuaging wretchedness, carry,
ing consolations to the sick and dying, and doing
this with a heroism and persistency which the

blessed angels might emulate,—when we recal all

this, we are not disposed to apologise for Chris-

tianity, but to glory in it with exulting thankfulness,

and, instead of craven fear and distrust, to hold it

forth, with the overwhelming proofs of its Divine
origin, as the only hope of the world and the only

safeguard of society.

We must remember that Christianity has been
conferring these incalculableand transcendent bless-

ings on the human race not by touching the springs

of selfishness, but by the force of its own heavenly
motives, and by the impulses it has awakened not
among any special class, but wherever it has found
a true disciple.

Neither must we forget that numbers of otherwise

excellent persons are altogether unable to estimate

the vast benefits Christianity is now conferring on
the world. They never enter distinctively Christian

circles
; they never visit the scenes of Christian

labour ; they are profoundly ignorant of the distant

climes, where among barbarous tribes the blessings

of civilisation have been diffused ; they never

enter an orphanage j they know absolutely nothing

1
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of neighbourhoods of misery and vice, where
wretchedness has been changed by Christian efforts
into contentment and purity. They bear in their
hearts a doubt or scorn that blinds their eyes and

fr, *Jf
''.!""'• "^^"^ '^"•" *^« advantages of

this noble Christian service, and they are like men
who drink of the refreshing water and ignore the
hidden springs whence it issues.

I affirm that the religion of the Son of God was
never struggling against wickedness, ignorance,
selfishness, vice, and misery, as it is at this present
time. It never was sending forth such a host of
resolute workers to fight with the demons of sin
that waste the race. It never numbered among its
followers men and women who were marked by
such a self-renouncing benevolence of effort, and
such a saintliness of life.

Among these works of a living Christianity, must
be reckoned the service rendered to this age by
young men who are enrolled as members of Chris-
tian Associations. Recently in Toronto a Con-
vention of representatives of these organizations
was held, which showed that 821 Young Men's
Christian Associations had sent in reports from the
British American Provinces and from the United
States, and this was an increase of no less than 266
of the Associations in one year. These Societies
embraced a membership of avowedly evangelical
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believers numbering no less than one hundred thou-
x<?«</ young men, and they held property for the
purposes of literary culture and Christian agencies
amounting to just upon two millions of dollars,
exclusive of annual current expenses, which, with
the cost of furniture and books, are of the estimated
value of more than six hundred thousand doUars.'
How lamentable is the self-concentration of ourage,
which keeps vast numbers of persons in ignorance
of these facts. Feebly is it apprehended how
Christian young men by their voluntary unity and
combination are forming in our days one of the
noblest armies which the worid has ever witnessed.
It is not a mere sentimentalism that binds these
young men together. It is a practical and bene-
volent principle. They are found in the cells of
State gaols to teach prisoners a true freedom ; they
bend over the beds of sufferers in hospitals to
whisper words of blessing; they gather in school-
houses and every available place the outcast ; they
walk the streets at midnight uttering words of
warning, and ready to guide back the strayed and
lost ones to homes of virtue ; they touch with
friendly hand the staggering young drunkard, and

p
' J^"«*««P'-esent at Toronto as representatives from

Englimd. Mr. George WiUianis. the Founder of Young Men'*

o?rL\rSoSti?' ''' ^- "• "°^'^-' « '"-^'
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do valiant ba.tle „Uh the awM and all-destrovta";curs, of strong drink which is blasting the a«2hurn™>g to death and darkness m^d^ Tmen
n evangehstic services. Nor is the stranger over-looked, a,ey „pe„ i„„„ .„ .^^^^"^

for the yonng European, drawn to their conS
o'tTTl " '"''" *""" "^ •*' "«.» ^»
the Soathem States the coloured young men Jdburyng the old prejudices of race, seek to p°Cethem by education for the free citizenship ,oSthey have been introduced. Perhaps their noU «m.ss.onjustnowis that of organistag an e<re«fveand adequate system of visitation forL eight hu™dred thousand men employed onAmericanSLavs

a„r'S2'°A?:'""'"°"'°''"^''"f'^=^^^S»

and they form a branch association, and cha^e'hemsdves with a brotherly ca,* f„ ,he ytS^ner and Cerk. By personal conversation by^« ra^tmgs, and by the circulation of booksChnsfan newspapers, and a healthy literature, theyare seekmg to awaken a religious feeling, aid ,1bnng these otherwise neglected ones into^'conta

«

with the strong moral life ofgreat cities.
Surely a man is not to be envied who hears of*ese ,ssoc,a.ions in the other hemisphere wit"ou'
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a thrill of interest and hopefulness. No statesman
or journalist of mark is there in any European city

who is not impressed with the spectacle the United
States of America present at this hour. ^Never
before in the history of mankind has there been
seen the working of such a problem. There over
enormous territories, amid diverse races, among
elements apparently irreconcilable in their hetero-
geneousness, is witnessed a perfect politicalfreedom

;

and there is witnessed also a national self-restraint

which calms popular tumults, secures the ascendency
of moral sentiment, and preserves that boundless
country from the dismemberment and convulsing
revolutions which the wisest statesman thought
inevitable. Unquestionably it is the livingness of
a Protestant Christianity which is guarding the
autonomy, and establishing the predominance of
law in that enormous Republic, and which, amidst
the tremendous commercial temptations of new
conditions of society, is laying deeper and broader
foundations of righteousness. But it must be
admitted that these modern Christian Societies of
Young Men have done much to educate citizens,

to prepare their members for public life, and to
diffuse in the great cities of the land the leavening
restraint and impulse of a vital Christianity. These
Associations are being remarkably prospered. They
bear witness before all men to the success of their
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effort,. The report presented in Toronto aflin^

y2f""-<"rdinary Messing from God ufon „l'"'"talions and their work.'
F"" m

On the Austmlian continent the same orsanisa-..ons are springing up, are hailed by the beSTen

exeruh^'T"'
'"""^'''' ='°"' "= ^«'

-""
exert the widest and most beneficent sway in thosensmg communities. I. is tn,e that inVng'andChnsuan laymen are sorely hindered by .he dista-.^..ons which society suifers .hrough'the^™.
d.c« aj,d partisanship of religious sects. Yet evln
". the Umted Kingdom a noble host of young menhave assocated themselves together on the bLuof

si:ep:::™,:r""''""=^'-'-^-»p--
"The Young Men's Christian Associations seeltoumte those young men who, regarding tl,e Lo dJesus Chns. as their God and Saviour according tothe Holy scnptures, desire to be His disciplefin

he,r doctnne and in their life, and to associate their

Z'me'n*''""''"""'"'^'''"^'"'—"^'

lesMtofc'^'r"*"^'"""
'""'" ''" '«77,.oless than 5 575 y„u„g,^ j,^^^ ^^^ ^^^

membersh,p, of whom one-third are in active ser-
"«, and thero are about .0,000 associates. InUverpool there are 1.030 members ; in Manchester,
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2,500 members and associates; in Leeds, 860
members; in Bristol, 485 members; and were
I not unwilling to fill this page with statistics

I might show that these figures, impressive though
they are, present a meagre view of the cities and
towns in Great Britain and Ireland where young
men, without separating themselves from Christian
Churches, are uniting to give expression before one
another of their discipleship to Christ, to strengthen
brotherly devotion, and to promote by distinctively

Christian work the cause of righteousness among
men. It is probable that mechanics' institutes have
disappointed men of distinguished name who as-
sisted in their formation. They seemed to need
the salt of a purifying faith. Young Men's Associa-
tions are taking their place, and they are safe and
grow as the Christian sentiment is maintained in-

violate. The members of these associations in
large cities are consecrating themselves to the
noblest mission which ever engaged the attention
of Englishmen. With the love of Christians and
the daring of heroes they are devoting their prayers
and personal labours to the recovery to Cnristianity
of the lapsed masses of our people. Not content
with the efforts to strengthen their own faith in
Scripture by studying together the marvellous Book,
by reading-rooms and literary classes, they are
organising arrangements for informal, free, and

I
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vigorous efforts to recover the miUions of men \^
have, alas

! been alienated from Christian Churches
and so many of whom have been dragged into an
abyss of drunkenness and pauperism by the tre-
mendous allurements of profligate pleasure which
our age has been multiplying. May the great God
bless these young brothers 1 In the darkest strait
of the Church's distress they have come to the
rescue. They are fitted even better than pastors
for this work. They know the snare that is spread
for men's feet. They are not ignorant of ihe im-
mense expenditure and efforts made to corrupt
leisure hours

; nor of the tides of temptation which
sweep round young men ; nor of the poisoned cup
stretched out for their hand. It is therefore to be
hoped that these young men may still be regarded
without jealousy, and may find in Great Britain that
which they receive in America, "the hearty co-
operation " of the clergy, of aU teachers of religion,
and of all Christian Churches.*

And now I would offer to these and other Chris-
tianyouns nign of our times the following counsels.

7hVJ? P'fe a passage in the Appendix on this last pointIhe state of Christian society is clearly very different in this
country from what it is in the British Provinces and theUnited States of the American Continent. I am assured,
therefore, that a note on the subject is demanded, and lest il
sliouhl encumber the text, I place it in the Appendix,
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The only religious life that can be effective in this

af;e must bear a character ofintensity. What force

and fulness of energy in these days does worldliness

command ! ow strong its current ! How attractive

its fascinations ! How it invites attention ! How it

appeals to every social class ! How consummate
the cleverness of its programmes! How extrava-

gantly gross is their adaptation for one class, how
arrestingly sensational for another, and how subtly

refined for a third ! And will anything less than
out-and-out Christianity meet this new state of

things ? There are young men who go to worship
on Sundays in churches and chapels, and some of

tliem go to sacraments, who are without enthusiasm
for Christ. Astounding paradox ! Theirs is a de-

grading view of Christianity, as though it saved by
a faith unaccompanied by courage and self-sur-

render, and as if the end of Christ's coming into

the world wa- lo make people omfortable. Chris-

tian young men, whose will is nerveless in the clutch

of avarice. Christian young men, whose only idea

of leisure is to make it a pastime. Christian young
men, who, like Samson, are delivered over to the

Philistines to grind the mill of the world. Christian

young men, who mingle in the pleasures of those

who are without God, and help them to forget Him
more effectually. Christian young men, who are

skilled in what is absurdly termed a muscular Chris-

10
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tianity, but cannot utter a public prayer to Christ •

and whose lives, instead of producing the impres-
sion that religion is the one thing needful, produce
the conviction that religion is to be hidden away
like base coin, which n ust be passed surrepti-
tiously.

*^

What a weak dream to suppose that such unmanly
Christians can turn back the flood-tide of worldli-
ness that sweeps on so broadly and strongly in our
era. As well expect, in the rapids above Niagara,
a listless rower, whose boat is borne on to the falls
to stem its terrible current.

'

No language is forceful enough to describe how
this miserable standard of religious profession is
robbing life of its development, and is traitorous
to the cause of Christ among men. Ye young men
who have taken on you the name of the thorn,
crowned Saviour, and are partakers of His glorious
resurrection, behold the results of this compromise.
See scepticism, atheism, rationalism, superstition,
mtemperance, and impurity. And is this a time for
what men term the aurea mediocritas? Is this a time
for a mediocrity, which is a procrustean bed for
those who fall on it, and which robs Christian living
of all Its witness ? Is this a time for toleration of
every practice and opinion except a Scriptural
standard of Christian living? Men are decided
enough in their universal pleasure-hunting

; shaU
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you not be whole-hearted in your confession of the

Lord ? Uyour testimony is silenced, who can give
one in the days at hand ? I know that there never
was an age so ready with the sarcasm thrown at
" the pious." But is there not a cloud of witnesses

of those who in other ages bore this cross for the
Master, and who saved the world by denying it? If

religion is to sway these times it must be through
you. If the beauty, the majesty, and the noble
unearthliness of Christianity are again to awe, to

reprove, and bless men they must be seen in you.

You, by the Spirit's grace, can repeat the impressive

testimony of the days of the Reformation and of
the last century's great revival

Use your life asfar asyou canfor others. Self-

abnegating love is the law of Christianity. No
character has ever been great without this mark.
To nothing does God give such abiding fruitfulness

as self-sacrifice. It matters not if human gratitude

does not immediately follow the sacrifice. Though
now serving in a lower room there will come an hour
when your ear will catch the blissful words of your
Master, « Friend, go up higher." The life inspired
by self will make you dependent on the smile of
others, and will inevitably bring future disquietude.
The life of loving service for others—service not
because others even ask for it, or are entitled to it,

but because they need it, will bring you into one-

'1 ii
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jom Himself unto you in your daily work, and brin^
you u,t.n.ate,y to the glory and magnificence of

oneofseparatencss. Palestine was geographically
po.tu,ned so that while it touched the Les of
raffic between the great empires of the world, itay separate from the nations, and was bounded bythe sea and deserts. It was to influence all theanaent world, and be separate from all. Wondrousand significant sign of God's selection and of Divine

jn en,on You mistake, however, if you think theNew Testament law of separateness is to marhuman happiness. It is the safeguard of the world.What ,s the world's law of pleasure? Self-indul-
gence. shameless license, detestable selfishness.
These thmgs are not the happiness of the world

;

they are Us degradation, and they open the door tot^ynad sensualities, cruelties, and sufferings. Look
at France at this hour. Those who best know that
otherwise noble, vivacious, and thrifty race, tell ushow the abolition of the Sabbath, and the hablof universal pleasure, has been followed by the
deepest social alienations and hatreds. Look at
Gennany, that has gone down the incline of
Rationalism to Nihilism and Pessimism, and to
an utter discontent with life, and all human
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things. Look at the worldly professors of Chris-
tianity in England : the men and women who
have joined what God hath put asunder ; who, as
far as in them lay, have married the Church and
the world, and caused them to shake hands together
as they never did beforo in this Protestant realm

;

who count ..3 lawful practices which other genera-
tions of professed believers condemned ; who have
silenced scruples about the most worldly amuse-
ments; who have broken down all the fine old
distinctions. Are they blessing the world ? Are
they teaching their households righteousness? Out
of such households servants go forth to scoff at re-

ligion, and sons to join the hosts of unbelievers.

These professors help on the course of this world,
which from the days before the flood hath carried
on its skirts wasting, godlessness, contempt of
righteousness, and miseries which no angel in

heaven could count. Christian young men, it is

your mission to repair the wastes, to mark again the
healthy lines of separateness, and to give to the
testimony of the Church in these days of bewilder-
ment a voice of direction and attractiveness. It

is yours to build up a grand, godly life, which the
world hath not belittled nor defiled.

One method for asserting this distinctiveness of
Christian character I can only hint at. That method
is communion with God through the Revealed Word.

\i\.
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Yes, we h(^d communion wiur^^7i;;;^;;^irii;;
es ons o Scripture. « How can God bless me

'

said one, " ,f He has nothing to bless to me ?" Even

ontrf'I
'' ^'''^" '''^•^^"^ ^'^^^^^ I^- ^on

dailv T^ t""""'
'° ^'"^ ^'^^ New Testament

of t M "*'' newspaper-and the testimony
of the ablest secular journal may have weight on
th.s matter - said not long ago in a leader, " We
quesfon If any person of any class ever read the
Scnptures regularly and thoroughly without being
or becoming, not only religious, but sensible and
consistent." The calmest, holiest, and most effec
tive Christian men of this generation are the menwho are the most prayerful and diligent students
of Holy Scripture. Having bathed their souls
in the elevating light of the Word, they cannot
wound their consciences, nor silence their Chris-
tian testimony for truth and purity by a voluntary
•ngress mto the false and doubtful atmosphere
of the worid. Many a man have you known who
has gone mto circles of the gay, under the pretence
of extending religion, but he has provoked the in-
ward reflection, "Art thou also become one of us?"He who for the sake of gratifying a selfish indul-
gence enters the companionship of the godless, will
find himself regarded ere long not as a missionary,
but as a hypocrite, and will come off in the end with
unspeakable shame and loss.

J (
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Be not impatient with the opposition which

comes to you a' the test of character. If you are

living out a true Christian character, opposition

will come. This is not to be shunned, but welcomed

as the test of a true state. I do not plead for

fanatical invitation to persecution, nor for the

uncouth or presuming assumptions of uninstructed

zeal. But if you shape your character by the

Word of God, your life will be a correcting and

rebuking conscience to some, and this will irritate

them into a course of hns ;iuy. But it must be

yours to bear yourself w .ui a godly straightforward-

ness. A great livin- historian has said that the

characteristic of true Protestantism is a hatred of

falsehood. You rank with the witnesses of bygone

days for truth and righteousness. You follow

Him who in His infinite knowledge of mankind

bade Hit disciples "beware of men." If opposition

therefore arrays itself against you, be not im-

patient. No doubt this cross brings often the

keenest wounds, but there is a losing of the life

which gains it, and there is a faithfulness learnt

in the ways of suffering, which is the grandest

endowment God can impart.

" O fear not in a world like this,

And thou shall know ere long,

Know how suWime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong.
'

'
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Do no, therefore quiet your conscience by a sub"terfuge when .he duty is dear. Ve™1
Press,ve, and significant is that title whl™,;™;•akes ,n the Revelation which He gave to h1servant John, "The faithful and true „to«s

°
Hefaithfully uttered the words H. ., j u .
°

HisFa.her;HefaiWu;"*1fe f/r
wickedness of evil men ; He faithfully endured th.cross which has become the world'ssZl^

sptprSfeS:,:;^:;-'^-.
Of asking What has God taught, Itenqui^sSs
4rt'u: rrrr/tt^'r,'"''' '-

ofbeing subject to tha.t^r J^
*"'''' '"="'^''

above God Tb!
?°^' " ^'-Jy^riving to be

whUe in ,«

,

"'" ^ "" "^'-''on to a man

pttittt''::;d'tt i;:""'''-r''""''°-'

^i»=e„thatarevei:;t;tsbrn:rd;a;rti:
» authenticated by adequate evidence It r.,.
h^estusehecanmake of intellect toiol tVusanthomy. Revelation is not a discovery idcovety can be altered^ modified, expande^'by^marBut revelation is immutable I do n„, /
-n.ha.wea..„f„i,owbl-h.dme°';„r
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interpretation, or that we are to follow those who
merely assume that they are following Christ. A
man's believing he is right is frequently quite apart

from the honest effort to discern whether he is right.

And this is to be noted : if we accept the New
Testament as a revelation we shall hold " the Faith "

it reveals in its entireness. What shallow talk is it

that Christianity must be moulded in its interpre-

tation by every new age ! No doubt the world's

developments will modify the/orms in which Chris-

tianity is presented, and the language on this

subject of some able men of our era means no more
than this. But the cardinal truths of Christianity

are unchangeable, just because they were not at the

first received of men, but by " revelation of Jesus

Christ." Probably we no longer read Ihe Soliloquies

and prayers of Augustine in the language in which
they were written, but they embody, after fourteen

centuries, the deepest convictions of Christian men
to-day. The noblest hymns of the middle ages

express our holiest emotions at this hour, even
though such as were moulded by the theology of the

times are forgotten. Theology is changeable because

it expounds and defends the human system and
school. "The Faith of God's elect " is unchangeable

;

and your power, your strength, the motives of your
life, will be found to lie in abiding in what the Scrip-

lure sublimely designates "The Faith once deli-

i
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vered to the saints," which the faithful in all past
Christian ages have confessed, and in which the holi-
est men of all Christian denominations have gloried.

Regard faith as the foundation of the whole
inward Christian life. Because of its importance
I will dwell on this more fully. You hold the first

and fundamental truth of religion, which is that
" Salvation is ofGod." So far as we can see, there is

no link to connect man with God but that of faith.

This is that by which Adam stood at the first : he
fell when distrust of God snapped asunder the link
of faith. You have believingly come to God for

pardon and adoption through Christ. You have
found your rest as a sinner in the atonement of the
Son of God. Be sure you give that place to faith

which the Scripture does. There is a teaching
which loses sight of the faith of the sinner as an
indispensable condition of salvation. Christ has
taken on Himself the sins of the worid. The sinner
must include his own sin in that of mankind as he
looks to the crucified One. No offering for sin is

now needed, since the Lord atoned once for all, but
our faith must associate ourselves with Christ

adoring trust and gratitude for that great
expiation. Oh that I could tell you what an all-

constraining motive and inspiration will be given
by the apprehension of the love of the Lord Jesus
to you

! The entire and habitual trust in His grace
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and merits will not hinder your consecration, but

become its mainspring, impulse, and stimulus.

But faith is the foundation of the inward life

of holiness. Let me take a parable from nature.

How does nature grow ?

The secret is in one y^ox^—receding. The

flowers gro : ; receiving. Place them where they

can neither vcceive sunlight nor moisture, and they

will droop and die. As the sun arises by morning

in the heavens, they turn to him their expanded

bosoms, that his warm beams may fall there. They

spread out leaves to take in more rain ;
they fold

themselves in restful quiet at night, that dewdrops

may settle on their buds and stems. After this

manner man grows. Among the sentences of

Scripture there is one of the Baptist which deseives

to be written on the walls of a young man's chamber

in letters of gold : "^ man can receive nothing

except it be given himfrom heaven."

I do not mean to affirm that you arc to be passive.

Go again to nature to learn her parable. The plant

grows by receiving, but it is not like iocks and

stones, dull and inert; it avails itself of its advan-

tages for growth. Tt co-operates in working out its

perfection. It opens its ducts ; it builds upon itself

new lengths of wood ; it is faithful to its gifts, and

makes every new attainment a plea for larger

blessings. The acorn, having found its place in the

It'
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favourable soil, puts out feelers, and sends themh^
bro-'T .K

"°'' "'°'''"'''- Modestly it breaks
through the ground to take its place among its
compeers of the forest ; drinks in the air, rain, anddew of heaven; extends its little branches, twigs,and leaflets that its receiving power may be
greater. Its beauty is the charm of the woods inMay

J us topmost leaves quiver in the breeze of
summer; its strong arms beat back the storms of
autumn; and for generations and centuries it growsm Its magnificent completeness.
Dear young man, study^^^rnature. Inthetruly

developed man there are three powers; body, soul,
spint. The threefold distinction which is made in
the Bible, remarkable to say, is also that of the
latest and maturest philosophy. The dody grows
up from childhood by receiving, and even in mature
strength it builds up a ceaseless waste by the same
process. The soul or intellea grows by receiving
It receives information

; allows itself to be cultured
avails itself of the stores which other times have
acqun-ed. It never creates. What seems so is only
reaching the fuU meaning, or placing in new com-
bmations what it has received. There is, however
a spirit in man. To this I turn your thoughts!
Deep m your nature is the grandest of aU your
endowments. There, unthought ofby many, is that
divmely given faculty which separates man from the
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brutes, and allies him to the seraphim. There, smoul-

dering in darkness and depravity, is a spirit which

nothing earthly can satisfy; which sends forth aspir-

ations after God; which protests againstthat filth of

animal indulgence under which it is often buried.

But that spirit on the other hand can be quickened

by the life of God. It can scorn the earthly. It

can spurn low desires. It can feed its strength on the

breath of heaven which kindled life at the first. It

can grow, and expand, become the dominant princi-

ple, bring all evil into subjection to itself, and become
elevated in wisdom and ascendency, till, shaking off

every encumbrance of corruption, its powers are

free, glorious, and triumphant.

That spirit in you has found its Father. Let your

faith apprehend the boundless grace of the Father.

He will feed the strength of the new life He has

given. There is an actual contact of God with

your spirit on which you may calculate. Break

with sin not so much by your struggles against it as

by union with God In childlike trust. Regard

prayer as that state in which you unite yourself

to God in faith and hope. There are times when
the calm, silent looking up to God through

Christ is better than words. To realise that

your " expectation " is from Him,—that to Him you

owe all, that He is perfectly reconciled to you,

has in it all the elements of sanctification. I

il
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would recommend you morning by morning to
repeat to yourself that first great word of the ninety-
first Psalm. Kneel, look up confidently, and
believe that for the new day on which you have
entered you may ''dwellin the secret place of the
most High." Let quiet faith apprehend that in this
union of trust in God you will throughout the day
and amid life's exigencies and temptations abide
under the shadow of the Almightv. Oh restful
place of security! I promise you that these great
words of the Psalm attributed to Moses may be
uttered by you morning by morning, and instead
of losing their meaning by repetition, the Divine
secret of their blessedness will more and more be
opened unto you.

I do not say there should not be petition in prayer
But our danger is of substituting copious words for
the act of faith by which in our weakness, ignorance
and dependencewe realise our reconciled and blissful
relation to God. Copious words are often the sign
of a holy state, but theymay have in them an element
of self-confidence which is a fatal barrier to com-
munion with God.

In this exercise of faith surrenderyoursel/io God
The essence ofyour personality isyourwiU. Itvacil-
lates between selfand God. Lifemust be aperpetual
and absolute decision on the side of God. Repeat
sometimes those words ofJoachim Neander •--.
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•' O Israel's God, I bring Thee now my will,

That would be Thine whate'er it cost

;

I love Thy gifts, yet love Thee most

;

This is my prayer while yet the mom is still,

Take Thou my will."

The will on the side of sin gathers day by day

strength of rebellion and involves future doom.

The will identified with God moves in God's order

and becomes free and glorified. Let there be

special seasons for your devotement. Never doubt

that as ycu surrender yourself you are accepted

through Christ, and then regard all you have and

all you are as consecrated.

Some of you are serving by public prayer, and

by speaking to your fellow men. It is faith which will

give you as a speaker or preacher ease of manner,

and which will affect the hearers. A show ofmanner,

a declamatory tone, a mere abundance of words

will leave your hearers cold, and will fatally hinder

incisiveness. It is the soul language that touches

men, and the soul can be under Divine emotions

only as it realises its relation to the Divine.

How often a few words in public prayer, coming

from the soul, thrill and melt us, as prayers appa-

rently intended for the ear of man never do ! An
assumed warmth of manner which is not in the

heart is soon detected, and sorely offends. Reality,

simplicity, are the elements of melting prayer and

useful preaching ; and these can come from no
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other source than the soul's feVowship with the
Spirit in faith.

This guidance of faith will help you in the
business of life. Men say they find it hard to

carry their religion into buying and selling. The
answer is—do they carry their religion there T Do
they not caiTy greed and selfishness there ? Augus-
tine says, "Love and do what you please." Let
a man love God, and his neighbour as himself,

then the buying and the selling will be regulated
by an adequate principle. "Ah, this is romantic,"
men say

;
" business is business, and religion is

religion." If this is what you mean, do not deceive
yourself with the talk of inability to carry religion

into business. You never intend to do it. The
buyer and the seller need the holy light in the heart
quite as much as a preacher needs it. Jesus pro-
bably sold ploughs and harrows, and bargained
for wood. He did not carry a set of maxims into

such transactions. He carried a heart of love, and
in the e op and market would have said He was
about His Father's business quite as much as
when He said it in the temple. " The kingdom of
God is not set up in rivalry with worldly business,

but is a Divine law regulating, anda Divine temper
pervading, thepursuits ofworldly business**

And do not question the possibility and success

of a Christianly conducted business. A man who

n i
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surrenders himself to God with the purpose of

serving his generation by commerce or trade,

will find that there is "added" to him a wisdom

a caution, and an executiveness which commercial

sharpers never possess. Cunning is rarely clever,

and rarely sees far ahead. The man who is more
concerned about what he gains in business than

the spirit which he carries into it, becomes be-

littled by his business. A man who will not

carry a mean thought or a thought of greed into

his avocation comes in the end to possess a fuller

and grander nature. This it is which inspires

confidence, and makes the merchant princes of our

times ; and this is what Jesus meant when he said,

that bv seeking first the kingdom of God and His

righteousness there should be added "all these

things " to a man.

But in a world in which the devil has wide rule,

let us guard against making mere abundance of

prosperity an aim. Men do grow rich without

God, but they carry a dissatisfaction in their hearts

which embitters all possession. We are only pro-

sperous as we draw from wells deeper than our

own wisdom, and receive blessing from heavenly

fountains, and as we ever bear in mind that pro-

found utterance of Jesus, that " a man's life con-

sisteth not in the abmulance of the things which he

hath."
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Have faith in the doctrine of growth. The
difference between one man and another lies here.

Of the young man who does not believe in the
doctrine of moral growth, or is indifferent to it.

you may safely affirm that waste or perdition is

being invisibly inscribed upon his forehead. On
the other hand, let a young man be thoroughly

persuaded of the possibility of the highest moral
and spiritual progress, and he not only has hold of

a truth that is saving, but if faithfu he will reach a
majesty of character, a force, and a beauty of spirit

which no mortal can conceive.

One of the grandest mornings of my life was
when I made the pass of St. Gothard across the

Alps. Having ascended above the sultry airs of an
early Italian summer, and slept three thousand feet

above the sea-level, I rose at four in the morning,
and begged the privilege of sitting on the roof of the

diligence by the side of the conductor. How in-

vigorating was the fresh mountain air of the

morning, like the first love of a young heart to

Christ. But as the road toiled upwards, more and
more ravishing was the joy. The mountain pines

now began to open vistas of wondrous beauty ; the

graceful tops of the larches waved in their un-

invaded home ; the granite rocks, with a thousand

precipitous forms, stood like sentinels to nature's

most majestic domains; the Tirmo poured dowr

U.
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lo the sultry plains below its rushing sound of
waters. There behind was the river, glidinj^ on
like a silver thread of light ; and there before were
glimpses of giant peaks, with the light burnishing
the peerless white of their eternal snows. But for

nine rapturous hours we went higher ; and as we
ascended fresher grew the air, more beautiful the
leaping waterfalls, more sublime the pass through
galleries of rocky labyrinths, more thrilling the

transition from gloomy defiles to spots of pastoral

loveliness, and more exciting the emotion as we
stood at length about nine thousand feet above the

valley below, amid the sinless silence of the ever-

lasting mountains.

In a loftier sense than this, higher and ever higher
may be your future course. " It doth not yet appear
what we shall be," may in a two-fold sense be the

prophecy of your life. Yours being now this charac-
ter of decision, of separateness, of fidelity and of

faith, your future through the Father's grace may
be foretold. Thank God the outlines have, in thou-

sands of young men, ripened into a glorious reality.

You are now active and devoted in all that blesses

man, and rise you will in harmony of character and
effectiveness of influence. You will come soon to

have a name in the community of men, and be a

man of mark among your fellows ; to those coming
on the stage of life you will become the pattern-man,

f
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and those who once sneered at your decision and
aspirations will be glad to catch the skirts of your
garments. "Not yet," you may say, "have I

reached the stature of giowth." Fruits of goodn s«

will ripen in your life ; wider will be the sphere you
will fill

; you will be yet more loved, trusted, and
honoured, till at length you will see the gate and
the glory of the city you are going to; above the
sounds of conflict you will breathe supernal air, and
listen as there reach you from afar the sounds of
heavenly music. And when the golden gates have
been thrown back to give you entrance, and the
angels have welcomed you, and the great and good
of other times have clasped hands with you, even
then growth in power and blissfulness shall be the
law of your being. You will rise to be a companion
of the mighty spirits of the universe. Higher,
stronger, wiser, freer, mightier, more capable of
knowing, of blessing, and of enjoying, will be your
glorious and eternal career.

I am dealing in no figures of speech. This is

the grandeur of man's destiny. This is the true law
of life; and none the less true that so many
miserably fall short of it

Thus do I lay these counsels before you, as you
enter upon public life. They are the outpouring of
a thankful and anxious heart. Looking back upon
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the past, I feel that the great boon of existence

was the disposition to ally my r . ujc v, ifh Christ's

when eighteen years of age. T rotn thai me with

what inexpressible benignity, lalince, ad sym-

pathy has Christ helped me! i.'ut yop iivc with

a grander era before you. The ./orld's history

has been ever marked by advances and retrogres-

sions. A moral retrogression has marked the

past thirty years of English life. A few superficial

teachers have been allowed to shatter the faith of

many in those grand Christian motives which made
England so majestic during the second quarter of

this century. Thank God the receding tide has

reached its limit. The returning wave will carry

humanity further God-ward than it has ever been.

The age is wearied of its unbelief and its denials.

It is sick at heart with its pleasures. I am sure,

and speak after travelling much in English counties,

that there are hundreds ofmen moving in the highest

social and commercial circles who are pining to

witness a Christianity like that of the New Testa-

ment. The working men, though estranged from

churches, are less so from n despising of religion

than from other causes. Through the silent

breathing of the Spirit of Christ there is a wide-

spread yearning for a religion unprofessional, less

sectarian, and which bears on its brow the one

eternal law of love to God and man. Adored be
Iti
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God, spite of anti-Christian teaching and its un-
warranted assumptions, Christianity was never sur-
rounded with such proofs of its value, and of the
truth of its central facts, as at this present hour.Now ,t ,s that a voice comes to the young men who
are believers in the incarnation and resurrection of
the Son of God to prepare the way of the Lord.
Refuse, dear young brethren, to occupy that neutral
territory between the kingdom of Christ and that
of the devil which has so lamentably enfeebled
Christian testimony these last years. Satan has
come down with great power. He has worked
desperately to be the master of the race. But
Christ, who by His incarnation identified humanity
with Himself, is claiming the race for which He died
He will do it through the Christian youngmen who
will be the teachers and traders in the days at hand.
Let their place be unequivocal. Let their faith be
rooted not in the doctrines of men, but in Scripture.
Let their prayers ascend. Let them warn the heed-
less, succour the tempted, grasp with a brother's love
the wavering, and gird the wicked round with the
bands of persuasive urgency. O ye young menwho love Christ, will you. God helping you, shape
the character of the coming age ? Only young men
are equal to the deliverance. I anticipate your
answer. As you with loving heart, undimmed eye.
and steadfast tread take your true place, the age
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will be saved from its falsehoods and its hope-

lessness, and for you hereafter there will be lavish

acknowledgment from Him who condescends to

tell you of the "kindness of your youth" which He
will "remember" for ever.

One final word : The remission of sins through
Christ is the first element of the Gospel ; the life

of separation and of sanctity through the perpetual

presence of the Holy Spirit with the faithful is the
second element ; in this trinity of God's great love
for man the third element is "the glorious appear-
ing of our Saviour, Jesus Christ." The Incarnation
is the instalment, the Grace of the Spirit is the
" earnest," of the complete Redemp'.ion. The whole
creation is travailing in pain for the final consum-
mation. Towards Christian young men, in this day
of waiting and of conflict, the hopes of the age are
turned. A cry comes to them from all the by-gone
times to be looking for, and hasting the
COMING OF, THE DAY OF GOD.
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APPENDIX I.

Few things could be more to be regretted than a

spirit of distrust between the rapidly developing

organisations termed Young Men's Christian As-

sociations and the Christian Church. There rriust

be strenuous watchfulness against this on both sides.

That young Christian men can strengthen each

other's fidelity, and stimulate one another to efforts

for the unsaved, by such association, does not admit

of question . Their duties moreover create a neces-

sity for hours of meeting outside the ordinary ar-

rangements of Christian Churches. But anything

like a drifting into separate ecclesiastical organisa-

tions would open the door to manifold evils. The
connection of a young man with the Church to which

he belongs should be strenuously and unmistakably

made manifest. Even in the case of those young

men who cannot express approval of teaching which

is rationalistic or sacramental, it would be a serious

loss to Christianity for the devout element of their

consecration to be withdrawn from Churches. They
would withdraw a most important factor at future

times of the appointment of Church officers and

pastors. They would by such separation exclude

themselves from entering upon official positions.

But this is a supremely difficult question. Direction

in cases of this nature can be obtained from the

Master only.
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On the other hand, mistrust must be guarded
agamst by Churches and their officers. I must bear
witness that when I was pastor of a large church in
London I found the young men of these Associationsmy very best helpers. I could rely on them for
prayer and Christian work without any experience
of disappomtment. It may appear a weakening of
Churches that devoted and intelligent young men
should move m another line as well as the ap-

^
pomted one for the culture of their own spiritual
ife and for evangelistic labours. But adaptation to
the necessity of the age is a part of the Church's
duty to her Head. Here I touch, and can only
touch, on our weakness. On the American Con-
tinent the relations between pastors, Churches andYoung Men's Christian Associations is one of a
coz-d.al co-operation which strengthens both sides.
But we m England have less of the informal than
they have. We are more rigid and inflexible inour services. It scarcely admits ofdoubt, however,
that the spirit of wisdom may be looked for to
perpetuate the happy relations which have hitherto
obtained, and to teach both sides to adapt their
arrangements to the new and startling develop-
ments of social life in our era. Any way let thepurpose be that the Church shall not bind its youn^men as to their mode of action, and that yoZmen will work for the Lord as' far as poSlfthrough the invaluable agencies of Christian

t^h^s^ChuJir ^^" '' '' ^-^^ - --y Of
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APPENDIX II.

I HAVE spoken of the prevailing modern habit of

smoking. On such a point I am not now called to

write. I often question however the kindness or

wisdom of teachers in Sunday-schools smoking

among little boys at the times of a Sunday-school

excursion,and ofyounggentlemen going among boys

in the playground ofan orphanage with pipes in their

mouths. What they can do safely may be full of

peril to those who are led to imitate them. I have

also been painfully impressed in the streets with the

evidence of poor health in young men who smoke,

as shown by their thin and sometimes cadaverous

looks. Let me, however, put in this note a passage

from a man the very furthest removedfrom austerity

and precisianism :—
" I must be permitted to specialise still another

danger from the general head of dissipation. I

mean the danger of using tobaccv. Do not think

that I propose to deliver an indiscriminate tirade of

abuse against this practice. I wish to spe^iU

i:i|
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moderately, and to g.ve the result of my reflc^ n'onsfounded upon n>uch observa.on. I do noi'dew^ there^e ^.ny ten^peraments th^^c^ tZ
na a ;/ n '''° ^" '^'''' "^ '°"ff ^''^ '-om.

do ir ' ' "^'^^"^^^^ience-to themselves. I

Z^f r'"'
"^"^'^ y°""S "^^'^ who addicth^eIf.o.nok.,,vni of necessity take on£vice, 0. .e. ihis habit run to excess. But thf^

of fa t it"isT' T.^'""
""'"^>'- ^' ^

--«"
ot lact, It js true that smoking is apt to learlto h,rst and drinking. Not atways, ^not necessanly; but frequently, and naturally. The c"
oSxt Th'"'' T r" -q--ted'vvith eacT

th. 1 / "'^ °^ ^^'^^'^'^ ^'^^^ys tends to wastethe nerve-force and the brain-force, and in ^07sands of cases there can be no question buttha
It squanders life by leakage right from the cemreAnd you do not know whether you a,^ the onem five that will be poisoned and prematurelydes royed, or not. If there was one single reasonfor this habit there might be some excuse for thosethat mdulge in it, but it is a thing which is utter vwithout any reason whatever. You have oSsuperhuman exertions, in the first instance to pt-suade yourself to touch tobacco. It would seem asf God, when he made that weed, said, ' I invokT^

and defend it from any touch.' For it seem.; fn
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are not drawn to it by anything that is \\\ you or in

it. Not one single element of health does it give

you; and the pleasure that is derived from its use

is, in the main, illusive pleasure. And such is the

efTect of it as a poison upon many constitutions,

that the struggle of breaking away from it is next

only to the struggle of breaking away from the cup.

And it has led many and many a youth to the cup.

If you have but just begun to smoke, ask yourselves

what earthly good it will do you ; and if you fail,

as you will, to find a good excuse for continuing the

habit, leave it off. On grounds of simple common

sense, I ask every young man who is addicted to

the unwholesome practice of smoking, Is it worth

your while to spend your means, and to entail upon

yourselves an unnecessary expense, for the sake of

keeping up a habit that incommodes others, that

annoys those about you, that will probably have a

bad influence upon your health, and that will pos-

sibly injure your morals ? While I would not seem

to be extravagant, I cannot fail to give a solemn

and affectionate warning to the young people of my
charge on this subject. If you have not learned to

use tobacco in any form, I beseech of you to

abstain from it. The young often acquire the

habit because they feel that it will be a distinction.

Now, unfortunately, smoking is so common that it

is not a distinction. If you wish to have a dis-

tinction, refrain from smoking ; that will make you

rather remarkable."—/T. Ward Beecher.
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CHAPTER I.

I
I

THE YOUNG MAN'S BOOK.

IT is told of a certain publisher that he was in

despair because a rival firm had issued so many

excellent and successful books of advice to the

young. He confided his perplexity to a friend.

That friend advised him to select the finest paper

and the clearest type, and then to reprint that book

of the Bible known as " The Proverbs of Solomon"

under the new and startling title of " Counsels for

Young Men by a King." Whether the advice

was followed, and whether if followed the venture

was successful as a business speculation, is not

known. But this is certain : that if some would be

disappointed at their first opening of such a volume,

on fiirther reading they would bt compelled to admit

that the old book was new, and that the new book

2*
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The Young Man's Book.

was the freshest and richest of all the many volumes
addressed to young men.

Solomon had the advantage of knowing tho-

roughly of the things about which he wrote. The
son of a king, inheriting wealth, with princely tastes,

with a love for learning, and a natural shrewdness
in dealing with men, with manners courtly, elegant
in person, a close observer of all the things and all

the men about him, he gathered up the wise sayings
of the ages, and passing them through the mint of
his own mind, he issued them, newly coined, for the
moral and social and spiritual currency of all the
world. The Pss^.ms of David his father were for

closet use and fo'- temple service on the Sabbath.
The Proverbs of Solomon, the son, were for out of
door life on all the weekdays of the year. David
helps us sing and pray, but Solomon tells us how to
live wisely when the prayer and the worship are
ended. His proverbs are the condensed and port-

able wisdom of the ages. The versatility of the
author is amazing. He seems to have listened to
th'^ prattling of childhood and to the whispered
accents of youthful lovers ; to have put himself into

sympathy with the trader in his store and the wife
in her home, with the priest at the temple altar and
the beggar at the temple gate ; to have heard the

.1
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grumble of the disappointed man and the chuckle

of the man who has just seized on worldly success

;

to have heard all the haughty tones of the prince

and the lowly words of the peasant ; to have stood

by manhood in its developed strength, and by age

tottering under the load of buried hopes towards a

willing grave j and to each one of all these classes

he interprets, better than the man himself could do

it, the peculiarity of his wants and the needs of his

life, and then he offers by way of practical

commentary some quick pithy sentence of sancti-

fied wisdom. He fused the older proverbs of the

world, extracted the dross and retained the gold.

He took up the selfish shrewdness of mere worldly

wisdom, and where the proverb was wrong he made

it right, and where it needed the salt of religion he

always added it, as a power to purify and save.

One idea, that o( godliness, runs through the book.

Wisdom is godliness ; and by godliness he means

" the love of God " and " the fear of God," the sense

of the " eyes of the Lord as in every place," and of

God as one who " will bring every work into judg-

ment, whether it be good or whether it be evil.''

This intense godliness is the golden thread on which

all these pearls of proverb are carefully strung.

Nor was his Encyclopaedia, for the book is really
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such in its character, the result alone of observation
and learning. The author had known the experience
of life. Written near the close of a singularly varied
and extensive career, in which he touched heights
and depths seldom visited by one and the same
human soul, with memories of the widest possible
contrasts of physical, mental, and moral position, an
outcast at one time, a king at another, here heading
a rebellion, and there the most loyal of men, at one
time fascinated by philosophical speculations, next
tossed to and fro by the dreariest scepticism as to
God and the immortality of the soul, and again be-
draggled in the mire of heathenism through the
persuasions of his idolatrous friend, Hiram, king of
Tyre, and then leaving his thin philosophy, coming
out of his scepticism, and up from the slough of the
lowest idolatry, we see him emerge upon the high
ground of religion, humbled by his fall, penitent for
his guilt, and resting, at length, as the result of the
broadest experience of life, the climax of all his
wisdom and knowledge, in the conclusion of the
whole matter, that to fear God and keep His
commandments is the whole duty of man.

His fall was indeed a sad one. For only one
who stands so high can fall so low. Another has
said of him that " he sinned with a high hand, on a
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large scale, and with a certain royal gusto. He
drank of the cup of corruption deep and large,

emptying it to the very dregs. His fall is in-

structive. The pinnacle overhangs the precipice.

And any great proportion between gifts and graces

renders the former fatal as is a knife in the hands

of a suicide, or handwriting to a forger. His misery

became something wonderful. And thus, on al

sides, bright or black, he was equally and soundly

great. Like a pyramid, the shadow he cast in one

direction was as great as the light he received in the

other." In the Ecclesiastes we have his spiritual

biography. We go with him through the changes

of his infidelity, of his sensualism, of his ambition,

of his disappointment in them all, and we see him

in his return to God. And then, revising all his

former work, recasting his maxims in the crucible

of his own experience, and setting, in the purified

wisdom of his later days, the seal of a divine in-

spiration upon them, he writes in his maturest years

this book of '* The Proverbs," which is addressed to

the thoughtful and earnest men of the world.

Such is the book which commends itself to the

study of young men. On further, we are to take up

the matter of a young man's difficulties with his

Bible. Objc:;tions are to be considered. The

1. 1. li'? tl
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"11

gravest questions about the volume which is popu-
larly called by those who know it best and love it

most "the Word of God," are presently to be dis-
cussed with what of fairness and candour we can
bring to the consideration of them. But as every
buildmg must be in some way approached, as the
architect plans always a portico to his edifice, so we
will enter upon our work, through this royal gate-
way of ancient wisdom, by our study ofSolomon-
the wise man of ^he olden time.

Let us be sure that we get clearly before our
mmds the object of the author in this book of
The Proverbs." There is indeed one general de-

sign running through all these books of the Bible
And yet, under this general purpose, there are as
many subdivisions as there are books. No two
cover the same ground. For we have here a history
and there a biography ; i„ one book a direction as
to what to believe, in another as to what to practise •

now a collection of devotional psalms, and then an
epistle to a Church, or a letter to a prominent man
But m each of these books there is a specific design
to be accomplished.

What, then, is the aim of the author in the Pro-
verbs ? A very brief examination of the book wiU
convince us that its specific purpose is to show men

il
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their ifufy in practical life. It ferrets out men. It

shows the eye of God's omniscience to be upon all

the minutest thoughts and feelings and acts of our

mortal existence. I f other books concern themselves

with the questions of our immortal life, this has to

do chiefly with our present conduct as citizens of

God's world. If any man says the Bible talks as if we

had nothing to do but to die, talks as if "our life were

all to be passed in a monastery or a church," we say

to him, Here, at least, is a book which follows you

to your business, goes into the shop, comes behind

your counter, sees the weights as true or false, looks

over your shoulder at the ledger, goes back to your

family, has a home-thrust at every part of your daily

life. There are no metaphysics here; for all is

intensely practical.

If a young man with earnest heart comes to ask

how he can gain the earlier inward experiences of

religion, we would not point him to this book, un-

less we knew that some outward wrong had kept

him from right feeling. It is true that we find the

elements of every truth in this Book of Proverbs.

But who would go inlou t'.el^, that he might read by

the starlight that pe-.tf -'.ep to its depths, when he

can have the full sun? : : h ;
*^

'^hout that trouble ? To

the Gospels, to that especially of John, would we

' \' J
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go. and see how mspired men ,n„s«r .he gren
~of.heagcs,"Wha.„useIdo,o;e

So too. if there beany young man who has sup.»sed that the ordinary social virtues are all herehgton a man needs, and if he has an impressLnthat the Book of Proverbs favours this idea.'etZ
come and study these pages. He will (nd , It lobook ts so at war with the idea of the meelvomamenul virtues when not attached to a hoj
heart. God ts m th,s Book of Proverbs. It insistsm .ts opentngchapters that sooner or later, in timeor eterntty utter ruin will overtake the chj re

.^ .snot butltupon "the fear and the love oGod Wtsdom, moral wisdom, that which takes

moral tyttenjoms. This, the foundation stoneonce la,d the book shows how every stone is o be

«i.fice. And so all private life and public life, all
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social, domestic, and political relations, all moralities

and courtesies and charities, are here separated and

then combined and illustrated, their shape and

colour all given, and the whole commended and

commanded to the young men of all ages and

climes. Or, it may be, that one has imbibed notions

which he thinks more especially broad and free.

He cares less for the right ordering of outward life,

thinking it more a matter of custom, convenience,

or education. He has become interested in the

speculations of the hour as to the origin of all these

things about us, and as to the laws of this wondrous

nature that is engaging the attention and awakening

the keen interest of the thoughtful and intelligent

young men of the day. He is becoming less stout

in his assertion of what man can do, and more aware

of the mighty forces of the world. He is smitten

by the majesty of law. He comes to think of this

force, compared with which man's power is so feeble,

as impersonal. Solomon became at one period

absorbed in the thought of the objects of the natural

world, as a modern young man is in danger of be-

coming absorbed in the thought of its laws. As the

one found himself drawn to be an idolater, so the

other is drawn towards fatalism in the presence of

the vast powers of the universe. But there comes
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orbit of the most distant planet. A thousand things

touch every man over which he has no control.

His birth, in its time, place, manner, circumstances,

and, usually, his death also, are not matters of his

own will. First and last, and midst and always

through his life, he encounters powers and events

that are beyond his control. There is, then, no

sufficient answer to fatalism in the undoubted truth

of man's free will. There is one and only one

answer broad enough to meet all the facts. It is

the answer of religion. Religion insists upon a

God, all-wise, all-just, who, through fixed law, and,

if need be, over fixed law—who, through man's

freedom, and if need be, over that freedom—can and

does control all things according to the counsel and

purpose of his own eternal intelligence and will.

Strangely enough, some men always confound these

two things—fatalism and the divine election. But

they are as far apart as the poles. They exclude

each other. Both cannot be true. One of them

must be. And the only reply to the fatalistic //, is

that furnished by the being and rule of a personal

God.

Fatalism may be compared to a vast revolving

iron wheel. It goes round remorselessly, pitilessly,

crushing all before it. It can have neither intelli-
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men. As he went on with his despairing words, a
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great horror of darkness seemed to settle down vipo

the audience. The orator even uttered the cry I

blood. There was no other relief. And then he

showed that there was no relief even in that. Every

thing, every influence, every event was gathering

not for good 1 it for evil about the doomed race.

It seemed as if they were fated to destruction.

Just at the instant when the cloud was most heavy

over the audience, there slowly rose, in the front

seat, an old black woman. Her name, " Sojourner

Truth." She had g"ven it to herself. Far and wide

she was known as an African prophetess. Every

eye was on her. The orator paused. Reaching

out towards him her long bony finger, as every eye

followed her pointing, she cried out, " Frederick, is

God dead?" It was a lightning-flash upon that

darkness. The cloud began to break, and faith and

hope and patience returned with the idea of a per-

sonal and ever-living God. Such is always the re-

sult, whether we look out on the broad scenes of

human history, or in upon the lowering events of

any one human life. Everywhere // is the word of

despair, and God is the word of faith and hope.

And as the divine plan of things is the true view

of them, so there must be, unto the complete answer

of all fatalism, an emphasis cut upon th^ eternity of
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this divine plan of things. For are not all our
thinkers pushing their inquiries backward? Are
they not asking whence and when this established
order of things? They go back before man to find
his origin in some vast process of development.
They push back their fatalistic «/ until they come
virtually to make an eiema/ it. And the only
answer possible is that furnished by the Scripture
doctrine ot an eternal God, who from "before the
foundation of the world hath chosen" the things that
shall be. It is Solomon's doctrine that the recog-
nition of the Lord is the beginning of all wisdom
and the sum of all knowledge. And Christian
thinkers are being driven anew to assert this doctrine
by the fatalistic tendency of certain lines of modem
thought. As nothing less than the thought of an
eternal and personal God meets the demands of the
intellect, so nothing less than this meets the yearn-
ings of the heart. How justly and beautifully has
Faber said:

"O Majesty, unspeakable and dread I

Wert Thou less mighty than Thou art,
Tliou wert, O Lord, too great for our belief.
Too little for our heart.

But greatness which is infinite, makes room
For all things in its U^) to lie;

We should be crushed bj a magnificence
Short of infinity.

i I
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Great God I our lowliness takes heart to play
Beneath the shadow of Thy state

;

The only comfort of our littleness

Is that Thou art so great."

And when an inquiring young man is driven back
to recognition of God, as a logical necessity of all

thought, as a demand alike of brain and soul, of
the outward nature that sunounds him and the

inward nature that is made to know and judge of
these outward things and to trace back facts and
laws to their only possible origin in the personal
thought and personal act of a personal God, he has
come to stand not only upon a broad and lofty

ground, but beside all the best thinkers of the
worid. For some of those thinkers whose philoso-

phic theories are often regarded as tending towards
the denial of a personal God, make haste to deny
the inference. Herbert Spencer claims that the

doctrine of the correlation of forces does not ex-

clude that of God, and Tyndall hastens to correct

the inferable Atheism of his Belfast address.

And so the worid's experience of philosophy and
even of speculation leads a man back to the place

where Solomon was brought—the place, beneath
the fear, love, and service of God, from which he
never should have wandered, and which he entreats

every young man never to leave.

3
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Or, if one has been tempted to think it brave to
doubt about God and the soul and immortality,
this book will serve as a tonic for his faith. One
book of Solomon, the Ecclesiastes, is the book of
doubts, or rather, the book of doubts solved, in
that book Solomon recounts the old arguments used
when he was a sceptic, when he was a pleasu e-
seeker, when he was astray in idolatry. We see
him, hear him at his worst; and then, with him
go back to the « conclusion of the whole matter"
in the devout recognition and th*» earnest service of
God. But in the "Proverbs" there is a strong
joyous faith which the writer not only possesses but
commends to the young men of the world. The
young man is addressed as capable ofJ God
made man to believe. The great difference oetween
him and the higher animals is very largely In the
fact that he has the capacity for taith, the ability
to believe upon testimony. The beast has no such
power. The brutes can remember, can do many
acts singularly like reasoning. But they cannot col-
lect and compare evidence, and believe and so act
upon It The men of fifty years ago collected vari-
ous Items of knowledge, and the boy of to-day starts
where they ended, for he is able to believe. Not so
the colts of to-day ; for their sires collected no testi-
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mony. There is neither capacity to believe nor
amassed material on which to exercise faith,

something can be done by interbreeding to develop
other powers. But no capacity for faith in testi-

mony can be developed in the brute creation.

Hence progress for them is impossible. They have
no faculties adapted to faith in others' testimony.

They are made to know what they can through eye
and through ear, by touch and bv taste. Man
alone is ca/>ad/e of faith. He receives most of his

knowledge by credence. He believes it on the
testimony of others. Man, unlike the brutes, is by
nis nature a believing animal When he has no
faith in testimony he is no better than a brute. A
man's great charac eristic is power to believe—to
believe the testimony of his fellow-man and the
revelation of his God.

Some young men are tempted to think that,

since we have the power of doubting as well as the
power of believing, we are to work both by doubt
and by beliet But we have the power of doubting
just as we have the power of sinning. We sin by
perverting our powers. They were given us not
for sin but for service. So we have eyes for seeing,

but we have power to put them out Nevertheless,

God gave us eyes, not that we might be blind with

1:1
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them but see with them. Seeing is the legitimate
use of the eyes, just as believing is the legitimate
use of the faculties of the mind and soul. And
what blmdness is to eyes made for seeing, that
doubtmg ,s to a mind made for believing. When
shuttmg the eye and closing the ear are the best
ways of seeing and hearing, then doubting will be
the best way of gaining knowledge about truth and
duty. That young man who supposes that if he is
just a little sceptical, he shall be more likely toknow what is truthful, makes a terrible mistake.
The habit of doubting is the least reasonable of
all habits. For a man was made to believe ; and
he had better believe wrongly on some subjects,
than to believe nothing on any.
There can be no progress by doubt and negation

except m error. « But," says one, « would you not
have a man doubt an error ? and is not such a doubt
a help toward coming to the truth?" We answer

ilV ?;^^,^«"^^« ^ error because he is in the
habit of doubting, he will doubt the truth for thesame reason. We would have him see and believe
the truth, and then whether he doubts or does
anything else with the error is of no consequence.
Let any young man see that the believing and not
the doubting spirit is the guide to truth. For God
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made us, and Jesus commands us to believe. So,
too, if we are made to believe, there is something to

be believed. God made the eyes to see something.
If the feet are to stand, there is provided an earth
to stand upoa If man is a believing animal, there
is somewhere truth to be believed. Truth must be
a positive thing. It is of God. For God is the
" God of truth." It is sometimes said that the
truth to any man is what he honestly believes it to

be. " It is truth to him, though error to another."

If that were so, truth would not be truth, but only
each man's fancy. But God made the mind to

believe, and the truth to be believed. When a
young man says, "I cannot decide among so many
religions," he says either that God has not given
him brains enough to believe, or else has withheld
the truth, so that he cannot know it If he says

the first he denies his own manhood ; if he says

the second he condemns his God for so making the

mind, and not making the truth which the mind
was made to believe.

In dealing with his doubts a y^ung man should

also be careful, and not deem doubting the sign of

a stronger intellect It is far from that. Anybody
can doubt And a man who is floundering in a
sea of doubts has no right to call out to others to

r i
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come and see how brave and strong a swimmer he
IS. The strong and brave swimmer is he who gets
through and gains the other shore, and stands
firmly on the rock. He who can never quite make
up his mind on any subject is not usually praised
for vigour of intellect. The young man who begins
a trade, a business, a profession, and then, speedily
doubting his ability or taste for it, turns to another,
only again to doubt his ability, is a young man
who awakens only pity for his want of perception
or of purpose. He who cannot make up his mind
on any public question, who always doubts how to
vote, gets no praise for manliness. Doubt and
indecision are marks of weakness rather than
strength, and this Book of the Proverbs breathes
all through It a bracing atmosphere of faith in truthm nght, in manhood, and in God. It shows on
every page the native nobility of the man who is
strong alike in the integrity of his outward virtue
and his inward faith.

The//a« of the Book of the Proverbs is in har-
mony with the design of its author. Its sayings
are often used by us in disjointed fragments. For
It IS portable wisdom. But then any separate part
IS ncher when seen in its connection with the scope
of the entire book. It is not a chance medley of
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miscellaneous remarks. It is no mere scrap-book.
It is far from being a confused mass of apothegm
and epigram. The casual observer of the heavens
on a winter's night might at first think the skies
were full of bright disorder. To him it might seem as
if God had scattered here and there the dust of stars
carelessly over the firmament But his friend bids
him observe the lines of gigantic boundary, tells
him of the order and place of each constellation,

and shows him that instead of chaos there is plan
in the skies. So it is with these proverbs. They
seem like a whole firmament of gems. Such is

their point and brilliancy, that the very things that
make them proverbs give them also their seeming
abruptness and lack of connection. But the plan
is there, and study will bring it out, until we admire
the setting as much as the gems themselves.

The first part ofthe book comprises nine chapters.
In these the importance of a well-grounded and
firmly-settled piety is insisted upon for every young
man. The dangers and duties of eariy life are
pointed out so cleariy that this portion of the book
has been called the "Young Man's Directory."
The second part, comprising the next fourteen
chapters, supposes that the clerk or apprentice or
student has acquired his business, his trade or

H
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sentence, and there a long allegory. At one turn
we see the gilded coverings stripped from some sin,

and at the next the polished and barbed arrow
goes home to the heart of a cherished wrong. And
the whole is so condensed and pithy, so full and
yet so keen, with outward duty mentioned and yet
the right heart so insisted upon, piety blended with
morality and morality so enforced by piety, that
the book is always venerable but never stale, can
always be consulted yet never exhausted. The
oldest finds in it food for thought, and the youngest
a diversion and a delight Those who enjoy the
sketches of character, and those equally who love
to see a condensed argument in a single sentence,
can find in this book the thing that suits their taste!
Will that single proverb ever grow obsolete while
men love their holy dead—the proverb that says,
" The memory of the , , ,t is blessed » ? or will men
ever cease to own the aptness of the saying, " The
heart knoweth its own bitterness, and a stranger
intermeddleth not with its joys"? And who has
not been compelled to say, as he has met the
experiences of life, « Faithful are the wounds of a
friend, but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful"?
And how pertinent the sentence, "The ber'nning
of strife is as the letting out of water; therefore

*m* •t'tmitd
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proverbs close at hand, an exhaustless treasure for

daily use.

The moral sketches that are scattered through
the book are worthy of our study. They are ex-
ceedingly graphic. Perhaps there is no more ter-

rible sketch in the Bible than that given in the open-
ing chapter. A young man is warned not to go
out into actual life without true piety. If he shall

do it, all will go wrong. If he shall do it, God will

be angry. God against him, calamities will sooner
or later gather about him, and destruction come
like an armed man, and there be none to deliver.

" They shall call but I will not answer. They shall

seek but not find." To the young man that laughs
at religion and mocks at piety, who goes the voyage
without the chart that God has ^iven, he saith, " I
will laugh at your calamity and I will mock when
your fear cometh ; when distress and anguish come
upon you." And the reason for all this is given in

these words, ** Because they did not choose thefear
of tilt Lord:* So that in the opening chapter we
have the keynote of the whole book, and nowhere
is there any declining from this grand and lofty

tone with which the book begins, viz., that the fear
and love, the trust and the joy of the Lord, are the
essential things in a true and noble life. The high
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and beautiful severities of morality and religion
stand forth, the glorious mountain summits that are
never to be lost sight of in all our climbing. The
air grows purer, the vision broader. The very pre-
cipices of doom are for a salutary warning that we
venture not too near the shelving edge of any evil,

lest we provoke God to leave us. And thus alike,*

by warning and by wooing, by words that startle
and those that encourage, by the fear of God and
by the love of God, we are instructed, admonished,
profited. The ruin of the godless man is made in
this opening chapter a minister of salvation to all

who propose to « walk not in the way of the wicked
and refrain the foot from their path."

Another of these character-sketches is peculiar
to Eastern life as seen to-day among the unaltered
customs of the Orient There, enervated by the
climate, by lack of general enterprise, by the ease
with which the few necessities of life are gained,
men will doze away a lifetime in an idleness that
has no prosperity to excuse it The idle man in
the East is not a retired rich man, but often one
who has need of daily labour. And Solomon's
picture of the idler is drawn so sharply that we can
almost see him in his sloth. There he is, prone on
his bed, though the sun has risen and others are at
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work. His fields are grown over with weeds.
"Yet a little more sleep," he says drowsily when
one would rouse him,—"Yet a little more sleep,

and a little more slumber, and a little more folding

of the hands to sleep"—and he has gone again.

Roused once more, he tur lazily on his bed and
says, "There is a lion without in the way; yet a
little more sleep." Do we need to study this pic-

ture ? If we had lived in the former ages, before
industry had become a passion of the nations, some
exhortation towards worldly thrift might have been
needful for us. But industry is the New England
virtue, and a lazy man is the contempt of the com-
munity. And yet this outward thrift is often unat-
tended with any inward aspiration. « To get on in

the world" becomes the great aim. The intellect

is often untitled, and the soul is a luxuriant wilder-

ness of weeds, the chance growth of accident on a
soil that needs to be reclaimed and redeemed for

God. Idlers on one field we despise. Then must
there be care, lest, looking on the picture which
Solomon has placed before us, we should fail to see
his twofold meaning; fail also to see that we may
have escaped from the one to be ensnared in the

other and the sadder peril.

And the drunkard is also sketched by our royal
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artist The twenty-third of Proverbs has been
called the « Drunkard's Looking-glass." " Look not
upon the wine when it is red; when it giveth his
colour in the cup ; when it moveth itself aright."
Do you see the man in the picture as he balances
daintily the cup, as he looks lovingly upon it, lifts it

carefully, then drains it off deliberately, with the
gusto of the finished drinker? He does not look
mthin. He does not see the bottom of the cup.
But Solomon—and he had seen it in a sad experi-
ence—will allow us to look through his eyes. And
now, looking closely at the picture, you will see that
Solomon has painted a serpent in the cup. How
plain it is. It is visible to every one except to the
drinker himself. And as he drinks "

it biteth like
a serpent and stingeth like an adder." The deadly
wine begins to circulate. Through every part of
the system it is borne. And now comes the result
•Who hath woe? Who hath sorrow?" "Who
hath contentions,"—is ever quarrelsome ? " Who
hath babbling?"—that word "babbling" is the
very word, for the silly besotted man has now
become a creature to whom blasphemy is wit and
nonsense wisdom. " Who hath wounds without
cause?"—received of course in some low drunken
brawL "Who hath redness of e/es?" '' Thoss
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that tarry long at the wine" It seems then that a
man may become wretchedly, boisterously, filthily

drunk, though he may only drink wine. He con-

tinues,—" Thine eyes shall behold strange women."
Strong drink feeds the flames of a raging lust

"Thine heart shall utter perverse things. Yea;
thou shalt be as one that Heth down in the midst

of the sea, or as he that lieth upon the top of a

mast.'' Is not that an exact description of the

staggering gait of a drunkard ? " They have

stricken me, thou shalt say, and I was not sick

;

they have beaten me, and I felt it not" The poor

inebriate has been kicked and bruised by the men
who induced him to drink, and he did not know it

at the time. And when he comes to understand it,

instead of resolving never again to touch the mad-
dening draught, he cries out, •' When shall I awake ?

I will seek it yet again."

Such is Solomon's picture. And, if I could get

every young man who reads this volume to look

fairly upon that picture in its faithful lines and its

terrible colours, and then could show him that

there was the remotest possible danger of such a

fall for himself; or that some friend might thus

fall ; or that there is one solitary man on earth who
might come down into this misery; and if, on the
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other hand, I could show him that by total absti-
nence he could certainly preserve himself, could
prevent his friend, could hinder even an ,nemy from
this result, I should have an argument of no small
force to press upon him for signing at once the
most stnngent ofpledges to avoidall that intoxicates.
And surely there never was a more strict pledge

than this of Solomon. "Z^^/6«^/," he says. We
think It enough to say. Drink not. But he knew
the force of the temptation. The colour, the
sparkle, the very sight, may awaken the demon of
appetite that is never allayed. « Look not on the
wine."

There is also in these proverbs a picture of true
and noble womanhood. And it stands right over
against a vivid portraiture of her whose house goes
down to death. In the latter sketch, the wiles, the
tempting words, the whole process of allurement
are described; and then the folly, the wretched-
ness, the miserable and accursed end of him "who
goeth after her straightway as an ox goeth to the
slaughter." « Her house is the way to hell, going
down to the chambers of death." But the other
portrait, how beautiful-beautiful in itself and beau-
tiful in contrast. It is the portrait of a noble
woman-the picture ofa mother by her son. "The

r
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heart of her husband doth safely trust her, so that
he shall have no need of spoil." "She worketh
with her hands." The writer had no idea of a
human doll too dainty for labour and fit only for
show. "She riseth and giveth meat to her house-
hold." She is domestic, and yet, while domestic
when there is need for it, she is skilful in trade.
"She considereth and buyeth a field." She is in-

dustrious—for it is said, "her hands hold the
distaff." She is charitable. " She stretcheth out
her hands to the poor." But mind and heart are
not neglected. "She openeth her mouth with
wisdom." " Her children rise up and call her
blessed." She has helped and not hindered her
husband's prosperity; for it is said, « Her husband
is known in the gates, when he sitteth among the
elders of the land."

I would have a young man believe in God with
a practical daily faith. I would have him believe in

good men, and keep couipany with them. But
next to this, I would have him believe in a pure,
noble womanhood. There are doubtless base
women. There are frivolous creatures, who live

with no plan but to see and to be seen. And such
women a young man should avoid as he would the
plague. But there are those whom God sends for

1
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a man's help and guidance. He who believes in
noble womanhood can find it. He who sneers at
woman's virtue only proves himself to be base. A
true man shows the nobility of his nature by his
high ideal of womanhood; and in turn they who
are to meet that ideal have need to be careful ot
purity, honour, intelligence, and religion.

Enough has been said to show the general spirit
and tone of this book of the Proverbs. Its pecu-
liarity above any other one Book of the Bible, is in
the fact that it is directly addressed to young'men.
And this sketch of its contents is placed here at
the beginning of the discussion as a sort of a
portico, royal in its origin, attractive m its form,
through wl Ich we may enter the temple of revela-
tion, and ma* k certain mysteries, certain wonders
even certain difficulties that have perplexed many
a young man and kept him from joining in the
worship. It may be that we shall find some of
them to be less embarrassing, less difficult than we
had thought It may be that, visiting this temple
at first from a natural and laudable curiosity, we
shall find ourselves inwardly persuaded to be more
than spectators, and shall remain to share the ser-
vice, our voice rising in the song and our heart
uttering the Amen.







CHAPTER II.

IS THE BIBLE TRUE?

" V/'OU believe in the Bible, I presume ? " said a
i. man to his fellow-passenger in the railway

car. " Certainly I do," was the instant reply. " I

presume you believe in it because of your mother's

teaching?" said the first man, in a sneering tone.

' Precisely so," was the answer ; " I do believe in

the Bible for that among other good reasons." " I

don't see," was the reply, "how that can be a
good reason. Suppose your mother had been bom
a Hottentot: you would then have believed in

idolatry; or if she had been an Indian woman, you
would have had faith in Juggernaut." " I probably

should," replied the other. "I am surprised to

hear you own it Nine-tenths of the people who
believe in the Bible have no better reason for their

faith than just this : their fathers taught it to them
and their mothers made them say their prayers,

and so they believe in religion. I am independent.

'I
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I don't mean ,o believe anything because somebody
else does so." "Stop," said the other: "ston

lips. The Bible made my mother the best the
s-veetest. the noblest woman I ever knew, ft^her strength in life, her comfort in sickness I"
all m death. I saw what it did for her aid Is^ned with evety presumption in its fa;o„T

stronger easons for believing i„ my Bible. But
fe me tel you that for myself, the strongest o
all reasons .s that my mother, and she was such asofter, taught me its truths. I had a ChXL
home. I have travelled some, and I know that

Anca there ,s not one in Asia, as.de from what

el .'T """ ""^ "'"" ™*m a fewyea^ just past i„ ,he hut of a Hottentot, oT

been taught m another religion, exactly as I shouldhave been taught in another kind of astronomvand natuja, Philosophy and geology. ^ZJiShaU I thmk less of the true system of astnv"omy because I was educated to believe tTnChnsfan New England, or doubt the facts of
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natural history because Agassiz taught them to
me in America? Shall I believe less firmly the
facts of science because I learned them under
circumstances most advantageous, in places where
they could best be learned, and from the best of
teachers? And as for you, sir," turning to the
other, " let me say just this ; either you had or did
not have an early Christian home. If you had a
pious father and a praying mother, and were
taught the biblical truths, and now have turned
away from the Holy Book, you are, I am certain,

far less of a man morally for it For you have not
the sanctions of that book when you do right;

nor its warnings when tempted to do wrong. You
are not so pure, so strong in principle. Right and
wrong, good and evil, are not words with so much
meaning as they would have had if you had read

your Bible and striven to shape your life by its

directions. Or, if you had no Christian home, if

your parents were not devout people, then you
started in life under a terrible disadvantage, a dis-

advantage to your moral nature as great as it would
have been to your physical nature if you had been
born without feet or without hands. And instead

of you reproaching me for my mother's religion,

I am the one who should pity you for the terrible

i
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calaraiiy under^^h vo,. Z '

"'""".V of no, ha n/rcJ.rT' '"'~''"'

con.,nu«i,heyoung„an
..IH 'T

°'"'- ^'^"

i» dearer because i^.^B™';"'"
<«<•• A"« •

-ore reverenced ZZ'^T''
""' "^^ "

Ood and Chns. .To^^ ^aZ hi
""""•'

mother's Saviour an^ i,

7<^"se he was my

heaven." ^'^^^ "» «"/ mother's

him :„
:';/"'"' "'*"'• '^— .^ereror

'ts precepts are foil .
'^ '''"^' ^ ^^r as
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these were accompanied with sneers and innuendoes
aga.nst Christians. Such young men have no a"
preaationof the moral argument from the elevation
of a Christian home, nor can they understand the
moral power of those benign influences which makeup the moral atmosphere into which the more
favoured young men of this country were born. So
that the argument to be presented in this chapter
having these two classes of young men in mind.'
must needs be both historical and moral

h«: "Zr/^, ^,^/, ,^;„ The other, immediately
following It ir, logical order, shall be: "Is i
£tble tnspiredV*

In asking whether .he Bible be true, fte question

IL ,?" """ " ""• ™*^ "h" ™ inquire
whether MacauUy, or MoUey. or Bancroft', his
tones are true. I. is an inquiry whether the persons«ho wrote these books of the Bible were eye-wi.!
nesses ofthe facts, 0, if not. whether they had access
to docutnent, which ti,ey used so fairly that we
cantmstthen, as wedo other hUtorians. men they
sta e facts ,„ .he,r narrative, we propose V, ask
first, as we do about any other writers of history,Are they credM mn t Are they men whose chi!
«ter, opportunities for knowledge, whose presumed
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motives and whose conduct in life warrant our con-

fidence ? Finding them reliable historians, men who

state actual historic facts, it is indeed possible that

we shall be compelled to go further. It may be

that if true, they are true about such things and in

such a way true, that we shall be obliged to go on

and to own their inspiration. But the inquiries

before us now are with reference to their truth-

fulness, their integrity, their credibility.

Nor can we here take up in order the vast number

of facts they state, and examine them in detail.

That would be to write a commentary on the Bible.

Nor can we quote at length the testimony of tra-

vellers in the lands of the Bible, nor recite the

evidence accumulating every year from Assyrian,

Babylonian, Judaeah, and Egyptian tombs and mo-

numents—that vast mass of corroboration of many

of the more important statements which are given

in the Scriptures. This is a field of unspeakable

richness and of unfailing interest Nor can any

man spend an hour with such a book as Rawlinson's

" Historical Illustrations of the Old Testament

"

without wonder at the new evidence, reserved for

the investigations of the present generation, of the

minute accuracy of many portions of our historical

Scriptures. To enter on this field is impossible for
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us in this volume. Nor is it needed. For the

strictly historical argument is really very simple ; is

narrowed down to the establishment of a very few

facts, which any man of ordinary judgment can

easily understand, and about which he can easily

make up his mind. The whole inquir}' concerns

the New Testament. And of the New Testament

we need only to consider the integrity of the Four

Gospels. For if these biographers of Jesus are to

be trusted, our Lord indorsed the Old Testament,

and promised subsequent books of the New Testa-

ment similar to those which we have now in the

Epistles and the Revelation. So that the whole

inquiry for us is just this : Have we reason to believe

that Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John have given us

a fair and correct account of what Jesus Christ said

and did ? To this inquiry the wiiOle matter comes

at length, and on this thing depends the historic

argument.

Nobody doubts the existence of just these sacred

books which we call the Old Testament in the days

of Jesus. He quoted that volume, citing those very

facts to which most objection is made, viz. : the fall,

the flood, the attempted sacrifice of Abraham, the

descending manna, the lifted serpent, and the story

of Jonah. Sometimes he quotes the volume itself

;

\
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sometimes he gives the name of the special book
from which he quotes. To a people venerating
their sacred writings to the verge of bibliolatry, he
said, "Search the Scriptures," and he continually
was saymg that certain things were done <'that the
Scriptures might be fulfilled." So that the whole
question of the integrity of the Old Testament
though abundantly capable of defence on indepen'
dent pounds, for us, in our present argument, may
be said to be involved in that of the truthfulness of

T ^rJ''"^™""'- ^°^ ^ '^^ Gospels indorse
the Old Testament, so they also carry with them the
mtegnty ofthe Acts, the EpisUes, and the Revelation
Assured that we have a fair record of what Jesus*
did and said, we find among his undoubted dis-
courses direct promises of a superhuman guidance
not only m bringing to mind what he had said to
his disciples, but in guiding them into all truth
even that which he could not tell them while he was

the Holy Spirit should be given and they were to
be shown the things to come. And assuming that
these Gospels accurately report him, where shall we
find the fiilfilment of his promise except in these
later New Testament books ? These later writers
make the claim, and they are the only serious

:^ .';:
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claimants to-day. If Jesus spoke truly in the pro-

mise as recorded in the Gospels, then these other

New Testament books are the fulfilment of hiswords.

The whole matter comes down to very narrow

limits. A thousand incidental questions may be

raised which have only an incidental bearing. The
decision as to fhree vital questions will decide the

whole case. They are these. First: Did books

substantially like our Four Gospels exist in the earliest

Christian centuries? Second: Did the authors of

them enjoy opportunities for knowing what they

affirmed ? and were they such persons that we can

trust them to tell us the truth? And Third: Have
these four histories of Christ been preserved with

as reasonable a degree of integrity, and have they

been as fairly transmitted to us, as have the works

of other ancient historians ?

As to the first of these inquiries, viz., the early

existence of the books, little need be said, for the

unanimous verdict of scholars is well inown.'

' Those who desire a full discussion ofthis matter can find

it in the elaborate work of Tischendor£ " When were our
Gospels Written?" See also Westcott's "Introduction to
Gospels." In these lectures I have endeavoured to give the
results reached in the present state of biblical scholarship,

without entering at all into the processes by which those results

have been gained. This is true both of this and the following

chapter.
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Volney »„d his school, in an unfortunate hour
ventured .0 utter doubts as to whether Jesus Zih« apostles had ever lived. It was instantly shown
hat heathen and Jewish, as well as ChristL

*°

hun and h^ ,el,g,on. And in the face of the factrtat Chnst's religion, as recorded in these book
hadnan>edan era in human history, this ciZ'f
sceptics saw that they had blundered And iTde
cenUytnformed n^ repeats these absur^'i:::
day^ Rousseau, l..mselfbelonging to another schoolS "' ?'*«"«'»"»»<'" to Volney, h
nv^t^rrf "^""^ ""^ •"" "-• '"--ho.nvcnted such a character as that given in the Four
Gospels, putting such words into the lips of an-magmary being, have performed, in so doing^
T^Zr^" *"" '"' "^' *'^-*ed toJeL

heseb.ograph,esin.heearliestChristiancen.uriel-
aYact allowed by Strauss and Renan. no matterhere and now, for the way i„ which these two dtmgu,shed authors account f„, Urefact. Nomattoor any theory, once attractingsome notice and n^
v».sh.ng, „fn„,u, as mingled with historic t,^*

'

No matter, so <ar as the present part of our inqm^
" concerned, as to whether the books contaiTonly
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a mere substratum of truth ; no matter if any one
should have the hardihood to venture again the ab-

surdity of Volney that the very basis was false. The
argument now is about the early existence of these

books,' the Gospels. And here there is an absolute

unaminity ; all admitting that such documents, the

basis of appeal for both friends and foes as to

the alleged facts, did exist in the earliest Christian

centuries."

' " The strictest historical investigations bring this compi-

lation—even by the admission of Strauss himself—within

thirty or forty years of the time when the alleged wonders

(hey relate are said to have occurred."

—

Henry Rogers, in

" Keason and Faith."

' On this point see the exhaustive treatment of Westcott in

" Introduction to the Study of the Gospels." He shows that

the "Oral Gospel" was the first Gospel—the story of the

facts as told by word of mouth, the apostles repeating the

facts. And he shows why it was so for years in Palestine

;

And how, at length, out of this came the Four Written

Gospels ; the apostles committing their facts to writing when
m the course of nature they must leave their work—a work in

which they could have no successors. Jesus himself wrote no

line. Not that he was unable so to do ; for his knowledge of

"letters," t^f., languages, amazed some of his hearers. He
knew the Aramaic, his native speech ; he quoted the Hebrew

;

he used Latin words, again and again, with the precision as

to derivation which marks the scholar; he quoted from the

Greek language; the verywords ofthe Septuagint. In adopting

the oral method rather than the written, he did exactly what

other teachers of his age were wont to do. And so far from

an objection, it is a confirmation of Christianity, that it repre-

sents our Lord as adopting at the outset the usual oral method

!
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These four h,s,ones of Jesus Christ began to be«ad m churches as they became known; John'sGospel bemg thus indorsed and employed last,
because last written, and bemuse one early se«deemed the teaching of John's Gospel to be inopposmon to their pecuUar views.- But these

of.r.Tr^I''"™'"""™'^' ^^ *= Christians
of the early Chnsnan centuries received the booksof Matthew Mark, Luke, John, as ti,e authentic
documents of the new religion.

The second inquiry is as to the authorehip of

••'iiz.z^":: fakirs''
*' f*' '^ '»"•"»"••

U.i» heretical secrLL^Sf
««'e» shown ttareasoa why

u no.^ in^i„Uoa bu. .hoS;^:,"^;^!^^'

of the FowtJ Gosnel No/ '^? ^ ^'" ^ **^ «=^'«tence

against the geSets^oftrrrirt^rt^^r/r
na^ed. The hint which was thus flS^'o^ jLrs^:has been taken up and used hv .mKx.i:

*/«» years ago

7 1
^^^"y ^"^gunient, from every quarter to whirl,
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these books. All accounts represent the authors of
them as once residents in Palestine. All accounts

represent them as plain men, in part Galilean

fishermen
; with one only of them, Luke, the phy-

sician, a man of professional education. The
writers were plainly not scribes of the law ; they
were not ecclesiastically educated men. But it is

equally sure that they were not untutored peasants.

They show a peculiar but an untrained ability.

They see things clearly, and have the mastery of a
style of description that in its simplicity is at a
world-wide remove from that of the elaborate his-

torians of the age. They had just keenness and
culture enough to make the very best class of wit-

nesses to a question of fact, and to enable them to

state that fact in honest, unadorned, but accurate

language. That they were men of either the ability

or training required to originate such a character as
that of Jesus Christ, is too absurd for any man's
belief. What 1 Galilean fishermen describing such
a character, putting him into the most trying

positions, in which he never once failed
; placing

words in his mouth that have led the wisdom of the

zgQS,—they giving us the only ideal of perfect man-
hood that is found in all the literature of the worid
—and doing this out of their a brain—mere

i
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II novelists depicting an imaginary hero ! To believe

tAis is a far greater demand upon our faith ti.an to

believe any or all the miracles that are found in the
Bible. Our Lord must have lived, and these men
must have been with him in the intimacies of social

life as well as in his public teachings. They mu."
have been witnesses of his miracles and so his his-

torians.^ An actual life, and the historians of that
life his friends, intimates, disciples—these two things
are demanded by the whole scope and the entire

detail of the books themselves. Nor is there

another claimant to the authorship of them. It is

they, or the authors of books that would have
made a world-wide reputation for anybody are
unknown. The verdict of the world is given in

favour of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John as the
writers of the respective books which are everywhere
known under their names.

As to the theory once defended, but now entirely

abandoned, that they were impostors, it is enough
to remark that the ordinary motives to imposition
are wanting, and that it is not possible to imagine

Mark's Gospel is an exception only in appearance. For
(l) the »«/(?r«a/ evidence that it is the work of an eye-witness
is stronger in Mark than in any other Gospel. And (2) the
Gospel is Peter's Gospel as to facts, while it is Mark's as to
arrangement and verbal authorship.
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motives for such a kind of deception, much less

that these men could have done it, and then could

have succeeded in foisting their imposition upon
the keenest age—the Augustan age— which the

world has ever seen. Impostors could not if they

would, and would not if they could, invent such a
character as that of Christ.

The theory of imposture surrendered, is that of

selfdeception any more plausible ? Enthusiasts with

fancies for facts would have fared ill in publishing

their pretended histories to a keen generation in

which not a single false or even exaggerated state-

ment could have passed unquestioned. Names,

dates, places, references to streets and to persons,

to public facts and private details, are scattered

through these Gospels with lavish hand. And with

such means of detecting the error furnished to them
in the very documents themselves, it is certain that

the skiltul opponents of Cliristianity would have

seized upon any alleged fact, and have proved it

false, if that could have been ; and in this way they

would have inflicted such a serious blow upon the

new religion as to have crushed it at the outset.

For in no way could they have so destroyed the

force of the new faith as by showing an enor in its

authentic documents on a question of public fact.

I
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Had such error been detected it would have been
at once published to the world j and once published,
the work containing it would not have been allowed
to perish. But no such work exists. Keen oppo-
nents there were, who, if Jews, ascribed the Gospel
facts to Satan, and if Gentiles, ascribed them to
magic; in either case owning the facts, and always
quoting the facts from these accepted narratives of
the Evangelists.

And as to the theory that these Gospels mgM have
been written and placed in their present form partly

by good men and partly by bad men—a theory just
now most popular with objectors, and a theory
the most desperate and the least plausible of any
—it is enough to say that what might have been is

not a proper matter of historic inquiry. No ab-
surdity can be greater than to imagine the doings
of this singular conclave, where pious saints and
impious knaves have met for the purpose of foisting

Christianity on the world,—one party supplying a
mu-acle and the other furnishing the teaching to
match it, and the two woven together so firmly in
one narrative, that, like the seamless robe of Jesus,
no men may part it. Or, if the good men and the
bad men are supposed to have worked separately,

what more incredible than that bad men should



retouch the draft of good men, and their patchwork
of evil be undiscemible from the original fabric,

unless it is the still more incredible supposition

that good men should consent to retouch the draft

of evil men, knowing it to be the evil work of such
men, and yet endorsing it I Strange good men,
those I

The third point of vital importance is as to

whether there has been a fair transmission to us of
these Four Gospels. They were at once earnestly

sought and highly prized by the friends of the new
religion. The doctrines founded upon these facts

which they state were made instantly matters of
controversy. Every one can see that it would be
impossible to interpolate a new miracle or new ser-

mon into these Gospels to-day. And for the same
reason it would have been impossible fifty years
after the books were written. Enemies were alert,

and friends were already divided in their views of
doctrine and duty. To have added anything of
importance, any new fact favouring any particular

school of belief, would not have been allowed any
more than it would be to-day. In the second and
third centuries, amid the divergence of beliefs, it

was wished by some of the sects to obtain if possible

the attestation of the apostles to the new doctrines

t J
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and practices. But mark one universally conceded
fact. The heretics, not daring to tamper with the
recognised documents, invented others, new Gospels,

to some of which the more bold ventured to affix

the names of the apostles. But to all the Christian
world, by the close of the second century, the fraud
was as apparent as it is to us to-day. A few per-

sons were deceived for a time. But the imposture
is as evident as would be the interpolation of a sen-
tence of Jefferson Davis's speech on secession into

the Emancipation Proclamation of Abraham Lin-
cola In a subsequent discussion this matter will

be named again. It is mentioned here only to
show that the very existence of such fraudulent
books is a positive proof that the accepted docu-
ments could not be then altered by the insertion of
any new miracle or doctrine. » They could no more
have been purposely corrupted or changed then,
than they can be to-day. Of course, no miracle is

claimed for the preservation of the Scriptures. In
printing the Bible, even with our splendid facilities,

there occur typographical errors. Indeed, it has

' Westcott, in his "Introduction," etc., has shown that in
the second century the whole New Testament, as now we have
it, Epistles and Acts and Revelation—the Gospels of course
much earlier—was accepted with the same reverence with
which Christians regard the Scriptures to-day.
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been claimed that no volume of the size of the

Bible has ever been printed without some mistake.

But these errors do not harm the substance of a

volume. The most of these are of about the same

importance as the omission to dot an i or cross a /

on the written page. They are never alleged as

against the integrity of an author's work. Changes

in languages, differences caused by thousands of

various readings, as in other ancient works, have

had their influence upon the text of the New Testa-

ment. But these things injure the integrity of the

books just as little as they do the works of Csesar

and Sallust and Virgil and Demosthenes. These

verbal variations are merely curious questions of

nice scholarship, and do not affect any one of the

great Christian facts.*

The Gospel writers are unimpeached. The

records are fairly preserved. For the jealousy of

friends as 'veil as the hostility of foes has combined

to preserve these documents from any considerable

error. They are trustworthy histories of actual

events. And these true, as has been shown before.

• " By all the omissions and all the additions contained in

all the manuscripts no fact is rendered obscure or doubtful."

—

fres. Hopkins. " By none of these variatioas, etc., shall one

be able to extinguish the light of a chapter or disguise Chris.

Uanity but that every feature of it will be the sa.me."—Beftt/fy.
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I they carrywith them the truth of the Old Testament
tvhich they endorse, and the remaining portions of
the New Testament which they promise.

It would be of interest to note how the Gospels
once ascertamed to be true, and so the other parts of
the Scnptures also true, that they in turn yield their
evidence to these Four Gospels. Given the books
that go before, given also those that follow, and
somewhere there must be such books as these Gos-
pels

;
and it is these or none that can fill the con-

dition of the question. The Hebrew ritual obliges
us to find somewhere the New Testament Christ
And the Acts are impossible apart from the Christian
facts which they indorse and out of which they
grew. And Paul takes up every main fact, not by
any special purpose, but incidentally, in his epistles^
so that he has been called our Fifth Gospel.* But
all this is incidental proof, nor need it be entered
upon.

The vital points of the historic ailment have
been presented, and the proof given that we have
in the works of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John
trustworthy histories, and that in a fair degree of
purity these books have come down to our own

mJtt^l w^ ^r"^°J^^ '« «» article. •' Paul as an Argu.
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times. And it is clear that, these points proven,

we may turn a deaf ear to a hundred minor ques-

tions, even if they have difficulty in them. Foe

these questions are of side issues, and they bear

only remotely on the subject. The opponents of

Christianity have skilfully raised many a discussion

on these side issues, and the friends of a historic

religion have allowed themselves to be seduced from

the main question to engage in controversy on
points not vital to the main argument Says Isaac

Taylor, "The subjects of debate in the Christian

argument have come to us in inverted order. The
logical order is this : Are theprincipal/acts, on the

reality of which everything rests, real or not? If

t^y are true, the conclusion canies with it all we
need. If they are untrue, then a laborious dis-

cussion concerning such things will barely repay

the few who abound in leisure and learning."

In a very simple way elsewhere we ascertain a

question of common fact ; as, for instance, of the

sailing of a ship from Liverpool to New York.

There are a thousand incidental questions that can

be asked about that ship, all of them of interest,

some of them highly important for other purposes,

but none of them having the least bearing on the

inquiry, "Did the ship actually make the alleged

11
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voyage from Liverpool to New York ? " Questions
might be raised about her hull, as wood or iron

;

about her cordage and cable, as wire or rope ; about
her capacity, as so many or not so many tons ; about
her engines, as American or English; about her
cargo, and of what proportion was dry goods and
what hardware ; of her officers and her crew, as
capable or inefficient; and of her voyage, as smooth
or rough. And it is possible to conceive of men as
exercising their ingenuity so sharply on these things

about that ship, and raising thereby such a multitude
of difficulties, that some would be inclined to express
a doubt as to whether there was such a ship and such
a voyage. And this is exactly what has been done
about the Bible. Opponents have seized upon
minor matters and pressed them. Theyhave drawn
off public attention from the very few vital facts,

against which, once established, all objections are
useless. They have discussed questions as to saUs
and hull and course and cargo. Meanwhile there
are just a few facts which can easily be settled, as
to the voyage of the ship, and which decide fully

the whole matter. They are these three : Did she
sail ? And the record on the books of the Custom-
House at Liverpool settles that inquiry. Did she
arrive in New York ? And the record on the book^i
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at New York is the evidence. Is the record

correctly transcribed and faithfully forwarded ? And
this third inquiry can be easily made, and an exact

answer be given. And this closes the evidence.

Precisely so in the case before us. The three ques-

tions we have discussed as to the Four Gospels

cover all that is essential. Nor should any young
man allow himself to be confused by inquiries not

vital to the historic argument for the integrity of

these books. The argument stands unimpeached.

And the religion of the Bible is able to make the

high claim that it is a religion qf/aas, and a religion

that presents these facts as proof that it is from

God.

2. To the mora/ argument we now turn. The
general influence of the Bible on men is a fact that

one cannot overlook. The question is not whether

any perfectly obey it, but whether any are made
better by it; whether its tone is healthful. Does
it elevate society to have the Bible circulate in

the homes of a community, to have the Sabbath it

enjoins devoutly kept, to have the religion of the

Bible studied and practised in some fair degree ?

I need not ask these questions of any young man.

They scarcely admit of being stated, for the whole

thing is almost self-evident There is not a piece

iiii
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of property that is not worth more, nor an industry
that does not thrive the better, for the practice, how-
ever partial and imperfect, of the precepts of the
rehgion ofthe Bible. The church building increases
the value of the property in the town; and purely
as a means of general thrift, of public virtue and
moral education, in more than one New England
community, men of sceptical views have given liber-
ally towards the erection of the sanctuaiy and the
support ofthe Sabbath School. It is true that some
havemsisteduponchargingthewarsandpersecutions
unfortunately too common in human history to the
influence of the Bible. But this is to confound its
pure teachings with man's perversions, mistakes, and
hyrx)cnsies. As reasonably might an argument be
constructed against all government on the ground
that men had wrested it from its purpose and used
It as an instrument of tyranny. If every crime has
been at some time perpetrated under the name of
religion or of government, we are not to attribute
that fact to anythmg that belongs to pure religion
or good government Surely we are able to make
the distinction between the Christianity of the Bible
and man's corruption of it in human history. And
the good influence of Christianity-good in exact
proportion to its purity—is seen everywhere. It is
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the strength of law. It gives purity to public sen-

timent It favours learning. It extends the domain
and strengthens the motives of all sweetest and
most blessed charities. It gives sacredness to social

life. Everywhere it is the friend of truthfulness,

of honesty, of purity, of every noble virtue. Could^
bad men have given the world such a volume as the
Bible, even if they would? or would they if they
could ?

It is, moreover, a singular fact that those who
kno7<.' this book best love it most. They are best

qualified to judge of it The devoutest students

of it are just those most thoroughly persuaded of
the divine origin of the book. True, some persons
of intellectual eminence have rejected Christianity.

But in nearly every case they have not known
intimately the New Testament For it by no means
follows that because one is eminent as a naturalist,

or as a mathematician, or as a historian, or as a
literary critic, he is therefore a biblical scholar.

A mathematician and not a poet is the best judge
of a question in the calculus. Indeed, the poet's

opinion may be worthless. And so on these ques-

tions of the integrity of the Bible, an array of great

names is sometimes quoted on the side of unbelief.

The eminence of these men in their own de-
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partment, so far from qualifying them for authorities

in such biblical questions, is often the very thing

that renders their opinions on this matter almost
valueless. Hume's historical inquiries were con-
fined to a certain secular line. Huxley's naturalistic

studies are not of the slightest value in questions

of religion. Large attention elsewhere hinders

necessarily large attention here. Hume gave
himself to history and philosophy. His works
would stand substantially as now if he had never
seen a New Testament. For his arguments are

directed against all religions, and indeed against all

actual knowledge of every kind. He aimed to

sever the relation of cause and effect. He needed
no acquaintance with the New Testament to coii-

struct a metaphysical argument which strikes a blow
equallyat all religionand all science. Voltaire's name
has been quoted among those whose scholarship

has been arrayed against revelation. But he had
no scholarship at ail on M/j matter. He made blun-

ders that would have disgraced a Sunday-school boy
of a dozen years in quoting Biblica,l incidents. He
gave his life to other books, and did not know the

book he denied. And Gibbon at twenty-two years of

age or thereabouts says, " Here I suspended my reli-

gious inquiries." And he confessed to an idle life
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before this time. Surely such a man, however

eminent in other lines, has no weight at all as

against the sentiment, " They who know the Bible

best love it most." There are men of majestic

intellect, and of calm, careful, profound scholarship,

men wl have made this book their study for years

—men hke Newton and Pascal and Leibnitz and

Edwards and Chalmers; and these are the men
competent to testify in the domains of scholarship.

Nor scholars only. There are tens of thousands

of honest, careful, sound-minded men in every walk

of life, who have just lived mentally and morally on
this book. They have thought of it on the week-

day and studied it on the Sabbath. TAey know
the book. If an imposture, they would be the

first to discover it. If it did them harm to prac-

tise, the directions of the book, they would long

ago have renounced and denounced it. They are

honest, trustworthy men, if there are any such on

earth. And they say that they read it with more
and more interest and admiration and love with

every year of their life. Such evidence is not to

be set aside.

There is also a wide difference between the

morality taught by the writers of the Scriptures

and that expressly taught by the leading sceptics

wjtii
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of he century no^ ending. Some of these >,-riten,
of the Bible «rere certainly men all of whose act.no one defends. And here is the thing to be
noticed: they do not defend themselves. In
wrong-doing they do not go with but against theiro^ teaching. They condemn their own mistakes
and confess their own sins. We ^ad not known
those sins but for their honest confession and con-
demnation. Their precepts and the vast preponder-
ance of then: personal conduct are certainly on the

like Herbert, who declared that lust and passion
were no more blameworthy than hunger and thirst ?
l.ke Hobbs. who maintained that right and w^ong
are but mere quibbles of imagination ? like Boling
broke, who insisted that the chief end of man was
o gratify his passions? like Hume, who declared
tha humility is a vice rather than a virtue, and that
adultery elevates human character? Paine was in
his last days a drunkard, and Voltaire was found by
his fnends to be so often a liar, that his word was
worthless. Let a company of men believing these
teachings organise themselves into a society for
putting them into actual practice in any community
and that community would be compelled to rise
and expel the foul plague from their borders. In
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short, let a company of men undertake to obey
such teachings exactly as a church is organised
to obey the teachings of Christ, and let them do it

as far as Christians obey the precepts of the Bible,
and who could or would endure it? And while
the biblical precepts perfectly obeyed would bring
almost the old Eden days to our sorrowful earth,
these precepts of sceptical writers perfectly obeyed
would make a very pandemonium of wretchedness
and abomination.

The moral argument for the Bible plants itself
upon the substantial agreement of its different
parts. Revelation is progressive. There is a
progress of development from first to last. And
truth is given in forms more crude in the eariier, and
more finished and comprehensive in the later books
of the Bible. Hence here and there those merely
verbal and temporary discords which serve, as
musicians say, to heighten the whole effect. Those
who would make capital of these things, playing off
a partially revealed truth of the Old Testament as
in some sense antagonistic to the full-orbed truth of
the New Testament, only show their lack of appre-
ciating the breadth of God's plan in His Holy
Word. And as to the slight discrepancies of the
Evangelists, it is enough to say that they are just
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such and so many as a lawyer likes to have

among the witnesses on the side of his client. For

they prove that there was no collusion, no agree-

ment to support a fraud. These little discrepancies

are exactly in those things necessarily omitted in

the mere sketches and fragmentary notices of Jesus

Christ which these writers profess to give us. As

between any two of them, often a single word sup-

plied incidentally by the third gives us the missing

link that was needed to make the story coherent.

And some difficulties remain on the face of the

narratives when we would make a perfect harmony

of the order of the events, which doubtless one

word would solve—a word that, needless then,

would be helpful now. It was indeed no part of

the work of either to endorse the others. When they

do it, it is not of design. Each had his own work

to do, and did it Had they been careful of their own

harmony, mutually endorsing each other, their

evidence would have been terribly weakened. But

their carelessness in that matter, their " abandon "

to their work, by which they go each straight to

his own mark, without one thought that Peter's

facts may cross Matthew's, or John's narrative injure

Luke's story—their perfect unconsciousness of any

suspicion—^these are among the evidences of their
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divine commission. And the agreement not only
in the facts, but, what is far more important, in
those great ideas that run through the Bible as to
God, as to immortality, as to the way of salvation,
as to a judgment, as to future awards—the agree-
ment as to the ideal of Jesus Christ shown by the
four writers of our Gospels, shown also by the
writer of the Acts, shown also by Paul, by Peter,
by John, in their Epistles—/>i« is the highest and
best possible agreement, an agreement deeper than
that of mere words. We see the blended rays of
the same great solar truth, whether beheld in the
promise of its dawning, in its onward march up the
sky, or in the fuU glory of its midday completeness.
There is a powerful moral argument in the ideal

of pTesus Christ which the Scriptures present
Reference has been ahready made (See page 65) to
the fact that the writers of the Four Gospels are in
substantial accord, as between each other, in their
portraiture of the character of Jesus Christ. But
here the argument is drawn from the ideal itselC

Whence came the thought of such a person? If
he is a fiction, existing only on these pages, some-
body originated the fiction. And whoever that
person or that company of persons, it is certain
that the creation of such a character was too great

I
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an achievement for the party or parties to remain

unknown. But where are the claimants of this

greatest of honours ? Who originated the idea ?

Even Rousseau, himself in some respects a sceptic,

was struck with the moral majesty of the conception.

He writes as follows

:

"Is it possible that a book at once so simple

and sublime should be the work of man? Is it

possible that the sacred person whose history it

contains could be a mere man ? What purity, what

sweetness, what sublimity in his maxims 1 What

profound wisdom in his discourses ! What truth

in his replies ! Shall we suppose the evangelic

history a mere fiction ? It bears not the marks of

fiction. The history of Socrates, which nobody

presumes to doubt, is not so well attested as that

of Jesus Christ : the marks of truth are so striking

that the inventor would be a more astonishing

character than the hero."

Again I ask the question whence this idea of

Christ? Did a knot of plebeians in Galilee, the

most despised portion of a far-oflf Roman province,

themselves unskilled in the grand conceptions of

Grecian or Persian or Arabian poets and philoso-

phers—did they invent Christ ? Setting aside, now

and here, the absolute impossibility that they should

11 I!
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have perfectly depicted him-depicted him with
just enough of diversity to give unity to our im-
pression of him, where did they get the ideal perfect
man? The.e is one, and only one explanation.
7esusmusf have lived. His disciples saw him,
listened to him, reported him. The Roman hero
was no such character. An educated Roman would
have made Jesus say, Blessed are the brave, the
heroic and the noble. A brutal Roman would have
said, Blessed are they that can strike back; themen of nerve and muscle for the combat. But
Jesus said, "Blessed arc the meek." A Grecian
would have made hun say. Blessed are they who
wrapped in the contemplation of divine philosophy!
forget the common \^x^ of men, above whom they
stand.^ But Jesus said, "Blessed are the poor in
spirit. The Pharisee would have had him say.
Blessed are the exact and careful in the ritual law
The Sadducee would have had him say, Blessed
are they who care for this life, as the real life, and
leave the future, if there be a future, to care for
Itself. The Essene would have had him declare,
Blessed are they that conquer the body with stripes
well laid on for righteousness' sake. But Jesus
turning from eveiy form of Jewish ideal, said,'
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
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God." Hillel, the first Rabbi of the age of Christ,

would have said, Blessed are the educated in the

Levitical law ;
" for no common person is pious." *

But Jesus said, " Come unto me aU ye who labour

and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest"

How is it that here we have a character absolutely

perfect? Whence came the tdea ofJesus? There

is only one possible answer. And that answer owns

that the one great miracle of Christianity, its sun,

to which all other miracles are but the stars, is the

character of yesus Christ!

» His very words. And yet the Jews, to avoid the fprce of

the powerful ai^fument in support of Christianity of the

character of Christ, have intimated that some of his sayings

might have come from their Rabbi Hillel ; a hint not lost on

R^nan in the French novel which he has called " The Life ol

Jesus."
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CHAPTER III.

IS THE BIBLE INSPIRED ?

Vyi^A TE'S question, "What is truth?" has been
-L called the question of the ages. For we are

made up in such a way as to believe in truth. And
no matter how many wrong answers have been
given, the fact remains that men will believe that

truth is real, and that the frutA can be known.
This is so, of course, only about what can be proven.

And we have seen how careful is the Bible to appeal
to evidence. Christianity is a question of fact It

offers proof of its truthfulness in miracle, in pro-

phecy, in peculiar teaching, in the person of Jesus
Christ.

But every young man opening the pages of his

Bible can see that, true at all, the book is peculiarly,

grandly true—a kingly book among men's books.
The tone of it is unlike anything else in all the

literature of the world. It asserts. It speaks with

authority. It does indeed give proofs. But it

:\
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does it easily, incidentally ; never with labour, as if

men were hesitating and so it must hesitate ; never

as if doubting somewhat its right to the most direct

and positive speech ; never as if its absolute au-

thority could be questioned. It is a book that,

allowed to have any claim, must be allowed all it

claims. True at all, it is true in such a way, and

about such things, that there is not nor can there

be any other such volume on earth. Nor is this

claimed for the Bible simply on the ground of its

literary character. It has indeed poetry that is

sublime, history that is dramatic in its form and

careful in its fact, and narrative that is unequalled

in simplicity and dignity. These are the indubit-

able marks of human genius. It needs no proof

that some of these writers—the claim is not made
for all—were men of exalted ability. They have

made a book that is without a peer. It stands up

alone, apart, peculiar in its claims, giving evidences

of its truthfulness, and compelling homage for the

genius that irradiates its pages.

And now comes the further inquiry as to this

book, the truthfulness of which we have already

ascertained, whether besides human genius the.-

is also divine guidance; whether God had any-

thing to do with this book in a sense in which he

'h
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has not had with any otherj whether the book has
not only the human inspiration of exalted genius,

but also the superhuman inspiration, not of angel

or of seraph, but of God's Holy Spirit. And the
inquiry is whether, obliged to admit as much as we
have already seen with reference to the book, we
are not compelled tc go on, and to admit that the
book is divinely inspired.

Let us ask what is meant by the inspiration of

the Scriptures ; next consider some of the objections

to this claim ; and then let us attend to any direct

proof that this human book is really a divine in-

spiration.

We are sometimes asked to define inspiratioa

Let it, then, beat once conceded that it is easier to

describe than to define what we mean by that word.
Even as to those sudden intuitions, discoveries,

disclosures, those revelations of the mind to itself

as to the way in which a given thing can best be
done, that surprising insight which in some gifted

moments enables us to see what was dark before,

that quick flash of sunlight on the perplexity that

had baffled our study for days and weeks, that un-
raveUing and clearing of a tangled skein of things,

that glad heart-throb when an idea is bonj, a
thought struck out, an invention perfected—even
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as to these inspi ations of human genius it is not

easy to offer any careful and exact definition. The

great inventors and discoverers and poets and

painters and orators cannot tell you what it is they

feeL They can only give us some very general

account of the state of mind in which they are

when seized upon with the idea which they have

given to the world. They say it must be felt in

order to be understood.* But ' 'e have no man

living to-day who is under a divine inspiration ; the

inspiration not only of one's own genius, but of a

divine guidance for the communication of new

moral truth to the race. We have no man who

has the peculiar consciousness of speaking " the

words, not which ntian's wisdom teacheth, but which

the Holy Ghost teacheth." And only incidentally

did those who once were thus inspired tell us of

the state ; nor do they inform us how they knew

when they were and when they were not under the

influence of this inspiring Spirit Evidently it was not

* Mozart, describing the state of mind in which musical

composition was to him most lively and successful, says

:

"Then, the thought's come streaming in upon me most

fluently, whence or how is more than I can tell. Then

follows the clang of the different instruments ; then, if not

disturbed, the thing grows greater, broader, clearer. I see

the whole like a beautiful picture. This is delight.*
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their ordinary and normal state as Christians. For
they often distinguish between the sanctifying and the
inspiring influence. Bu. if they do not define they
describe; and if they do not tell us specially of the
state itself, they tell us of the results of that inspira-

tion in the production of the volume which we call

the Bible.

As we look upon these pages, we see that there
must be a great variety in the forms and degrees
and kinds of inspiration. The inspiration where a
man is an eye-witness of events which he is to
record must be very unlike that needed when a
man is uttering prophecy, the full meaning of which
it may or may not be needful for him to compre-
hend. And yet in all of it there may be needed
that superintendence which preserves from actual
error, even in the recording things that have fallen

under the direct notice of the narrator himself.
And besides the evidence furnished in the volume
itself, as to the kind and degree of this guidance,
we must take the testimony of the writers of a book
which we have found to be truthful, with reference
to the fact of their inspiration. They claim, and
their work proves it as well as their words, that
their work is twofold in its character. It is human,
they say. And they say, just as distinctly, that it

is the work of God's inspirmg spirit.
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Beginning, then, on the human side, in our de-

scription, we should say that we have here in the

Bible a book written, not by angels, not by God,

but by men. Their own description of the human

element is given in the words of one of them as he

speaks of his work and that of the others. It is

this : "Holy men spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost" Notice the recognition of the human

element.
'

'

" Holy men spake." They were voluntary agents,

using their own human language. But they " spake

as mofved by the Holy Ghost."

And in this combination of a human element and

a divine element, we have not partly the one and

partly the other ; not one text fallible and the next

infallible. But all of it is of man, and all of it is of

God. God penned not one word. Man wrote it.

Man wrote not one word by himself unwatched,

unassisted of God. So that it is both man's word

and Gud's word. It is the work of Moses, Isaiah,

John, Paul, and the rest of them. And yet at the

same time it is God's inspiration of man's thought

as he was "moved," and of man's word as he

" spake."

Or, approaching this matter from the divine side,

as do these men sometimes in their descriptions, we
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hear them say, " All Scripture is given by ms/irat/on
of Qodr So that we have an instance in which
God takes up frail and imperfect men and human
language in order to come near and reveal himself
in human literature, even as he has done in human
nature by his Son Jesus Christ.

And just as a superior overworks and absorbs an
inferior power, so God infuses his thought into men,
and secures its accurate expression by them. And
thus they become his voluntary or his involuntary
instruments. When they are bad men, as in the
case of Balaam, the inspiration is involuntary.
These cases are few. And when they occurred, it

was to confront and overwhelm evil prophets and
evil men. But the Scriptures, it is claimed, were
God's inspiration through good men to teach the
worid authoritatively the truth it needs to know.
There is a human element, and so we see various
styles and methods of writing. But there is, we
claim, a divine element, and this overspreads and
animates the human ; the stronger using the weaker.
As God is true, so his word is true. It is without
admixture of error, and is thus a final authority in
faith, in doctrine, in duty ; and it contains all about
religion that we need to know or can know on earth.
" The word of the Lord is perfect"

•"I
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Two men, intimate friends, are seated togetlieratfte^etabl. One of them wi„ .rite a fa ^t"

degree of knowledge. I, i, necessary tl>at the

but fte second, whose knowledge is full, accurate

.ems of mformation. But he corrects the imores«ons of the firs. ,o far as they are imperf^, 7a«ong word is about to be used by the tot 1-ond man su^ests the right one/ir'he^;J •

nou /. wUl convey Ae thought to beexpressed bettett^the preposuion ./ he suggests that word
."

m on he other hand, not a word is written but heweighs rts meaning and indorses or conects it. In

world you have the style of the fi«t man, hispe uhar methods of expression. I. is his bootBut .t has also aU tl.e accuracy, aU the thoreugh-««, an the in^tirathn of the second maa ^
Put God's Holy Spirit in theplace ofone of these»en, and Matthew, Mark, or Luke in thê L^Tf

aeo.her,andyouhavea,eve,ycasebeforeus.rd

f^k17 '"'"-"-'"= -"J^divine inspiraCa book all of man and also a book aU of God.
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'1^'yvatK apparent in thevo ume has been urged as antagonistic to its claimsPa"I does not write like Joht,. „or David tte
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And when, in his providence, God has a work tote done, he has always a man to do it. In like
7"""' "•>» he has a revelation to gi e ,1 ,ie„-bout matters touching eternal salvation, 'e "el" ts
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sing the songs of holy experience, and a Luke, the

physician, to chronicle the life of Jesus, and a John

to reason, not through the brain, like Paul, but to

enwrap all truth in the roseate hues of his mn

loving heart. God makes no mistakes. Paui never

has John's work to do. The inspiring spirit adapts

means to ends.

Another objection is drawn from the scientific

allusions of the Bible. " A perfect volume," it is

said, "should be perfect in its science." Yes ;
we

reply, if it attempts to teach exact science. But

the Bible makes no such claim. It is a religious

book, recording facts from a religious point of

view, and teaching men about God and duty.

When it alludes to science, it adopts the scientific

language of its various eras. No other course was

possible for such a volume. Had it used the ter-

minology, had it declared the discoveries of the

centuries since it was written, the book would have

been loudly denounced in all former centuries as

false. A volume claiming to be five hundred years

old that described the modem steam-engine and

the telegraph would be likely to awaken not only

suspicion but derision. Indeed, had these scientific

truths been here stated, the fair inference would

have been that the Bible was a forgery. Then, too,
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if it had used the words of exact science, thT^
would in many things h;.ve uiu rly failed to under-
stand It And as to 'exact sc^.ntific accuracy"
about which so much is sa !. who viU pretend that
we have come to the era > f perfect science ? We
are, m our turn, to be laughed at a thousand years
hence, for our mistakes in astronomy, in geology
in chemistry, and in all the other sciences. Perhaps'
allusions to exact science, as it is to be in some
commg tune, would be riddles to us.

" But does the Bible teach scientific error?" asks
one. No

;
it teaches nothing about science. ' It

names the facts of the physical world and the

• What the writer would assert is. that science, in i , d ssNfied and arranged form, is not distinctly taught There Ire

The B bf
'^°' Cosmogony, of Geography, and of E^htlo^;!

Ir r? f-

^°'' "°' °"^ °^ ''' *^y t° ^'^'e them, f .me of

when It ,s said. He hangeth the earth upon nothing," there

Witt trM'-^-"''""'"'
°' " ''''

'
^'^il^ly some ha;e dea^twith the Mosaic account, which, in advance of modem sciencethey say, has put the light before the sun, the plant before th^seed, the period of fishes and plants before man ItTnot

xntended. m the above, to assert that when the Bible teacbesay&./. scientific geographical, or ethnological, it is of noauthority Far from that. But as against obj^ctioni^ it is

"scenl° '"'"w'k*'^'^'
'^^"^'•°"' '^"'^ classificaLn.

ciutr ; r^'
^'^''''' '"'' " ^^''^'^t'^" of general prin-

ciples or truths a,-;fl«^o8.rf,-„,j,j/^«,^^^^^.» * ** "
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mental world as illustrations of moral truth. To-

day we find, in the most careful writers, even upon

astronomy, allusions to the "rising and the setting"

of the sun ; to " the ends of the earth
; " and to " the

revolution of the heavens." To deny the accuracy

of such writers because they employ the popular

phraseology of their times, is absurd. A revelation

from God in our human language must use the

modes ofspeech, scientific, literary, or even religious,

which men commonly employ at the time when its

writers are living. It can do nothing else. The
attempt to do otherwise would awaken suspicioa

And no course can be more unfair than to demand
that a revelation from God shall tally with " the

latest form of science," whatever that phrase may
mean. For who shall tell us which of the conflicting

theories of eminent geologists is to be taken as the

standard on any question they have raised; say, if

you will, on the question of the age of the earth.

They differ from each other by tens of thousands of

years. But if they age ^ed in placing the age of the

earth at any vastly distant period of the past, there

would be no conflict with the Mosaic story. For

interpret s there have been, even from the second

century, who have stoutly insisted that the opening

verses of Genesis describe an indefinite past age in
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which God created the matter out of which he su^

ceeding verses of the sacred stoiy. And not onlyare geologists divided among themselves, bu thev-em conflict with leading naturalists, like Aga siT-d especally with leading astronomers! S

gt The r'
'^ ^ ^^-"- «f leading geolo-

th?; to?
^^'^^ "' ^^'^"^^" ^« - difficult

fnoth r
,1' TT'^' ''' *^-^P^-- chase one

sot i
^
°"'-^^^^°- -ross a mountain side,

general knowledge of them as they come and go «
It may be that the Darwinian theoiy of the C-

Zd tt.„^
""Ituudinous theories of scientists.

theiTkr' vtt^^^^^^^^^ r-^'- The author of

even more extreme Sews „»
.^P"'" "o'ice to-day. took

is at swords'SSk- "
-'"°""''' ^'^^ ^"'''^^

who breathed^Se arii?^^^^^ °" '^' '^"''"°" °^ * Creator

insists that DanSn' Ltt do.t V"'" ^^^' ^^^^^^^

proven, and iJ^rovn wouldS^ "'^T^
'''^"^^'^^ " "«'

for the origin of mln Xl "^t r^'^""'« *° «^~"nt
of the rac? anrAlsif whil. 1?

^^'^^ P'^^^''^^' ""''^

the race, cont^ds f^SLT ^'^"""^ '^" ^•'^^ unity of
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ever source, is gladly welcomed by intelligent

believers in the Scriptures. For they hold that the

facts of the world of God and of the word of God

v/ill stand. Science is the name we give to the

interpretation of the one ; theology is the name we

give to the interpretation of the other. Neither

science nor theology can add a fact or change a

fact. There are the facts in the world and in the

word. We simply classify, and, as best we can,

explain them. They often are mutually explana-

tory, for they show in many things that they have

a common origin in the mind and heart of God.

When after the clash of theories the truth has

obtained the victory, when that has survived which

was not always the most confident and most noisy

in its claims, it has always been found hitherto that

science and religion, the interpreters of God's world

and God's word, were not aliens, but friends.

We can afford to wait when adverse theories rise

with eminei men as their defenders. For the

history of science, while it has its living achieve-

ments, is also a strand sown thick with opinions

once earnestly defended and honestly believed, but

now regarded not only as untrue but absurd. The

truth about a created nature and the truth about

an inspired Bible will survive ; and all the record
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be found evermore m es..nUal agreement..

Scnptures ,s drawn from the UsUry of our usuallyre e,ved ,acred books. It has been alleged th^t*e selecfon of these books™ arbitrary /that „nmsp,red ones may have been included and inspired

S™ tur?;"''^
*;;' :"" '^ -"^^ ">« "C»on o,

torture was made by men, their taste and judg-ment deadmg what to accept and what to rljeC
^^^a^mnlftude or writings an professing tX"
The refer«,ce is to the fact that about two hun-*ed years after the death of Christ a Council "rConverruon of churches made public declaration tohe world

^ ,0 what books had been believed fromhe fi« to be genuine Scriptures. For there wer"fojgenes m thatage. Heretics, unable to introducenew verses tnto the well-known documents, devis^new Gospds; and here and there a man iad been.
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for a time deceived But these apocryphal Gospels

have come down to us. And any man who knows

our Four Gospels, and then compares these apocry-

phal books with them, will not wonder an instant

at the rejection of writings full of puerilities and

absurdities—writings that carry, by their allusions

to manners and customs absolutely unknown in

the clays of Christ, their own refutation ; writings

the whole tone of which is utterly unlike that of

the New Testament. And this is so evident, that

if these rejected books are true, our Gospels are

false, and if ours are true these are an impostiure.

The inventors of these apocryphal Gospels never

designed them as substitutes, but only as additional

Gospels. But they go not together; "the new

agreeth not with the old."

It is customary for some church creeds to make

declaration as to the books they hold to be in-

spired. Churches did the same in the second

century. This is done to-day where Romanism
prevails, to show that Protestants do not regard

the Jewish books called the " Apocrypha" as having

divine inspiration. A church of Christians at Salt

Lake City would be very likely to make a s ite-

ment of their belief in this matter, so that none

should suspect them of believing in the pretended

'^
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revelations of Joseph Smith. But he who should
assert that such a declaration, made to-day, was an
arbitrary or accidental settlement of a question thatwa« not settled as much before, wouM hardly bemore wide of the truth than those who insist thata similar declaration in the second century was ac
cidental and arbitrary; and that it was then, for thefim time, c aimed that these books were inspired.Gods people are intrusted with his Word, and it

I! u^^fo "^"^^ ^'^'^'"^"^^ ^° '^' ^orld of

oftldly
^"'^^'^""^^^^"^^^^^^^odothose

The alleged discre/amies of the Scriptures havebeen urged as an objection to its inspiration. It is

s 111 a^e things m the Scriptures "hard to be under-^d' But their number is rapidly diminishir!;.
Under discoveries in sacred geography, under ex.
P^^ations in ruins where long-buried LcriZ^s
give the missing facts that have explained hundreds
of apparent discrepancies and have thrown light on
versesofthe Bible that seemed almostcontradL^
under researches in natural science and ancient
history, the things once thought to be stones of
stumbling are many of them among the strongest
confirmations of the truth of Holy Writ. And when
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larger investigations have been had, oiher rufficui-

ties without doul.t will vanish, and in their p'«ce

shall siiin,] new evidences.

Anu v hen it is remer.>bered that these books of

the Bible vert wHtten by men who lived in lands

widely dis.i.;*, irom each other, in different ageii, in

different languages and dialects, in centuries in

which there were different ways of computing tirris

and also different eras from which to date the years,

in which periods of time of the same name were of

different lengths, and even days were differently

arranged as to their hours, the only wonder is that

we do not find more difficulties of this kind—diffi-

culties that do not seriously impair the confidence

of any candid man in the integrity of the religious

teaching of the Bible. These writers, in giving lists

of families, quoted from public official documents,

and any error in official tables that did not affect

their immediate purpose it was not theirs to examine

and expose ; they used here Jewish and there Ro-

man methods of computation ; and probably some-

times Assyrian and even Grecian methods. The
inspired Ezra re-edited Moses, and gave, exactly as

is done in modern works, a word or two as to th

author's death. Different writers, living yef. .

apart, give ia di ?rent words, and from t.Iff^T- i.t
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points of dating, the facts of Jewish history. They
copy public documents in one case, or rely upon
personal memory in another, with exactly such small
disagreements as might be expected. The differ-
ences touch nothing vital ; and all of them may be-
yet explained by our fuller knowledge, as has been
the case with other difficulties in the past.
Our ignorance must not be set down as against

the Bible Itself. In nothing, perhaps, is our ignor-
ance so great as in this matter of chronology x

and we have exactly the same trouble in making
out the figures of Josephus and other ancient
authors as in the case of the Bible. The ease with
which mistakes may be made when, as in all the
older records of the race, letters are used for nu-
merals, is acknowledged by every scholar. That
such errors in matters not vital may have crept in

«

I

v.Jn^'T!''^!'
P'*^'"'y ^^'"^^ ''^^ ''^ have to do

highest first. Hence confusion and the liability to terribleover-sta ements in translation. The case in Samue^^ran
Illustration, where " fifty thousand three score and ten men »

":r:r„?" tff^'*«"-venty"and "fift's-anda thousand, -which may mean either as in our versionor .t may mean one thousand one hundred and seventir
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would not be denied by many fast friends of reve-

lation. And yet others, after the most careful study

of years, find no need of admitting that there are

such errors. In either case they never affect the

reality of Christian fact or the substance of Chris-

tian doctrine. For the truth, which, as its friends

claim, is here given, is not the truth of inspued

science, as of Geology or Astronomy or Chemistry.

It is mora/ truth as supported by the great histori-

cal facts of the dispensations which culminated in

the advent of Jesus Christ. Nor do the friends of

the Bible claim any miracle in its preservation, but

only such providential care that the books shall not

become worthless for the purposes for which they

were given. For we may be certaui that the God
who guides the fell of the sparrow would not allow

an inspired book which was of any use to the world

to-day to be lost. For this age needs, as does

each age, a directory reliable and sure ; a volume

without admixture of error in its statements of moral

fact and human duty.

In short, all the objections ever urged have one

defect They forget that the book is professedly

human. They forget that the presence of the hu-

man element, so far from being an objection, is the

very thing for which the friends of the Bible contend.
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No maKerif Paul „ses U^^^^ii^^^^^^^Z^,

numbers m her U,an exact figures. These ™e„ are

BuT'a, " "
""" '" """» "' ""» i»»Pi«tiou.

,

em,r ^L ?,,
'"'''™"°" P''«™»S them fromeror when they utter religious truth. Did youe.er stand beside the pilot of a noble ship I \Zboundedover the billows, a,hing of life? Dalever watch his eye as it glanced at t comp»hen up at the sails, then over the side, as he «whe coming wave!" If everything goe right hi«^ds motionless But if he sees Lt a 'Z ofthe freshening wind is about to change his vesUsprow but a trifle from the true course how ^ Lhe turns h,s wheel to meet thenew deflecting fo^eOrif a broad wave, gathering on her qu^ter kabout ,0 strike hisship from thelineofherpro^s

swiftly he reverses his wheel And thus,aSthe disturbing influences of wind and «ve tteP^o, with hand on the helm, guides the^U^land safely in her unchanged path. So God gui2fte men through whom he will make kno™ hi
"

,
^'" '«'''» governs the ship God is thehelmsman, and*, is the bark. Amid all huml
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imperfections, amid the veering of winds and the

tossing of the waves, the helmsman never steers

w'ldly, never loses his control, never is deflected

fiom his course. Man's book, we most fully

believe, has God's inspiration.

There is proof that this volume is the inspired

word of God.

I. // ts reasonable to believe that God will give

somewhere an inspired volume No one has any

too much light about religion. The wisest man,

the loftiest soul among the Greeks, declared that

" the great want of the race is a book inspired of

God." See the failure of men without it. They
are like the dove sent fron> the ark, unable to find

rest for the weary feet. Some tell us th?! reason is

enough without revelation. B t the keenest and

most philosoi cal n.ind of t..., ancient time, the

Greek mind, was busy at the problem of religion

for centuries. AwC the result of the study of the

finest, clearest, mnt penetrative ihought of the race

is seen everywhere else. In literature, in the

plastic arts, in. oratory, that mind leads still the

world. But how about ica Wf n ? What is t' i

reF'lthere? Just this: it. traveller seated

on one of the prostrate columns of the temple of

Jupiter Olympus at Athens, is compelled to re-
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member that "Jupiter, king of the gods," has not
a worshipper on earth tOKlay !

Is reason ilien of no avail? Very far from that.We only say it is no substif . for revelation. It
teaches just this

: the need, and so the probable
supply, of the great want of our race, ...., a reve-
ation of God in human literature. It is reasonable
to bel.eve that God has revealed his will and our
duty somewhere in the course of human thought.
He has revealed himself in other ways. Why not
here n the line of human literature; and as a man
discloses his thoughts in a book, why not God use
the same simple and obvious and expected methodm revc

.g /«> thought unto the race ? Indeed, such
a book

. necessity for us as much as light for the
eye and air for the lungs. God made the want in
us, and God has made the supply. Otherwise we
are left to men's conflicting guesses, and inevitable
weaknesses, and perpetual mistakes, in matters most
vital to our souls' interests. There are things we
need to know, and which we never can know unless
God tells us; for only God can know them ot
himself.

And if God must reveal himself in literature wer^y expect it m inspired documents concerning
his Son Jesus Christ And if this Bible is not that
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revelation, then somewhere in connection with the
record of these facts it must be found. There Is
no competitor. It is this or none. There is not
even the resemblance of a claim anywhere else.
Even Mahomet claimed no revelation directly from
God. It was through the an^e/ Gabriel that his
pretended inspiration came. Outside this Bible I
do not know a book on earth claiming divifie
inspiration.

The intuitions of our hearts teach us this need,
and also prepare us to expect that somewhere there
IS a revelation from God about religious truth.
Some have said a man's own intuition or spiritual
insight is enough. But how is this? Theodore
Parker's insight affirms "man is immortal." But
Mr. Newman, over the sea, declares that his con-
sciousness says nothing about it. Mr. Herbert
Spencer "thinks we cannot know anything by our
consciousness, insight, or in any other way about
God, whether there is or is not such a being ; » while
Mr. Parker thinks that "we are all directly con-
scious of God."

The truth is, that left alone to their own con-
sciousness or insight, men can never come to an
agreement as to the beliefs at the basis of religion.
Their divergences on first truths show the need of
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a revelation from God to take us up just where our
feeble intuitions fail, and to carry us on and out of
the twilight into the perfect day.

God is. But who save he himself can tell us
what he IS? For who but he knows? Man is im-
mortal. But where, and in doing what, is that im-
mortality to be passed ? Who can tell save God ?
For none but he, with omniscient eye, can see the
mterminable future. Is there a heaven and a hell ?
and are they eternal? God must tell us. What
will men do in eternity? God only can see and
know as of himself. We know only as he tells us.We are sinners. It is the consciousness of the race
Can sin be forgiven? God only knows on what
terms he will forgive. We know from him, and if
he has told us

; not otherwise. The soul of man
can never rest except in some authoritative ex-
pression of God. Our great soul-want is for some-
thing more certain than guesses about religion, or
the differing conclusions of reason, or the partial
intuitions of our hearts. We need something re-
liable, and sure; we need -he truth without any
admixture of error." AH th. vast systems of
ancient belief proclaim this want; all the struggling
of men's souls to find a resting-place declares it. It
IS one of the most unmistakable wants of the race

it*
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We claim that God has undertaken to supply this

waiit. And will he be likely to do it by an im-
perfect book? Will he give us a revelation with
error in it, when the only purpose of giving it at all

is to save us from error? We can err and guess
without a Bible. What we need is not the mere
afflatus of the poet or the dream of the enthusiast,

but a book of certainty with the divine stamp
upon it

It is worthy of note that every man has a final

authority in this matter of religion ; ifnot the Bible,
it is somet ling else. The Romanist declares that
the Bible a'sne is not enough; it must be inter-

preted by authority of the Church—a company of
men. The modern sceptic seeks his authority in

his own reason. He says, "This or that thing in
the Bible is unreasonable to me; I cannot believe
it. This fact, plainly, is impossible; that doctrine
goes against my convictions." And so he sets his
own private authority higher than God's word.
But mark it

:
sceptic and Romanist agree in trusting

human authority; one trusts man, the individual

;

the other trusts men, the church. But both have
something they call authority, though it is only
human authority. For there must be some final

ground fcr rest. We take God. They take men-
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a „. -J ' ^^^^^ t"an none : iust as

treacherous » more dangerous than no guide at all

~d...;jr;::;rjL::r;otAnd these „„,„,pi,,d b„, honest n,e„ always quote

"n:,- 1 :
.P™res,

' Scriptures of the Lord '
_^D.™ely,„sp.red Scripture,.' "Sacred BooU"The Ancient and New Oracles," "Gospels"Dtvuie O^cleV "Holy Scriptures." Surelythese names are significant Moreover, theyZenot ft m general tradition, but from tLese bookwhen ey w,sh to state «,e facts and the do !
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Again, the book r/aims inspiration. A former
chapter has been devoted to the question of the
general truthfulness of the Bible. In the book
itself v/2 find that God promises divine guidance.
He said to Moses, " I will be with thy mouth." The
prophets were to speak ''in the name of the Lord."
And these prophets themselves claimed this in-

spiration. " Hear the word of the Lord." " The
Lord hath spoken." « Thus saith the Lord," is

their usual formula. Moreover, our Lord and his

apostles indorsed the Old Testament. "Search
the Salptures,"-said Jesus. And he was continually
saying «as it is written," and "that it might be
fulfilled." It is said, "All Scripture is given by
inspiration of God." " Holy men of God spake as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit." If it is

possible by any words to enter the claim of
inspiration from heaven, it is done in these declara-

tions. Nor is this all. Jesus promised to inspire

his disciples. He promised the Holy Spirit, who
should "bring all things to their remembrance wh;it-

soever he had said, and should also guide them
into all truth." Can anything be more decisive
than such a promise ? If, then, wft have not an
inspired volume, containing "all truth," Jesus
spoke not truthfully, or his biographers have mis-
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represented himTl^ir^";^;;;;"^;^^
claimed this promised guidance. Says one of them'Ye received the word of God which ye heard of
us, not as the word of man, but as it is in truth the
word of God." How sharp the distinction made
by the apostolic pen between words which possess
only human authority and those which have also
that of God .And this is only a single instance
out of the multitude of similar claims.
Something must be done ^vithsuch claims. Thev

are too frequent and too broad to be ignored •

they occur continually in the Bible. Theyare either
quietly assumed or expressly declared in the whole
volume Open the Epistles anywhere you please.
Hear the writers announce the most momentous
truths. Do they reason as with human logic? Do
they offer to prove them as do ordinaiy writers?On the contrary, they generally announce them in
a way which shows insufferable arrogance if they
are not_ inspired, but which is just what we should
expect If their authority was the divine guidance
hey claim. And thus it comes to be true that
these immense claims are either very arrogant and
wicked, and I had almost said blasphemous, or
else they are ightful and just, and demand rever.
ence as coming from heaven. Ver, bad men, and
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very wretched enthusiasts, were these writers on the
one hand; or else, on the other, they were good,
honest, and righteous men—men who were im-
perfect in themselves, but, as they claim, infallible

when, under God's inspiration, they were teaching
religious truth. In this claim of inspiration they
were outrageous liars, whose pretensions should
move our ridicule, if not our indignation, or else

they were *rue men, " chosen of God " to speak
"as moved by the Holy Ghost." Scepticism in
our day compliments the Bible as an excellent book
with many valuable things in it; but hesitates to
allow it to be inspired of God and an infallible

guide. We rejoice that this ground has been taken.
It is a slippery ground. No man can stand long
upon it. For the Bible claims to be inspired. That
claim is true or false. If false, can we trust any.
thing in the book? If false, this is a most
prodigious falsehood. A little error in a man's
words may not vitiate the main sentiment, even
when it awakes a degree of suspicion. But if the
error be of large import, and lie at the very basis

of the whole statement, it is far otherwise. Now,
here is a claim continually made in the Bible, and
a most important claim; nay, the most important
of all its claims. If false, the whole book i» radically
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false
;

if true, it is « the word of God." There is no
middle ground. It insists not that it is simply a
very good book, with excellent sentiments; not that
It IS, like any production of good men, of merely
human authority. It disclaims this in claiming to
be very much more.

We believe the volume is true. We accept it as
written by man, but written under divine guidance
They who have received it "not as the word of
man but as it is in truth the word of God," have
felt the more sure of its inspiration as they have
studied it, and have yielded their hearts and lives
to the control of the facts and doctrines. It has
done them good to take it as an inspired book.
They make it their final authority. "Thus saith
the Lord," is the basis of their confidence in any
religious belief.

And there is one thing about this book by
which, over and above all our reasonings, we may
settle the whole matter of its truth or falsehood
We may use the Baconian method with it-the
method of experiment and trial, and then of infer-
ence as the result c f 0. • experimental method "

If
any man will do hh will," said Jesus, "he shall
know of the doctrine." This is perf-ectly fair. We
are not asked to do things evil that good may
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come ; but only to do what is obviously right ; to

begin with the nearest duty; to practise at once on
precepts that commend themselves. The book
asks you to fry it. " Come and see," its grand
message. Here is a personal test that a man may
make for himself. As far as it commends itself,

obey it. It bids you pray for wisdom. Do it, as

you would be a fair-minded man and prove yourself

desirous of knowing the truth. Enough has been
shown in the argument thus far on the genuineness,

authenticity, and inspiration of the Scriptures to

convince every thoughtful reader that this book is

worthy of a very careful examination. Can you
give it so much as this, without prayer for guidance

and the solemn determination, just here, to do right

in regard toyour Bible andyour God? For as you
would not call him an honest man who used care-

fully his ears and would not use his eyes in investi-

gating the common things of life, so in these higher

things, it is needed that a man use not only brain

but heart, not only the method of ordinary searcli,

but the peculiar method that befits this kind of

investigation—the meilioJ of prayer.

Yes ; God has spoken to man. And there are

thousands of the race who have listened with the

Kverent ear of the soul. And the utterances of
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God in his Word have made them men of a higher
purpose and a better aim. The lowly have come
and made God's truth their comfort and hope, and
it has lifted them to a higher manhood. And
think of how many of the most lordly souls the
world has seen have brought their treasures of
learning and of science to the feet of him to whom
the Magi bowed. For the world's scholarship and
science ahd art and culture are on the side of the
Bible. ^ Little eddies of opposition there are in

Who founded Prague and Vienna and Heidelberg and
Leipsic and Tubingen and Jena and Halle and Berlin and
Bonn ? Who founded Salamanca and Valladolid and Oxford
and Cambridge and Aberdeen? They were Bible men.
When the rest of mankind were caring for the mere necessi-
ties of the physical life, Bible men were holding the torch of
science

; and these men were the predecessors of the Bacons
and Newtons. Who founded American colleges ? With vei-y
few exceptions, they were Bible men. Newton was only one
of hundreds, who, given to science, loved his Bible. From
his day to this the succession has been complete. And the
science that in our day boasts such Bible men as its Faraday,
Its Forbes, its Carpenter, its Hitchcock, its Dana, and its
Torrey, cannot be considered as occupying a position hostile
to the BihW-IImard Crosby, D.D., LL.D., Lectures
before New York Association for Science and Art.
" Now, if Christianity is the foe of science, has she not taken

a singular method of demonstrating her enmity? Christianity
was the first, as she still remains the fast and fostering, friend
of science. The devotion of the Christian church in this
centmy to education is one of the notable facts, and it points
with pride and satisfaction to its educational institutions. '•_

J.G.UoUanct.
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every age; "the opposition of science falsely so
called." But the little eddy near the bank could
not exist if there were not further out, even in the
broad and deep channel, a vast volume of water
floating steadily down towards the sea. And these
great souls, the real leaders of the world's thought
have weighed all the difficulties that any sceptic
has ever raised ; for the modern objections have
little of newness. And these men have gone
through all this sea of difficulties, and did not stay
weak and floundering in that Slough of Despond, as
feebler souls have done. They have landed on the
further shore of a careful belief. They know why
they believe the Bible. But, over and above every
other reason, they can say with Coleridge—and
men in every grade of intellectual and moral
development can join in the utterance—" I know
the Bible is inspired, because it finds me at greater
depths of my being than any other book."
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CHAPTER IV.

DIFFICULTIES AS TO MIRACLES AND TEACHINGS.

TN Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," midway be-

1 tween the city of Destruction which Christian
must leP.ve and the wicket-gate opening into the
narrow way where he would enter, there was a cer-

tain bad piece of ground called the "Slough of
Despond." Into it every pilgrim must go. Some
retreated after a few steps, coming out on the
same side on which they had entered. Some re-

mained hopelessly fastened in the terrible q4iagmire

and perished there. Some, also, went on, went
through, and came out safely, nor did the mud
cleave to their garments when they stood once
more on the firm ground. In like manner there is

a period, more or less definite and continued, in

every young man's life, which may be termed the
period of natural scepticism. It is the time when
doubts come up like thick banks of cloud in the
eastern horizon from a wintry sea; the time when
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no Difficulties as to Miracles S- Teachings.

a young man sees and feels the force of the objec
tions to rehgion; when he finds grave and serious
difficulties in his Bible.

A young man has been tenderly and carefully
trained He has religious parents. He has every
advantage of Sabbath-school and sanctuary. He
hears indeed of objections to religion. But they
are mainly answered in the books he reads, and in
the family conversation to which he listens. He
believes his Bible. The men about him who live
it and strive to practise it, though imperfect men,
are widely different from the noisy profane crowd
that he occasionally encounters. He is a believer
in religion. He holds fast to his Bible. But there
comes a change. He feels the strength, the vigour,
the impatience of authority, the natural independ'
ence, which is inevitable as the young man takes
his place in life. He feels competent to undertake
almost anything. He hears new objections to
particular portions of the Bible. It occurs to him
that a good deal of his faith in the Scriptures is the
result of education. He has taken many things for

granted. He is beginning to think that, had he
been trained up a Turk, he might have been a
Mohammedan

; or educated a Hindu, he might have
reverenced the Shasta. This is all true enough;
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and it amounts simply to saying that if a man had
been badly trained the results would be likely to be
bad. As an argument against a correct religious
belief, it is as poor as would be the argument
agamst sound learning that bad text-books would
tend to make poor scholars. Right views of
science are none the less correct because a man
was trained up to know them. But our young man
is independent, self-reliant, able now to investigate
for himself. And he is tempted to think it only
fair to do what sceptics assert is the mark of inde-
pendence; that is, to let all educafim in religion
countfor nothing. And, afraid that he may be un-
duly balanced in favour of the Bible by his educa-
tion, he leans the other way. Now, he harbours
every difficulty. Early training must not ^olve it.

He will meet these things himself. He falls in
with some one who suggests that religion, especially
as a father and mother believed in it, has had its
day; that it is old, puritanic; that the march of
mind has left it far in the rear ; that it is indepen-
dent and manly and strong-minded to doubt.
Objections to this miracle, to that doctrine, and
the other duty, get a good deal offeree in this state
of mmd. And the way is prepared for listening to
one of those oily-tongued men who aflfect to pity
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Z. ,? P"""»">'- " •'h^y ™h they could," s«runs the.r conversation, "believe in the Bible withthcMmple fai,h they had in childhood; but .hev
regret to say .hey cannot. They have very g^ edoubts; would like tohave,hem solved; bu.Ceno hope that they ever ,vill be," They tell rteyoung n,a„, « Ah r when you know more of nh^"
sophy and of.,,, p„g,,,, of free-though-, you wHl
feel d,irere„.ly about your Bible; and a yij^„1of sense and spirit and originality like yourseff winnever be content to believe a thing isL bl™"your mother told you so."

Now, inthis stateof things the appeals ofreV
are not felt. The young man's fai'th is , ,^oroughly undermined than he himself su.,pect,.

feel sure. He ^sks himself whether there may not

nthe B:ble after all; whetner it may not be trueti« re ,g,ous .en over-sute Christian doctrineA le
,, one must not be in haste to commit one's

It 1,
7?^""" '"'^''"'- ^'"' «"= " '"e pointat which the scepticism of our day is all directed

Itdoes not ask that a man be a disbeliever, bu ol:an uubehever; „„. ,h„ a man deny, but inlyZ
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to rehgion, such difficulties in the Bible Z\ ^
truths are neutralized, it is all thlc
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his Bible, I say, Stop, and think a moment as to

what would you gain by rejecting the Bible. Are

there not prodigious difficulties in taking that posi

tion? There arc difficulties wi/Zt the Bible; but

there are ten-fold more without it. There are

difficulties in believing; but there are infinitely

more difficulties in the position of the sceptic and

even of the doubter. Let a man magnify these

difficulties a thousand-fold, and it would be still

true that the difficulties of unbelief are far more

formidable.

We shall see this, first, if we name certain Scrip-

inxQfacts in which men have found great difficulties.

I name miracles as one of them. The Bible cer-

tainly contains a narrative of miracles. They are

interwoven with the '. /hole texture. It is impossible

to believe the Bible and interpret it fairly without

believing that miracles have been wrought by God
in former ages of the world. Some join issue just

here, declaring that miracles are incredible in them-

selves, andsome asserting thata miracle is impossible.

But when a man asserts that a miracle is impos-

sible, he should stop and ask himself if he is aware

of what he assumes, of the prodigious difficulties

he takes upon hims'^lf. " Miracles are impossible,"

be says. How does he know i Is he oraniscient ?
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Is he omnipresent ? Does he know all the things
that have transpired or tuat are now transpiring in
th,s universe? If not, then the thing he does not
know may be a miracle-. There is a prodigious
difficulty m the way of a finite man who would
acquire infinite knowledge. And one would think
there would be some difficulty in finding a man
whose modesty had been so far forgotten as to allow
him to make the assumption implied in the state-
ment, "A miracle is impossible,"-the assumption
of omniscience; the assumption that one is himself
uod 1

Is it said again, "That if not impossible, miracles
^x^v^vfimprohable; that the laws of nature are
uniform; that God would not be likely to institute
an order of nature and then arbitrarily break through
the laws he has established" ? To all this the reply
IS instant; m. That no one alleges miracles to be
common

;
that, common, they would cease to be

miracles. It is admitted at once that they are not
probable as every-day occurrences. Nor is vheir
commonness claimed. But only this : that at cer-
tain penods of time, when they were needed, God
thrust in miracles for man's good. In all those
great crises of human destiny, in all those eras when
a new dispensation was to be inaugurated, when
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Moses was to be God's instrument in introducing
the legal dispensation, when the prophets were to
appear with divine credential, when Jesus was to
come from heaven to give testimony of a new way
of salvation—at each and all of these points of in-

tense interest, we urge that it is not only probable
that God will thrust in his hand of miracle, but
without such miracle the world would have been
more astonished than with it. For God made man
to expect miracle, to demand miracle, and, when
the miracle comes in the very hour of greatest need,
to believe in it and to magnify the name of the
Lord for what he has done. Has God put this

expectation of miracle in man, as a deep and vital

thing, on purpose to disappoint it? The absence
of miracle under such circumstances is far more
improbable than its presence.

And here, a word about the laws of nature, to
which, as has been alleged, "God has bound him-
self." But where has he bound himself thereto?
Surely no man can show the pledge that God will

never override physical law when he shall choose
so to do. What is a law of nature ? It is God's
usual way of doing things. What is a miracle ?

God's unusual way of doing a thing. Is it any
more difficult for God to do his will in the one way
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" '" " P""""'" "y- For in that case God would

would be the grave of his omnipotence. Even the

Crr u
'•""' '" °™ "'""'"g-*"', at length

tombed m h« own world ? Beside,, what are theselaws of nature," considered as a restraint upon aBeing endowed with will ?

It is a law of nature that myarm shall hang down

»e.ght, and .s attracted by jus, so much force tothe centre of the earth. When I lift myarm ?overwork the law of gntvity. My will, practicaland w.U,,n a hmitcd range, suspends the results olaw. Thelawexws. It acts. B„, I countenct
t. A new force, supernaturally, is thrust ia My
'"" « above nature, is stronger than nature, is

rS:::ri f^^^-^^'fe'-'ovemat.nght above her laws, cannot God more also ? If Iam not a prisoner of law, is he bound thereby;.
If ttoe IS a human supernatural, according towinch I act above nature, thrusting in a newL^
« there any difficulty in believing that there is admne supernatural which can „ork «>„,/„; j,«"uld be strange that a man having U.e power of

I
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will should never use it by lifting an arm or leg

;

and it would be even more strange if God, with

the power to work through law or over law, by law

or in spite of law, should not, when miracle is called

for, work the needed miracle. The real wonder is

that miracles are so few j that God so holds him-

self to law, t. e., does things so much in similar

ways. The entire absence of miracle under these

circumstances is the most improbable of things. If

God had not, at the fitting time, thrust in his

hand and wrought marvellous works for signs,

wonders, tokens unto man, and if the Bible had

not contained this record of miracles, the omissio n

would be a greater hindrance to our faith in God
and in the Bible than any other that I know.

That God should perform miracles is, then, not

only possible but probable. And he who says that

God cannot, or that he will not do it, involves

himself in a host of difficulties any one of which is

ovenvhelming.* That the Bible should record

miracles is only what it professes to do. For, just

as ordinary histories record for the most part ordi-

nary facts, so God's word records those extraordi-

« "I will not believe a m\iaLc\e."—VoHaire.
" I will not believe that w.iter becomes solid in winter,

and men walk on ii "—yapaiuse Prime.
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nary mstancesin which divine love and power have
spoken m the language ofmiracle to arouse attention
confirm truth, and overthrow the powers of evil'
Nor let any man, when in his Bible he meets the
record ofa miracle, say, " Oh, that is a miracle "-
as If a miracle were somehow less credible and less
certam. Who objects to a book on mathematics
that It contams figures, or to a book on botany that
It describes plants? It was intended to do soAnd God's word describes, among other things, those
deeds which men recognize as miraculous. It was
intended to do so. Ponder these wondrous works,
these mighty miracles. They are not freaks of
power. They do not stand up apart. They are a
portion of a mighty structure. They have an ap.
pointed and an estimated moral -alue. As one
studies them in their place, they exactly meet the
needs of the hour when they were wrought. They
exactly fit into the edifice that God h rearing. They
are divinely given object-lessons for the instruction
of the human race. The moral ends of miracle are
the greatest things. For moral ends are final ends

Again, there are objections to these facts of the
Bible because of their nmofc^ess. « They occurred
so long ago; there is so much opportunity for mis-
take; they do not come home to us like the things

t
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done in these last critical centuries;" so runs the
objection. It is replied that ,t is impossible to
thrust all events into one century. This nineteenth
century cannot spread over more than one hundred
years. A man's difficulty on this score with his
^ible is a mere impression, and is unworthy of him.
And as to theantiquityof the events, of course they
are ancient

;
that is what the record asserts. And

as to the authenticity of the more ancient of them
we have to go back only to Christ's day, to thj
time which all allow to be far within the period of
autlientic and reliable history. //. a/////.,;//.a/../
Moses, and David, and Solomon, and Isaiah. He
eiidorsed the Old Testament miracles, reasserting
their truthfulness, confirming the most difficult
things in Moses' account; so that now we believe
them, not only on Moses' testimony, but on the
comparatively modern and also superhuman testi-
mony of Jesus Christ himself. There are difficul-
ties, u IS said, in the narrative of these ancient
events. Well

; be it so. But the difficulties are ab-
solutely insuperable in the way of believing that
our Lord Jesus Christ sent men to the Old Testa-
ment, saying, "Search the Scriptures," when he
knew tiie first pages of Genesis to be false, and the
prominent events of creation and early human

\ u^..
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history to be misstated It is said "that~even
eighteen hundred years is a long while ago, and
that smcc that time there have been opportunities
for fals.ncat.on of facts." The reply is that all the
world bel.cves in events recorded hundreds of years
before Christ's day by ordinary historians. Those
were for the most part ordinary events. But herem the New Testament are extraordinary events
recorded in solemn and authentic documents.'
Within a few years after the events are said to have
occurred, the writers gave names, dates, and places.
Ihey said that in a certain town just over the hill
from Jerusalem Jesus raised a dead man; and his
very name, Lazarus, is mentioned; his sisters'
names g.ven; their house specified; the very
sepulchre described. They said that yonder he
fed five thousand men in the wilderness : they gave
these facts in all this minuteness of detail. Any-
body could examine the facts. These things were
not done in a corner. They were noised abroad.
Ihey created intense interest. If there had been
any mistake, the able and acute foes of the new
rel.g,on would have proclaimed it. The Jews said
the miracles were done by Satan. The heathen
said they were done by magic. But both admitted
that the things were done. And both appealed to

I if
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our Matthew, Luke, Mark, and John, as the hist7-
nans of the facts. Here are the records in the
Bible,~a book existing to-day. The sceptic is just
as much bound to account for the book as it now
exists as is the Christian. But the sceptic has the
most prodigious difficulties in his way. And if any
young man attempts to stand between the two to
«tand as a doubter, neither believing nor rejecting,
then he is swept by the batteries of both sides. For
whoever is right, the man who is undecided is cer'
tamly wrong.

With reference to r^^r^y,, speculativequestion o^tn
associated with the discussions of Christianity,
nothing IS gained but much lost by leaving Christ's
teachings. There are the inquiries about the in-
troduction ofsin

; the transmission ofdiseased moral
natures; of the prevalence and cause of sorrow and
death

;
of how so much suffering can exist either

here or hereafter, and yet God be good; of the so-
vereignty of holiness, and yet the allowance of sin •

of God's all comprehending plan ; and yet how evil
can come in as an ordained part, while infinite
holiness is unstained ; ofGod's supremacy andman's
freedom, and so accountability-these are examples
of the questions to which I refer.

I am free to confess that on these and kindred

*~-^
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subjects there are great difficulties. But will there
be less diffici Ity if we reject the Bible? Did the
Bible originate these questions, and will the rejection
of the Bible solve them? These questions have
been discussed by all thinking men, whether
heathens or Jews, whether Mohar -dans or
Christians, whether Infidels or Believers. Outside
of religion they have been debated as earnestly by
sceptics as ever among devout and prayerful men.
He who rejects the Bible is as much bound to

account for the origin of evil, as really bound to
show how man's free agency and the divine sove-
reignty can coexist, as is any other man. For if he
IS a Deist he holds to a belief in a Sovereign God •

and, on inspection ofhis own powers, he finds himself
free. If he is not a Deist, he has other and more for-
midable difficulties; he leaves doubt for darkness,
difficulty for impossibility; he plunges imo depths
which, fairly considered, would turn the brain of a
sane man.

AH these inquiries belong really to another
domain

;
they are questions of philosophy. They

would rear themselves with the same frowning
aspect if the Bible had never been given. Sir
William Hamilton has said, " There is no difficultym religion that has not first emerged m philosophy."

; ,
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Only as we have all been reared among Christian

influences, we have heard these questions discussed
in their religious bearing, until we associate them
with religion itself, and so unconsciously we transfer

the difficulties in the one to the charge of the other.

This is unfair. Hume spent his life over these
very questions, looking upon them as a philosopher.

Let no man present as his reason for the rejection

of Christianity those speculative difficulties which
undeniably exist, which are as formidable without
the Bible as with it, and which, if not completely
solved by revelation, are, in not a few respects,

relieved and mitigated.

If we reject the explanations of Christ so far as
he gave them, what then ? To whom shall we go ?

As with speculative questions so with pmdical
facts. There are perplexities about them. But
one gains nothing by rejecting Christ's religion on
this account. Certain things the Bible finds in the

world. It did not make them. It is not respon-

sible for their continuance. It simply records the

things it finds to be the actual facts. Who thinks

of charging a historian with the crimes he narrates,

a writer on jurisprudence with the violations of law
which he discusses, or a writer on medicine with
the diseases he describes ? Common history as well

¥'Jl'!H||ill.»IWt-W
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as sacred history records the fact of human ^\l
Could a man write a pretended history of a nation
who were not sinners, and get our belief that he was
describing actual »/.«? What, men~a nation of
men, and not sinners

! No! The world over, men
distrust their race. Bars and bolts and heavy safes
and careful locks guard property.

Sin is a fact. The denial of Christianity is not
the disproval of human sinfulness. Nay, if the
doctrine of Scripture depravity seem at first view to
be harsh and repulsive, think a moment whether
the fact IS more awful if surveyed outside the limi-
tations and alleviations of the biblical presenta.
tion. The mass of the world's sin has been actually
.essened by the conversion of millions through the
gospel. Christianity has been an elevating power
over agamst this depravity. I can think better of
the world with than without the Bible, see less de-
pravity if the Scripture is true than if it is false
For If religion is a delusion or a cheat, then not only
do we behold the depravity of wicked men, but the
added depravity of good men, who, in that case
are miserable pretenders or else are most sadly
deceived; in other words, are either mentally or
morally depraved beyond all the rest of mankind.
And m addition to all other cheats and shams and

: 1 1 1! .1
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lies under which men have groaned, we shall have,

if we reject the Bible and take the infidel view, the

most stupendous cheat and lie and delusion of

Christ's religion. We must have some doctrine

of depravity. It must be either the Christian or
infidel doctrine, and the infidel doctrine is far

more harsh and awful than that of the Bible.

And the sorrow of this world and the other world
which men charge against religion is not due to it,

but is true in spite of it and in opposition to it. It

is often urged that much suflfering of conscience is

endured by persons who believe in religion but do
not actually obey the commands of Christ. This
is true. But religion does not ask a man to disobey

and so to suffer under an accusing conscience.

Religion asks this man to go on unto " peace
in believing." And it is unfair to charge the
reproaches of conscience and the agonies of fear

and the dread of losing the soul, which some
endure in their theoretical belief but their practical

rejection of Christianity, to that religion which of-

fers to the penitent calmness of conscience instead

of agitation, and love and hope instead of fear and
dread. If a man disobeys, and so is made sorrowful,

let him complain not of religion but of himself.

But men have felt anguish of soul who were far
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enough from being influenced, even in opinion, by
religion. Men have felt remorse who never heard
of Christ or saw a Bible. In mid Africa or on the
shores of further India men have had deep soul-
sorrow as the conviction has forced itself upon them
that they were sinful and depraved ; and these men
have made efforts almost superhuman to quiet,
through worship and penance and sacrifice, the
voice of inward reproach. Sceptics have died in
sorrow, cursing the hour of their birth; or, where
great despair has been absent, there has been some-
times a puerile levity, or an insensibility which
seemed befitting only to a beast ; and the want of
all that is comforting and elevating has been more
sad than any despair, to the thoughtful beholder.
Did any man ever hear of one who died cursing

tlie religion of Christ because it had led him into
sm, because it had defiled and ruined him? But
thousands have died with bitterest maledictions on
the mfidelity which destroys both soul and body.
And m regard to the dire calamity of death, surely
the gain is in the Christian view. Some insist
upon associating the ideas of death with those of
religion. As they turn instinctively from the thought
of the grave's loneliness and corruption, so, since
the thoughts are connected to them, they turn
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also away from religion. Death is indeed a stern

fact All must meet it. It comes to the swearing

as well as to the praying man. Oh, in this matter

we are all brethren, and all of us must go down

into the dust of death. If there is or is not truth

in Christ's religion, this is true, we must all die.

But, rejecting Christianity, we refuse the light from

beyond which gilds the gates of the grave. And

as to the sorrow beyond the grave, religion names

it that we may avoid it ; discloses the gulf, that it

may show us how to escape the unending grief and

gain the unending joy. Even if it were a thousand*

fold greater, no man need endure it. Even if it

were unjust, he who does right has nothing to fear.

The more terrible the future sorrow, the more reason

for not being a'tiong the wrong-doers against whom

it is threatened.

If we leave Christ and his doctrine we shall give

the lie to all the best impulses and deepest intuitions

of our nature. There are instincts, there are voices

from reason and conscience. True, our voluntary

nature does not always obey them heartily, but the

voices are there. The words may be somewhat

indistinct. For the voices of our voluntary nature

are louder, and we obey the wrong heart rather than

the right conscience, and therein stands our sin.

\i
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But the other voices speak, and sometimes the
man must listen. " We are immortal," says a voice
within us. Guilt may wish it were not so. But
the reluctance to admit this inward testimony of
men has not availed, and men for the most part
believe in a life after death.

This belief the Bible assumes. It does not so
much prove it as take it for an accepted fact. But
the doctrine standing in outline only, or perverted
by false teaching, is comparatively uninflucntial.

Christianity takes it, develops it grandly, clears it

of all error, lifts it up from a dead belief to a living

motive and a thrilling hope. It teaches every man
how to make his immortality the grandest of
blessings.

Now, suppose we leave Christ, what then? We
fall back upon our general intuitions; definiteness
is gone

;
all influential motive has departed. It is

said that intuition gives us more than the bald and
bare fact of immortality. I must deny it. Men re-

jecting the Bible have widely various beliefs about
the kind and character of this immortality. It will

•

not do to trust self; for other people's reasons teach
them, as they say, differently, and they may be as
keen as we. It will not do to trust others ; for how
collect the world's opinions and balance them in

10
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search of truth? It is Christ's teaching or none.
It is to him we must go, that the intuition may
become an influential faith.

Another of these great ground-principles ol

human thought and action is this ; that what we
do now bears upon all our future. The belief is

instinctive. We act and reason upon it daily.

Few persons deny it, and they only in the matter
of religion. All men see how results follow charac-

ter and deeds. To-day you and I are experiencing

partially the result of all former days. It will be
so down to the last day of life. It will be so the

day after death, the year, the eternity after death,
if man continues to be man.

The Bible owns this principle, and carries it out
more fully, bids us act daily upon it, and tells us
definitely what the result will be of certain courses

©faction. "He that soweth to his flesh shall of
the flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth to

the spirit shall of the spirit reap life everiasting."

And now, if any man objects to such a result—if,

wishing the doctrine not to be true, he shall throw
aside his Bible—what will he gain? He will not
have annihilated this belief in the principle which
all men naturally entertain, whether believers in

any religion or in no religion, and which all men
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act upon in daily life. The Bible indeed extends
the application of the principle further than we
unassisted by revelation, can do, just as the tele-
scope extends our vision deeper into the heavens.
1 he Bible tells us of two future eternal states-of
the holy joys in the one, of the sinful sorrows of
the other. And before any man denies these utter-
ances of the Bible, let him ask what he will gain by
the denial. Thrown back upon the general principle
he must own that; and Christianity simply sheds
new light along the old line of man's natural and
mstmctive conviction of immortality.

Ifwe leave Christ we shall do the greatest violence
to our reasons by rejecting the immense amount of
testimony which has convinced thousands of the best
mmds of the truthfulness of Christ's religion. Look
at the fact that the mass of men who have given
deepest and most earnest thought and study to
religion for eighteen hundred years have received
the religion of Jesus. The men of most knowledge
on this subject accept the Bible as God's revealed
will. They are intelligent enough to know all
common and some uncommon objections, and yet
they see where is the overwhelming weight of evi-
dence. That great mass of educated mind which,
as presiding over colleges teaching in seminaries,
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has made Christianity a specialty, a single undivided
object of investigation, is more than satisfied with
the evidence of these books of the Bible. Intel-

ligent men have indeed rejected the Bible. But
general intelligence is one thing, and the special

study of a lifetime by thousands ofthe best educated
men of each Christian century is quite another
thing. The overwhelming mass of ability and
learning has had but one voice. Here is a stu-

pendous difficulty for the sceptic, a fact absolutely

unaccountable by those who would have men leave

Christianity.

It is the same with the interpretation which the
holymen ofall centuries have put upon the doctrines

of religion. They are really one in this thing.

They differ in explanations. The errors of their

times influence their modes of statement. But the

deeply religious, the really holy men of all the

centuries, are one in essential belief.

They all agree as to man's sin and ruin and
exposure to God's displeasure ; in redemption by
Christ's death ; in salvation only by faith in him;
in the inward change of the Holy Spirit; in the

hope of eternal life through Jesus Christ for those

who believe; in the resurrection, the judgment, and
eternal awards. This is the Christian faith. The
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mass of uevout men since the Reformation, three
centuries ago, hold this as the truth. The mass of
/'o/y men in the Romish Church Iiave held to these
vermes of our religion. Time was when the Roman
Churcli was a simple gospel Church on the banks
of the Tiber. In subsequent centuries she was
corrupted, not essentially in her creed, but in her
rites, in her forms, which overlaid and well nigh
for many, extinguished her creed. And the re'
formers protested not against her creed, butagainst
the mummeries which to many usurped its place.
Her creed to-day is essentially right. Thousandsm her communion think only of the mummeries
and forget the creed. But many, we believe, have
thought of the creed and have forgotten the mum-
meries. She has nurtured holy men. It is the
same with that vast body, the Gree/e Church. Some
have caught at the deeper truth and held it in spite
of the tradition which stands to so many in place
of the gospel. And in those old Syriac Churches
older than the Churches in Rome or Constantinople'
It IS the same. The holy, the truly Christian men!
those who give noblest evidence of piety, have
clung to these few central doctrines of faith • they
are one in this interpretation of Christianity.

'

And
here is a fact which those would do well to ponder

il!
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who are tempted to give up our Christian doctrines.

These holiest men are in essential agreement.

They hold one language about sin's ruin, and Christ's

atonement, and the change of grace and the way to

heaven. These are truths which they have tested

by experience. These are the ground-work of their

religion. And these are the pious men, if there

have ever been pious men. Leaving Christ, in

this matter, where shall we find genuine piety?

These holy men, the Edwardscs, Paysons, Judsons

of America, the Luihcrs and Calvins of the

Protestant Churches, the Thomas h, Kempises, the

Quesnels of the Romish Church, the Chrysostoms

of the Ancient Greek Church, the Jeromes and

Gregories of those old Syrian Churches, the men
who prayed and thought and preached on the hills

and in the valleys that had seen Christ and his

apostles; all these holiest men, out of the depth of

one experience, have had one faith, and were one in

their proclamation oftheo^sential facts and dortvv v ?

of Christianity. We will not leave these n, •
. Vo

do it would be to leave the united conviction of

Christendom.

And, further, to cast oflF Christ's religion would
^'' o le.ive all the dearest hopes both of our personal

< :lvaT»ceinent and of the world's moral progress.

ill.
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Intrrtwined with the facts of Christianity are our
dearest affections. So that we must say with Paul,
if the facts are not as presented in the hfe, death,'
and resurrection of Jesus Christ, " we are of all

men most miserable." We hear men sometimes
with flippant tone announcing their belief that
Christianity is false. But if that be so, say it sadly,
and with tears, as you would tell a loving child of
the death of the mother that bore it and nourished
it and !oved it. Say it as the most sorrowful thing
that human lips can utter, that the credentials of
Christ—his mighty deeds and more mighty words
—are not enough, and so never can God give a
proven revelation to man. Say it with mourning,
that the perfect purity and elevation and stainlessness
of Christ's character in the N w Testament is all a
mistake; that he did not live, or that if he did,
his disciples devised his words and imagined his
deeds, and that such deception has led the world's
enlightenment, and so that we are all a duped race
led by dupes, a race of maniacs led by fools and
knaves

; and yet that these fools and knaves have
wondrously helped men to be better, and made men
holier, and broadened thdr views, and informed
their intellects, and enriched their moral natures,
and made them to live nobler and more self-denying

* »
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lives, and to die sweeter, holier, happier deaths,

looking onward to a still holier state ; and yet that

all this is delusion, deception, mistake, imposture I

In striking at Christianity with iconoclastic hand

one strikes at humanity as well as its dearest hopes,

its sweetest consolations, its best ideals, its strongest

impulses, its most praiseworthy charities and
moralities. If it must be said at all, say it with

bated breath, that Christianity is untrue; for if

untrue, it is the most awful of untruths, and we
ought at once to weed it out of human literature,

out of common language and common life. We
ought to begin with childhood, and stop it in its

repetition ofthe Lord's Prayer, to forbid infant lips

from ever again uttering the words, " Suffer little

children to come unto me, for ofsuch is the kingdom
of heaven ;

" we ought to stop the rites of burial,

and cast out of them the words, " I am the resur-

rection and the life," to tell the mourner, though it

will make him twice a mourner, that he has not

only lost his friend but his Saviour; we ought to

assure age, though it will tremble all the more to

know it, that there is some mistake as to the Bible

which has been the staff on which it leaned, and

that the Heavenly Father did not say, " I will never

leave nor forsake thee," nor Christ promise, " He
that believeth in me shall never die."

4
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^

And as with personal hope, so with the inspira-

tions of genius and the progress of art and of
learning; for, the support of Christianity gone,
there is for them a mournful future. Before the
advent of Christianity, how much of art was too
abominable for description. But the single con-
ception of the Virgin andher Child, cut ina thousand
marbles, painted a thousand times on canvas, in
every variety of detail, has revolutionised and ele-

vated art. Nothing blotted out the old ideals until

Christianity flooded the realms of painting and
statuary with a new and tender beauty. So always
through the centuries this religion of Christ is

purifying everything it touches, and is doing it

exactly as far and as fast as men take into mind
and heart the great facts and doctrines which are
its distinction and its glory.

Nor art and literature, but the common impulses
of common life, would be ruinously affected if the
religion of Christ were left as untrue. All the
higher motives that lifl men from a merely physical

condition would droop.' With it would go all

' That this is not a mere speculation, the following quota-
tion from the elder Pliny will show : " The vanity of man,
and his insatiable longing after existence, have ledhim to dream
of a life after death. A being full of contradictions, he is the
most wretched of creatures, since the other creatures have

Ml
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higher views of God, of duty, of the nobiHty ofman,
ofjust and humane law ; and society must inevitably
dechne, since the great teachings of morals which
have extorted the world's admiration have been
connected with a system called Christianity, which
the world now leaves because false-and if the one
part false, how the other true ?

It has been thought by some that we might drop
all the miracles and the doctrines that are distinctive
and still have all the impulses and moralities of
Christianity. Yes, if moralities are mere outwaid
thmgs, mere wax flowers from milliners' shops
instead of genuine flowers growing on stems and
out ofseed and soil as God made them to grow.
There is a natural belief in immortality. But it is
nioperative aside from the light of revelation. And
as It has never been efficient apart from the biblical
disclosures, so it never will be for any length of
time after the biblical doctrine of it has been left.
For a single generation, possibly for two, if Chris-
tianity was discarded, there would remain a little of
the Christian sap in Deism; but it would soon
depart It is doubtful if mere natural religion

no wants transcending the bounds of their natures. Among

i2T T! T^*'"
""''' '^""S ^'^'^^ l^^^'^wed on man

is thepower to take hU mn life.
"
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would live long enough to draw another breath
after the going out from it of all that is distinctly
Christian in thought and feeling and belief. Says
one of the best thinkers and best known educators
of our day

:
« The course of things, if Deism should

be the ultimate religion, can be easily foretold. As
long as the recollections and influences of Chris-
tianity survived its fall, earnest souls would hope on

;

they would stay their souls' hunger on the milk
drawn from the breasts of their dead mother. But
a new age would toss about in despair. If a sense
of sin remain, the life of all noble souls will be an
anxious gloomy tragedy. Or ifthat burden be cast
off, then the standard of character will fall and the
sense of sin grow faint, so that pardon will not be
needed, and the utmost frivolity be reached in life

and manners." *

Nothing, absolutely nothing, is given us in return
if we surrender either our theoretic belief in Chris-
tianity or our practical obedience to it. What
else can do anything for the deepest yearnings and
largest wants of the soul ? Giving up Christianity
IS giving up the thing that ought to be true, just as
there ought to be light if there are eyes, and sounds
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if there are ears, and air if there are lungs. And
as the bodily organs are furnished with that on
which they can best thrive, so the faculties of mind
and heart can best be developed by the religion ol
him who came "that men might have life, and
might have it more abundantly." For the deepest
and most important intuitions man possesses are
seized upon by religion and are made clear and
influential. The germ of these truths is developed
by the scriptural doctrine, and they are made
potent for man's good. All the difficulties are at
least as great without as with the Bible; as great
in the germ-truth, as in its form of growth and
bud and blossom. And then there is the added
difficulty of accounting for this fact; how it is that
if Christianity is false it can so singularly, power-
fully, beautifully, take up and develop these germ-
truths in the mind and these most blessed hopes in
the heart, and thus purify, elevate, and ennoble the
man who believes and practises it.
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CHAPTER V.

l£
*

DIFFICULTIES FROM GEOLOGY.

TT has come to be believed by many personsA that there is a direct conflict between Genesis
and Geology; that the scriptural account of the
creation of the world and of man is entirely at
variance with the results of the best modern scien-
tific study. And there has been not a little doubt
awakened in the minds of many young men as to
the accuracy of the Scriptures on this particular
subject. It is believed that these difficulties,
stated so often in newspaper and magazine, in
popular lecture and scientific volume, are the
result of the ignorance of some scientists as to the
actual teachings of revelation; and also of the
equal ignorance of some biblical scholars as to the
actual teachings of science. There is undue haste
on the part of some men of large, but .lusive
acquaintance with science, to denounce the Scrip-
ture story; and equal haste on the part of some

t^i
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friends of the Bible to denounce science as achc-

istic. Crude theories in the interpretation of the

book of nature or of the book of revelation are

often at blame for the apparent antagonism of

things in which, rightly understood, there must be
unity.

Our best biblical scholars who have a fair know-
ledge of scientific facts gladly welcome any light

that science gives to religion, acknowledge grate-

fully their indebtedness for the past, and express

their fervent hope and belief that more light is to

come from every department of human knowledge
in aid of the study of that book which they hold

mcie and more firmly to be the attested Word of

God. "All knowledge," said Cicero, "is of
use to the orator." And every student of the

Scriptures will say the same about the interpreta-

tion of that volume. And, on the other hand, the

geologists are indebted, as some of them gladly

and reverently own, to the biblical story for the

wonderful help it furnishes toward the explanation

of tlie facts which they cull from the natural world.

Truths never disagree when you get at them and
bring them together. The outer court of nature

and the inner court of revelation were built by one
hand ; and the architect and builder is divine.

i
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I propose that we read ios^^^^^'^^^r^;^^^
ofGcnests m the light of modern science. To do
this, It will be necessary to ask, first, what the
author of that chapter really teaches us about the
or^mofnatureandofman; to inquire next as to
the settled facts of science as substantially agreedupon by the best modern authorities in the scien
tific world; and then to note the points of agree-
ment between the two.

I. Of the Mosaic record. At the outset itshould be very carefully remembered that the

'X''''
'' ^"^"^^ ^"^ °^ ^-elation are entirdy

different One goes backward, the other forward^
One starts with facts, and asks the cause. The
other starts with a great First Cause, and then
speaks of the facts as they proceed from his crea-
tive hand. In the arithmetics we used to study
there were examples in which now one factor andnow another was wanting, if one was gone itwas sought by multiplication; if the other, 'the
answerwas sought by division. In like manner
the methods of science and revelation are exact yopposite. Compare them at any point, until t eprob^m IS solved, and they may not a^ree. Bun the end, when the grand result is reached~as it
IS not yet-the two methods, the reverse of each
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otlier, like multiplication and division, are mutual

proofs of the correctness alike of science and of

religion—of the book of Nature and the book ol

God.

Then, too, the language of the Bible is popular,

while the language of science claims to be exact

The popular language is just as true for its own
purposes as that of science. It states facts as they

appear to be. When I say " The sun rises and

sets," I speak optical, but not scientific truth ; and

the man must want to quarrel with me who would

convict me of falsehood because I speak of sunrise

and sunset I could not be understood in a

popular lecture if I used any other phrase, though

other terms might be more scientific. Moses does

the same. Indeed, no other way was possible.

If he had used the scientific terms of Egypt—and
they were the only scientific terms with which he

was familiar—they would be false terms to- day.

If God had inspired him to use our scientific terms,

Moses himself, and all those who have lived during

thirty centuries, could not have understood him.

If he had spoken in the language of the science of

twenty centuries to come, his words would have

been riddles to us, as well as to all former genera-

tions. It is not the object of the Bible to teach

\> i I:
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science, but religion. Its references to the fact's
which are now called scientific are few, and given
only in popular language; and the facts arc
named only in their religious bearing.

In studying this first chapter of Genesis, we must
not forget that it does not fix any time for the
creation of the matter out of which the earth was
formed. We have two verses in which the origin
of the substan,.r oi the earth is named. Moses is
careful not to say whether the heavens and the
earth were created six thousand or six million
years ago. He says, " In the beginning." The
time IS expressly indefinite. If the geologist can
show proof that the creation occurred a thousand
million of years ago, Moses in the first two verses
of Genesis does not contradict him. No age or
date is given. It had a beginning. It was not
eternal. It had a Creator. God created it« That
IS all these two opening verses say about it. What
millions of centuries wm passed in chaos before
the world was finally fitted up for this race of oursm the last six days' work, no man can ever know •

for God has nowhere told us. Nor is this inter'
' Moses uses a word signifying created in the first verse ofGenes.s. Afterwards, as in the fourteenth, he uses Inotherword s.gn.fy.„g/^/„-,„,^,r shaded, as out ofmaterial.^X
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prctatlon of the two opening verses of Genesis any-

thing new. Justin Martyr, and Basil, and Origen,

who were among the fathers of the Christian

Church, over fourteen hundred years ago, gave this

interpretation. All the best modern commentators

say the same thing. Lange, Stewart, Murphy,

Conant, and others, all agree that the opening

verses of Genesis describe the creation of the

original matter out of which the earth was subse-

quently through vast convulsions fitted up, shaped

and formed anew, for the abode of the pre-Adamite

creations, and at length for man.

And as the period of chaos is indefinite, so is

the length of each of these six "day-periods" of

Moses. It cannot be proved that they were days of

twenty-four hours each. It is certain that the sun

had not shone upon the world to make the first of

them such days. The writer Moses is a prophet.

He elsewhere uses the term " day," just as v;e do,

to describe any period which had a beginning and

an end. Any limited time in which a thing was

commenced and finished is "a day." The whole

six days' work in the first chapter is described in the

second chapter as the work of "one day;" the

writer thus using the word as we do, both in the

definite and the indefinite sense. A Christian paslor

if :; : |;t
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said to his congregation these words, '< I bring you
as a text for /o-duy the words, 'Behold, now is the
accepted time: Lehold, now is the (faj of salvation."'
In one part of the sentence the pastor used the word
"day" to denote a particular Sabbath, a day of
twenty-four hours ; in the other part of the sentence
he used the same word to signifyaday-period covering
now eighteen hundred years, and to cover, it may
be, centuries more-a day, or a period, in which
God will receive returning sinners to salvation. So
Moses uses the word " day." When he talks of the
"tenth day of the month Nisan," we know that he
means a day of twenty-four hours. When he talks
of a day of creation, we can see that he is not so
limited. It may cover thousands of years. It is

offenWs in which God began and finished certain
parts of the creation that he speaks.

Nor must we forget that Moses describes creation
fl/fica//}', t\ e., as it would have appeared to an eye-
witness on the earth.' God made these things to

' Is not this also the fair and honest way of interpreting the
passage about the sun and moon as standing still, which is in-
corporated, evidently from a poetic composition or ode, into
he Book of Joshua ? It is optical language. Says the great
.istronorner Kepler. '« The only thing that Joshua prayed for
was that the mountams might not intercept the sun from him.
iiesides. It had been wireasonal>/c to think of astronomy or of
the errors of sight ; for if any one had told him that the sun
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pass before him. Some have supposed that he was
permitted to behold an inspired vision of these

creative scenes. He describes them as a man would
have done had he been there. Such a man would
have seen the actual things exactlyas Moses was per-

mitted to see the vision of them. In the Midian
desert it may be, on six successive week-days

followed by a Sabbath,—each of these week-days

beginning and closing with "the evening and
morning," which made the one literal day oftwenty-

four hours—on these literal days, God may have

allowed the vision of those vast day-periods, in the

great characteristics of each, to pass before the mind
of Moses. No human eye saw the actual creation.

But Moses is to see the vision of it, as if he had

could not really move in the valley of Ajalon, but only in
relation to sense^ would not Joshua have answered that his one
wish vpas to have the dayprolonged by any means whatsoever."
That the Jews understood the language not scientifically, but
phenomenally, is also plain from the words ofJosephus, "That
the length ofthe day did then increase, is told in the books
laid up in the temple." The Samaritan copy ofJoshua says,

"The day was prolonged at his prayer." Similarly, Dr.
Chalmers says, "I accept it in the popular sense, having no
doubt that to all intents and purposes of that day's history
the sun and moon did stand still, the one over Gibeon and
the other over Ajalon. " To those in the conflict it so seemed,
and a Hebrew poet put it into verse, and a Hebrew historian
quotes a stanza of the poem.
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been the eye-witness ofthe earth's wondrous changes
under the creative hand of God.

And thus the account of creation, declaring as it

does God's glory, was to be transmitted, through

the leader of the chosen people, to the entire world.

He sees at first the elements, created indeed, but

still in wildest chaos. There was dim light It

was not sunlight, but nebulous light. It endured
for a time and then came darkness. The first day
of Moses' vision, corresponding it may be to the

first great day-period of God's creative work, was
ended. Next, the mists are partially lifted. The
beholder would have seen vast masses of cloud, or

portions of the firmament above the earth. It was
the second day. Then comes the dry land, followed

by herbage vast and gigantic—growing, not by sun-

light, but in the steaming heats of the earth now
cooled down so far as to allow of plants and trees,

which were afterwards to be turned into coal for

man's use. It was the third day. Next, Moses sees

for the first time the light ofthe sun shining clearlyon
the earth. That sun might have existed for untold

millions of years. But through the mist and the

murky atmosphere of the world its rays had never

before pierced. Now it appears in the heavens, the

appointed ruler of the day. Then come into vie\l
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152 Difficulties from Geology.

the huge monsters of the deep, and the fowls of the
air, the vast dynasties of the fish and the beast and
the bird. Last of all, at the close ofthe sixth great
day-period, comes man, created in the image ofGod.
Such is the order in the first chapter of Genesis.
It is the spectacle ofcreation as vouchsafed to Moses.
It was not intended to be scientific. It was the
general order, described by the characteristic ofeach
greatperiod. Nor is it needed that we understand
each day-period of creation as exactly matching the
prophetic period ofthe inspired vision. The general
object is to describe the creation, as it would have
appeared to an observer had there been one present
to watch the earth as God was preparing it for the
abode of man.*

Turn, now, from the book of Revelation to the
book of Nature, and let us ask, next, What does
science, and especially the science of geology—the
science of the rocks—say about this same creation ?

' " The seven days are not literal days of twenty-four hours,
nor yet seven definite historical periods. But as the seven
seals, vials, trumpets of John's Revelation represented human
History by a typical representation of each of its grand divisions
without any one of them being chronologically defined, so
these seven days of Moses represent in a dramatic or typical
form the changes at creation, each grand feature being boldly
sketched out m one scenic representation characteristic ofthat
period. '—Pnmeval Man Unveiled,
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Here, too, a few preliminary words are needed.
One is, that the science of geology is yet in its

infancy. It is not a hundred years old. Instead
o{ making the boldest assertions of any of the
sciences, and so drawing downupon itself their con-
demnation, it should be modest. It is also to be
remembered that geology has changed its funda-
mental theories again and again. A book that was
an authority twenty years ago is no authority to-

day in geology. The next twenty years may witness
greater changes. New facts are discovered. But
new theories are made even faster than new facts

are obtained. Nearly every leading geologist has
abandoned his own most startling theories, and
some have gone through a dozen of them. Lyell

has discarded his former views about the age of the

world, and the time of man's appearance on it.'

Huxley, who had claimed millions of years for the
earth, under the telling blows of Sir William
Thompson, the first mathematician of Europe, has
just been compelled to own that the claims of
geologists about the tremendous age of the earth
are not proved. It is the same with the age of
man on the earth. Huxley thinks that as star dust

'"The life of this eminent man is a history of retracted
opinions."—y?^<-^«/ Ori^n o/Man; Southall.
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is the material out of which the earth was formed,

so there is 2i physical basis for all plant, animal, and

human life. Agassiz denounces Darwin's theory of
** natural selection," and then, in turn, is denounced

by the whole scientific world for insisting upon the

moral unity of the race, and yet holding that man
sprang not from onecentre but from several centres

—

not from one human pair but from more than half a

dozen human pairs.^ Herbert Spencer denounces

all the rest of the scientists, deeming his theory

about force sufficient to account for the world as it

is, and for the origin of the human race ; while

Miller, Dana, and Guyot —names that equal any

—

hold most zealously to the theory of one human
pair, and on scientific grounds indorse the Scrip-

ture statements as to the origin of the race.

The scientists are not agreed in their theories.

They agree only on some general facts. What are

these facts ?

Modern science now almost universally adopts

the doctrine that the earth was first of all in a fluid,

gaseous, or nebulous state. This gaseous mass was

intensely heated. Somehow, motion was communi-

' " A few years since the preponderating opinion was in

favour of multiple centres. Now (1875) i^ ^s in favour of a

single origm."—Recent Origin ofMan,
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cated to the mass. This brought out heat, and
this heat was attended with a feeble light—scientific
men calHt cosmical hght, to distinguish it from sun-
light* Thus, without intending so to do, the
scientists exactly describe the first of the Mosaic
days of creation.

Next came, according to modern scientists, the
huge rocks called Primary,' the granites and the

• "How co'tM there be light before the sun ? » So cried
Voltaire, and a thousand voices have echoed the question.
And this objection has probably done more to unsettle the
minds of young men in past generations than any other
difficulty of the Bible. Those who believed in revelation had
no other reply than to ask men to wait. The waiting has
been nchly rewarded. For now no respectably informed man
ventures the question. Humboldt's words about cosmical
light are well known. He claims the existence of light

.
which IS a similitude of the dazzling light of the sun. The

existence of this illuminating power we discover also among
the other orbs." And Proctor, in writing of a late solar
eclipse, says, " We recognise the existence of envelope after
envelope around the sun, until our earth is reached and over-
passed."

•Nomenclature has been cast and recast so many times,
and on so many different systems, that no one of them may be
followed exclusively. Twenty years ago, naming them accord-
ing to their supposed order of strata, the division of the rocks
was into Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary; next, with
regard to the appearance of life, it was into Azoic, Paleozoic
and Mesozoic, &c. Subsequently the nomenclature made
popular in America by Lyell was employed. But he has him-
self reconstnicted his vocabulary, at least as to the Pliocene
and Post-pliocene ages.
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different ingredients r/ granite. They settled as the

boiling mass slowly cooled down, and are the

natural basis of all the rest. No animal or veget-

able life is ever found in them.

Then came the deposit called Secondary, the

sandstones, the slates, and some of the limestones.

Huge vegetables that could only grow in a steaming
air, and without direct sunlight, appeared. These
were followed by the carboniferous periods, when
these vegetable forests were turned to coal by
means of some tremendous change, through fire or

water. Then came periods when vast sea-monsters

and huge birds roamed through the oceans and the

airs.

And these ages were followed by convulsions in

which those monstrous creations were destroyed,

and their remains are found to-day embalmed in

the rocks. But during all this time no man ap-

peared. Ages seem to have gone by in which the

earth was cooled down so that it could be inhabited

by vast uirds, the fossil remains of which are often

found, but no single species of which now exists.

Those fishes, those beasts, those birds, were like

and yet were unlike those now living. But not one
of them could have lived an instant in our air ; nor
could one of our living creatures have existed a

"^a
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moment in their atmosphere. No more in those
untold periods could man have lived on the earth.»

Those beings in the old geologic ages were not the
fathers in /i/iea/ ^^escent of any beast or bird or fish

now on the eami. *' There is," says Dana, "no
lineal series through creation." Those were the
ancestors of these only in that, at each successive
creation and destruction, God kept the type ; but
the new creation was usually nearer the perfect
type than the one it replaced. Always it is in one
of the four forms of Mollusca, Radiata, Articulata,

or Vertebrata.

Then came another vast convulsion. The
temperature fell. The continents were buried

' "In the distant past, not a trace of man's presence has
been found. He is « of yesterday.' While the stone volume
has preserved for us the slight impressions of the Annelid
and the foot-trail of perished Molluscs in the soft mud over
which they crawleu; while it has restored to us in perfect
shape the delicately-constructed, many-lensed eye of the
Irilobite, and has kept exact record of the death struggles of
fishes on the sands ot olden seas ; wliile it has delineated, on
carboniferous columns, fern-leaves exquisitely delicate in
structure as the finest species of modern times ; and while the
rain-drops of long bygone ages have left imprints which
reveal to us the course which even the wind followed ; not a
trace of man is visible. Only at the close does he appear •

science finds him where the Scriptures placed him, and sees
in him the crown which continuous type had long fore-
shadowed,"—/raj^*-, ^
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beneath the sea; and vast fields and even moun-
tains of ice were formed over the face of the
desolated world. This was followed by the drift
period, so called, when, this whole North American
continent submerged, the great icebergs floated
from the north-west, dropping from their bases
those vast mountains of gravel and those vast
boulders which are found all over the continent
to-day. Says Humboldt, " The Alps were beneath
the ocean." Says Lyell, " All land has been under
water." "The highest mountains," says Tenny,
"have been the ocean bottom." And then came
the last great act before man. These continents
were all lifted out of the sea, and the waters drained
into the rivers and gathered into the present oceans

;

and at length, on the last of these great day-periods,
man was created.

Such is substantially the course of creation as
our scientists now hold it. A few of these points
are still disputed. But these conclusions are all but
universally held, and are as certain as any scientific

facts can ever be.

And just here a few words, thirdly, as to the
general agreement of the record in the Bible and
the record in the rocks.

First, all science says that there was originally a

''^'ifc,.
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Creator. Even Darwin, often called an atheist,

says, " Life was originally breathed by the Creator
into a few forms or into one." Owen says that " law
is only secondary cause," but he holds that law is

guided by the intelligence of the Creator. Herbert
Spencer leaves a place for God as the author of
force

; while Agassiz, Hitchcock, Dana, and Guyot
all insist that science no less than revelation de-

clares those grandest of words, " In the besinnim
Godr

^'

Secondly, all science declares that originally the
earth was chaotic, sunless; its vast boiling, surging

masses of melted rocks, surrounded by clouds of
steam and mist, were lit at first not by sunlight but
by cosmical light. Exactly so says Moses. A
hundred years ago men said, "Moses is surely
wrong in not making the sun to shine upon the
earth until the fourth day." But no carefully read
man now makes that objection. The huge forests,

which are now turned to coal, grew then in the
steaming atmosphere as they could not have grown
in the sun's light. Astronomers, geologists, and
chemists all agree that there was light before the

direct rays of the sun touched the earth. How
strikingly is Moses vindicated, or rather God, who
spake through Moses in the sacred narrative.
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" Let there be //j;:///," was said on the first day.
" Let the sun rule the day," was said on the fourth

day.

Thirdly, all science agrees that the lowest strata,

the rocks first formed, have no vegetable and
animal remains. The granites are before the ve-

getable and animal forms in the order of creation.

And so, too, Moses does not mention them in his

version until after he had seen the creation of the
substance of the world.

Fourthly, science, with almost entire agreement,
declares that there have been successive eras of
creation. Vast forests existed. Then subsequently
they were destroyed. Vast sea-monsters existed.

And these also ceased to be, and another race of
them were created to exist in new conditions, and
these too, in turn, have been destroyed, and new
ones again created. ' No less than seventy-seven of

* The more pronounced of the defenders of the Darwinian
form of the development theory do not of course admit this
conclusion. But others of them would see everywhere a
superintendence of God, and such a combination of circum-
stances as needs only the divine touch at the ripe hour. Some
Christian thinkers are ready to admit that if the missing links
of proof, confessed by the leading advocates of the develop,
ment theory to be now wanting, should ever be found, there
will still be place for these eras of creative power. Of vast
changes in which the great ma?? of existing life was destroyed,
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these distinct creations and destructions arc insis'^d
upon by some of our best geolo^^l.ts.' Professor
0«'en claims that some species survived across
these tremendous convulsions. But Agassiz, and
with him the great mass of more careful scientists
msist upon it that these eras have come and gone'
Agassiz says, « There was a succession of beings on
the surface of the earth. But the fishes of one a^can not the descendants of those in the former geolosi-
col age There is no parental descent among them.
God has created all the types of animals that have
passed away, to introduce man upon our globe "

How wondrously is this in accordance with the
chapter in which God is said to have made the
fishes and made the birds, and made the beasts,
and then made man."

all naturalists speak
; but as to the suddenness of them H,.
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Fifthly, the general or/ier of creation is another

remarkable foct. The order of the scientists is in

outline—we could not expect agreement in detail,

for science ir not yet perfect—is in outline, that of

revelation. There is steady progress from chaos

up through primary rocks, then on and up through

secondary rocks with traces of vegetable life;

thence upward still by new creations unto the mam-

mal age, and then into the highest created forms of

the mammal age,' when man himself appears.

Sixthly, science also teaches of the classification

of plants according to their "seed" and "kind,"

or structure. The Linnsean system had obtained

for years a place in the scientific world. But it was

felt, after all, that a classification by flowers was in-

correct. And to-day the botanists of the world have

gone on to their new classification, w.iich is only

the old classification in the first chapter of Genesis,

in the world. The forms of organic life had a beginning in

time."—Lyell.

"Species appear suddenly and disappear suddenly."

—

Agassiz.

' "The waters were repeopled with beings which were not

repetitions of the foiins just exterminated, but original con-

ceptions ; and yet not fundamentally different, but united to

the old by such identity of the fundamental plan as to convince

us that the intelligence which brought death to all terrestrial

existence continued to prosecute his own unchanged purpose

through all succeeding epochs."

—

M uicJieU.
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Let the earth bring forth the herb yielding seed,
and the fru.t-tree after his kind whose seed is in itself."
Th.s new trophy of science" is only an old laurel

from tne wreath woven so many years ago by Moses.
Seventhly, science puts vegetation before animal

life. Scripture, likewise, in describing the day.
periods, plates the plant kingdom before the ani.
mal; and here again the two records agree

Eighthly, science puts man as the last of the
iJeings that has appeared on the 'ilobe. He did
not appear until the close cnc.c tremendous
convulsions by which the eartii was shaped. Reve-
lation makes man appear at the close of the sixth
great period.

But when was that? When did he appear on
our earth? No man can tell us. The Scripture
on this point is silent. We have no definite chro-
nology in Genesis, but only histonc periods hi their
general order. Attempts have been made to ascer-
tain the age of man from a purely historic basis,
but this method is clearly unreliable when taken
alone. For the Hebrew method and the Samaritan
method and the Septuagint method are widely di-
vergent. In one, the period from Adam to the
flood is sixteen hundred years, in another thirteen
hundred years, in another it is more than two thou-
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sand years. In the period between Adam and

Christ they differ by fifteen hundred years. What

wonder that we have different systems of chronology

by men like Ussher, Hales, Poole, and Bunsen,

none of them agreeing in the age of the human

race. The system which, until within a single gen-

eration, has obtained most widely, is that of Ussher,

which places the creation six thousand years ago.

But the Scriptures say nothing about six thousand

years. And if the time of Ussher should even

be doubled, there is nothing to prevent it in the

Mosaic record. The tables of genealogy in the

Bible were constructed to show the descent of

Christ from Adam. And the word " generations " is

plainly used in the older Scriptures with the same

indefiniteness as the word " day "—a usage found

also in the New Testament, and common also in

our own century and language. " The extreme un-

certainty," says Dr. Hodge, " attending all attempts

to determine the chronology of the Bible, is suf-

ficiently evidenced by the fact that one hundred

and eighty different calculations have been made

by Jewish and Christian authors of the length

of the period between Adam and Christ. The

longest make it six thousand nine hundred and

eighty-four years, the shortest three thousand four
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hundred and eighty-three years. If the facts of
science or of history should ultimately make it ne-
cessary to admit that eight or ten thousand years
have elapsed since the creation of man, there is

nothing in the Bible in the way of such concession.
The ScHpturcs do not teach ns ho7v long men have
existed on the earth.'*

It is well known that on the subject ofman's age
on earth the geologists have taken the lead of all

other scientists in demanding that we extend into
an almost immeasurable past the time of man's ap-
pearance. Wallace talks of "ten thousand cen-
turies," and supposes "a time when man possessed
no powers of speech nor those moral feelings which
now distinguish the race." Others think two hun-
dred thousand years enough. There was also much
talk about pottery found at the mouth of the Nile,
which, reckoning in a certain way as to the de-
posits annually made by the river mud, was thought
to be twelve thousand years old. But since that
day, at a greater depth, in the same deposit. Sir R.
Stephenson found a brick bearing on it the stamp
of a modern ruler of Egypt And more recently
it has been proved that the said piece of pottery is

olRoman origin. Of the so-called fossils at Natchez
on the Mississippi, said at first to prove man's ex-
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Istence one hundred thousand years ago, Sir Charles

LyeU, an advocate for the longest times, declares

"it is allowable to suspend our judgment as to its

high antiquity." So, too, it is of bones in Euro-

pean caves, and of Swiss dwellings submerged in

lakes, and of arrow-heads and flint-hatchets which

have been found mixed with bones of extinct

species of animals, and with human bones. LyeU
says they " were probably not coeval." And some
of the most eminent geologists declare, in the

words of one of them, " It cannot be proved that

these remains may not have been washed up,

drifted, and reassorted from earlier deposits, dating

back at the utmost but a few thousand years."

It is the same with the immense age claimed for

the Egyptian Pyramids and other monuments—viz.,

seventeen thousand years before Christ. Recent

discoveries have effectually banished the old illu-

sions. ChampoUion declares " no Egyptian monu-

ment is really older than two thousand two hundred

years before Christ." Wilkinson decides that

" Egypt has nothing older than a century or so before

Abraham's day."

But if geologists have demanded immense periods

for the past history of the race, and have been

followed by a few orientalists, their claims have been
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disputed strenuously by another class of scientists.

Astronomers, with Sir W. Thompson at their head,
while desiring to xtend the period further than
Ussher and the mere historians, have dealt severe
blows at the geologists; for they have proved
that, not man- thousand years ago, such was the
temperatu i the earth, that man could not have
lived upoii it It is, then, a settled thing that the
sciences cannot determine accurately the period of
the existence of man on earth.

The historians generally favour the shorter, the
geologists the longer, and the astronomers the
middle ground. The general drift, however, of
scientific and philosophic thought inclines to the
extension of the period of man's existence by a few
thousand years. If the development theory should
at length be shown to have a scientific basis, if even
that particular form of it which is called the
Darwinian theory should be accepted—a theory
less brilliant and less popular than that of the
" vestiges " which it supplanted, only in turn, as we
beheve, like it to sink out of sight—it would not be
necessary to reconstruct a single verse of Genesis.
If more than one physical origin for man is ever
proved, nothing in the Bible can be alleged against
it Moral unityfor our race is all that is really re-
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quired. The doctrine of " diverse origins for man "

was defended by a theologian on theological grounds,

and as a necessity of interpretation, more than two

hundred years ago. If it should ever be proved that,

before Adam, there were creatures having man's

physical form, and that at length it pleased God, in

Eden, to take this being, whosebody centuries before

had been " formed out of the dust of the earth," and
then and there to breathe into him a higher kind

of life, in which he became endowed with new capa-

cities for moral character, with a new sense of right

and wrong, with an immortal and responsible soul

—all this would not be in any necessary conflict

with the Scripture story. For nothing is said as to

how long a time elapsed between the formation of

man as a creature of mere body with an animal life

in it, and the subsequent inbreathing of a respon-

sible and immortal spirit by which the race became
what we see it to-day. It would, in that case, be
just as true that " God hath made of one blood all

nations of men for to dwell on the face of the

earth ;" just as true " that by one man sin entered

into the world and death by sin." In that case, the

moral unity of the race, taught as a historical fact

by Moses, and by Christ, and also incorporated

doctrinally with the teaching of Paul, could be held
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and defended just as firmly, though on other
grounds, as Christians hold and defend this fact
and this doctrine to-day.

Indeed, in so recent and authoritative a work as
Lange on Genesis, we have a note of the translator
which reads thus :

« This does not exclude the idea
that the kuma?i physical was connected with the
previous nature or natures, and was brought out of
them; that is, that/V was 'made of the earth,' in the
widest signification of the term, he having an
earthly as well as a heavenly origin." Without
adopting anyone of these theories, nay more, hold-
"ig that the time is not ripe nor the evidence all
in for a careful verdict about any one of them, a
Christian may rejoice that no truth will ever displace
that of the Scripture record; that, positive as to
some statements, the Bible is purposely left elastic
and uncommitted about many aminor question. The
agreement is clear of the two records as to a
Creator, and as to one race. Equally clear is the
statement that only a {&\v thousand years since man
did not exist, and as to that other fact, that the time
will come when this earth will be no longer his
abode, says Sir W. Thompson: "Within a finite

period the earth must have been, and within a
finite period to come the earth must again be, unfit
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for the habitation of njan. There is a process of

events toward a state infinitely different from the

present." Who can fail to recall, in listening to

such testimony from scientific lips, those words of

the Scriptures, " The elements shall melt, and the

earth also, and the works that are therein shall be

burned up." " Heaven and earth shall pass away."

Science, again, declares that -nen are a race.

This is regarded as proven by bodily structure, by

human language, and by mental and moral likeness.

Says Owen :
" Men form one species, and differ-

ences are but indicative of varieties." Max Miiller

declares " language has one common source." And
above all other proofs is that of mental and moral

science ; showing, as it does, the capacity of man,

and man alone, for faith; the ability for moral

ideas ; the powers for knowing God and duty, for

loving the pure and seeking the heavenly. For, no

matter what theory of man's origin be adopted, this

at least all grant, that man's soul to-day is not an

ape soul, or a swine soul, but a human soul—a soul

capable of faith in the unseen, capable of love to

God as "our Father in heaven." And here

Scripture comes in, declaring that " through faith
"

—faith in testimony being a human characteristic

—"we understand that the worlds were made,"
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and that "God hath made of one blood all nations
of men for to dwell on the face of the earth."
And thus young men are taught to hold fast to

their confidence in the Bible. Scientific theories
for a time may oppose the statements of it A fact
here and there may as yet appear strange. Wait a
little. Let the men who run their theories against
biblical facts have time enough, and they will be
compelled to alter their theories. The settledfacts
are so many illustrations of Scripture truth. Let
no man be afraid of Scripture; no more let him
be afraid of science. God's handwriting is never
contradicting when truly read.

And we can also see that we have each our duty
as members of the race of men out of which Christ
came. Adam has sinned. The taint comes on us
We inherit it, as we do diseased bodies, as we do
the liability to physical death. But after all we
are voluntary in yielding to any sin; for any sin is
a sin -after the similitude of Adam's transgression."
And so we are responsible for being sinners before
God. But as we receive taint from Adam through
the race-bond, so we receive gracious offers through
Christ, the second Adam. Here, too, it is our
voluntary act to believe, and to accept the Holy
Spirit, whereby we are recreated in the image of
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God. Paradise can be regained. The race-bond

in Jesus Christ is the hope of the world.

We are prepared, by the thoughts already pre-

sented, to welcome the scriptural idea of the " new
heavens and new earth, wherein dwelleth rig.iteous-

ness." Vast have been the convulsions of the old

earth, both through flood and fire. But the floods

shall come no more. The next great convulsion is

to be, according to God's word, by fire. The earth

and the things in it are to be burned up. Then
every mark of man's sin shall be obliterated.

Every trace of evil shall be destroyed. And the

purified earth is to be visited by a higher form of

life than ever before. Steadily has the earth gone

on. Fit only for coarser and lower forms of life in

the old geologic six day-periods, it has been now
for a few years the home of sinful man. Beyond

the grea day of God, it shall be reformed and re-

modelled, and become the spot that holy souls from

heaven shall love to visit. Thank God that the old

world—now the type of hoUowness and deceit, so

that worldliness is another name for sinfulness—is

to be so changed as to become an outlying border-

land of God's holy heaven I
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CHAPTER VI.

DIFFICULTIES FROM ASTRONOMV.

A YOUNG MAN states to the writer his belief-t^ as follows. «I believe in a God who has a
general superintendence over the affairs of the world
I behave in the immortality of the human soul. I
believe that what a man does here affects generally
his condition after death. Anything farther than
this I doubt."

Urged to tell why he doubted, the reply was that
substantially, of thousands. - God seems too gieai
to concern himself minutely about our human affairs.
It IS too much to believe that he who has the care
of the whole universe will condescend to notice all
the thoughts of a being so insignificant to him as a
single and separate man : too much to believe that
he will hear him pray, and do anything because he
prays, that he would not have done just as soon if
the man had kept silent : too much to believe that
this innmte God had such a care for this world-
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a mere dot among the starry worlds, a mere grain

of sand in a comer of his universe—as to give

his Son to die for those dwelling upon it, wiiule

nations of whom are but as the invisible dust in

the balance."

And when this argument is pressed at night, and

out under the vast canopy of the winter heavens,

with unnumbered worlds in view, and when it is

remembered that new telescopes and larger glasses

are multiplying these worlds, each as worthy, so far

as we can see, to be visited by a Saviour, each as

worthy of the divine care and providence as our

world, the impression, to some minds, grows

stronger, that we must not be too definite in our

belief about the minute care and providence of

God. " Is not a man's creed best when it is

briefest—when he ventures only on a mere out-

line belief as to God, the soul, and the future life ?
"

So say some. Others feel it. And they hold to

Christianity but loosely, because of the starry

worlds, and the planetary spaces, and the vastness

of the universe.

It is believed that these doubts are without foun-

dation ; that the vastness of the universe confirms

faith rather than suggests doubts, when carefully

considered ; that, since God is nowhere general in
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which these worlds are distributed. Our world

spins its annual round oftwo hundred million miles,

and never gets within thirty million miles of a

neighbour star. Our sun has for its nearest neigh-

bour sun a star forty-six million miles away. And

if this is nearness in the skies, what is distance ?

Looking only on this vastness, we are abashed and

confounded ; and we are almost ready to say that

God's care can be nothing beyond general over the

worlds, and especially over man, the minuie insect

here, in a mere outpost of the universe. But then

this temporary feeling yields in a single moment to

our firmer and calmer reason. For surely all this

immensity tells of an infinite God. It is exactly

what might be expected of him. It scatters atheism,

driving it beyond the stars. There must be a God

of immensity, when the universe, the work of his

hands, is so immense.

Now mark the fact that this God of immensity

is greai in the minuteness ofhis arrangements. These

planets are racing through the sky at the rate of

thousands of miles each moment. But see how

carefully God keeps time on this race course.

Jupiter never gets in at his goal at any given point

a moment too late or a moment too soon. One

mistake t>l a second here would wrench the system
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doing of things that are about right ? Nay ! Nay

!

Is not the inference in favour of the special belief

in a God ever near, who hears prayer, who has

cared for man, and who reveals the moral glory of

his grace in Jesus Christ, even as the glory of wis.

dom and power are displayed in these radiant

worlds above us. The stars do not say Christ.

But they tell of a minuteness of God's care for

worlds that is exactly matched in God's care for

the souls of men.

The young man whose doubt I am discussing

argued in a very similar style from the revelations

of the microscope. And since the reasoning—that

from the immensity of minute things, as in astro-

nomy from, the immensity of great things—is very

similar, the answer to it is found in the same line of

thought.

The microscope is simply the inverted telescope.

That looked upon the mighty orbs, this looks down

on the minutest things which God has made. It

discovers insects so small that twenty -seven

millions of them would make but a single inch.

It finds vast families of various kinds of them in

the cavities of a common grain of sand. In each

drop of stagnant water is a world of animate

beings, who have as much room in proportion to
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compared with the insect, he is ahnost a God.

His world is small among the starry worlds, but it

is vast as compared with the world of the insects

that live in a sand grain. If God has guided the

instinct of those minute beings so that each does

his appropriate work, will he refuse to hear a man's

earnest prayer for guidance in doing a work that

involves the eternal interest of a priceless soul?

If he has cared so much for their bodies that they

may be saved to fulfil their destiny, will he have no
plan of salvation for man's soul, that the highest

and noblest being that walks the earth may not

through sin be utterly ruined ?

Then, too, these manifestations of God in nature,

so far from awaking doubt, prepare us to believe

in his manifestation in humanity. In the midnight

sky he reveals his skill and his power. He does not

launch worlds into space as boys throw their snow-

balls into the air, from the mere feeling of sport

and the exuberance of power. He has the motive

of revealing before intelligent beings his wisdom and

his might. But why stop there? Why skill and

might displayed, and all else hidden ? Ah 1 bus

mere things will not show the deeper perfections

of God. Yet, being God, he must desire to display

these movings and motions of his heart. He can
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only do this to man through man. Yet a mere man
cannot show it. He himself must then be incarnate
m man, God manifest in flesh. Grant me this only,
that the worlds of the midnight sky were not made
in sport; that their maker, God, desired to reveal
himself in these, that only a part of his nature could
shine in them, while he himself could be enshrined
in man, his image—and the inference is clear that
he may, that he probably will, come among us as
Immanuel, " God with us:' The stars do not
hmder me, as I study them; they help me to
believe that, manifesting his glory and power in
them, he will also manifest himself in a human
form. They prepare me to accept the great fact
that Jesus is the God-man—who came to show us
the beating of his heart, even as these stars show
us the working of his hands.

Again, turning from the works themselves to the
attributes of God as indicated by them, doubt is

lessened rather than increased. " He is so great that
he has greater things to do than to notice each
man," says the objector. But is that the true
inference from the fact? Why not state it thus

:

He is so great, that, doing all things else, he can
also notice each man. He is great at condescension.
He is great in providing for the things that men
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would call trifle.. In this universe theTn^Tt
things fsrc the hinges on which turn the gravest
events. Ar> trivial thi.ig not carefully worked,
the least ;iccice.Jt in a trifle, may unhinge every
broadest pi u An insect of an hour may inflict a
fatal sting .^pon an emperor, and his death may
destroy a nation and change the map of a conti-
nent. A God everywhere or a God nowhere is the
alternative. He must have every event in his
control, or he will loose the reins, and cannot
govern his world. He must, then, care for man.
And If he have any care, it must extend even to
man's t/wughts, for these are the sources of his
acts. And so, because he is God, and therefore
cannot be ignorant, even if he would, about any
mumtest thing, and because if ignorant of the lesser
he could not govern the greater, we feel sure of
the Christian doctrine which teaches that God is

near man, watches eveiy deed, marks every purpose,
and will bring every thought into judgment, whether
It be good or whether it be evil. Surely there is no
general care for man that is not first special ; no
general providence that is not particular; no su
perintendence for the whole earth that does no
take in every p^r^i 1e of its dust; no watchM .v,
over any man's ..ul which does not include .iie
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immortality. God has done so much in endowing
them already, that we should be surprised if he did

not do more. We have seen why he who reveals

his power and glory in the stars should also reveal

himself in humanity; why God should manifest

himself in Jesus Christ. But this spiritual nature

of man carries usi further. The great thing about a

man is not his avoirdupois. The mind makes the

man ; the soul stamps him as of worth. Shall God
reveal his thought in the stars, and shall he refrain

from revealing it likewise in man's realm of thought,

i.e., the literature of the world t Shall men reveal

their thought in books, and shall God have no
book ? Shall his thought shine in every department
except that where man's thoughts shine brightest ?

Is it not of all things most reasonable—nay, so rea-

sonable as to be absolutely certain—that God will

reveal himself in a book, a Bible, a revelation in

human thought and language about himself. There
must be a Bible, a book of God, given through men,
and having a divine inspiration, as all the great

works of human genius have a human inspiration in

them.

A few years ago astronomers said that there were
strange perturbations in the motions of certain

planets. What was the trouble ? Some one sug-
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gested that if a planet existed between two of those
already known it would account for the disturbance.
The disturbance was carefully calculated and the
position of the supposed planet ascertained, and
when they pointed the iron tube at the spot, there
stood the waiting star. There was need for it, and
so the star itself was there.

I reason in the spiritual astronomy of religion in
the same way. I find a deep want Here is a God
whose notice of me is exact and minute. He will
require of me a strict account at the last day. But
I cannot do the duties of this life without some
knowledge of the life to come. If that life takes
on any complexion from this, I must in some way
know about that coming life. No one but the
eternal God can tell me certainly about that future
world: what it is; how to escape its terrors, if it
has terrors

; how to gain its joys, if it has joys I
must have, not the inspiration of human genius,
but the divine inspiration of God's thought in my
human language; in other words, I must have an
inspired Bible to teach me of the future and so of
the present. If J ^o not know about that life, I
cannot in this Wv.-J get ready for the future. I do
not go upon the journey of a week without prepar-
ing for it. Can I go the eternal journey without

< ^^
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making any special preparation in this life? How
can I know in what way to prepare for a journey so

solemn, and on which I may start so suddenly ? If

there be a God with any care for me, he will tell

me. He will not leave me to be tossed on the

ocean of human guesses. He will give me my
directions and instructions. And so I reason with

heart and head that there must be a Bible
;
just as,

to those astronomers, there must be a star. The
need of it is the proof of it

We may go further. Man has deeper needs than

those requiring direction. He needs redemption

from the guilt and bonuage of sin. The stars are

guided in their couit,,. > by one v ose skill provides

for every inch theii course aaa every second of

their time. Their every want is supplied. A
thousand 'ifluen'-es ^ould draw ^ ach of then/ from

its orbit. But God provides fot them that they

dash not off their track to ruin. U like them, we
can and do turn away fron^ our .T-pomted duty.

But shall we think that the l d v o would rescue

d s!.:;r from its ruin could lo( on .u,d see men lost

in sin, and make no effort at their salvation ? I see

him give Jesus Christ. I see Jesus Christ dying,

the just for the unjust, that we may be saved. And
I feel that he who cares so closely for the stars in
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their orbits, and who holds therp to their ^s7
's domg all this work of redemption for man, hi^
rhild, the bemg with an immortal soul-doin<. it
bt'cause it is like him to doit; like him /..Jtoshow his heart, as //.... i„ the sky to show the
wonders of his hand.

In short, I am compelled to feel that he who hassr garmsLed the evening sky, so carefully settled
the paths of the stars, so timed each planet, and
weig

. d to a grain of sand each orb, who is never
general but Iways special in his care for every,
thing great ^ for everything small, is a God who
has not left me an^ poor general outline creed inhe infinite matter of religion. He is-thanks be

man, his child-especially careful and exact, espe-
cially full and explicit in telling me what to believe
and what to do in religion, and how to gain a holy
heaven. The stars do not make me doubt. They
he P my faith. They intimate, they more than

know '
^^'^' '''^'^ '''''''' ^^ -» I need To

Thank God that we are not left to any man's
guesses m religion. I ask yoi- young Ln, to

religion. God is our authority here. The clear

1
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doctrines of his Word shine out in the moral as do

these stars in the natural firmament. Nay, these

stars are only for the eye. But God's truth is for

the soul. We can prove it to the intellect. That

is well. But, young men, the God of those heavens

and of this Bible asks your hearts. He has worlds

enough. But he wants appreciative and loving

souls. He stamped its radiant glory upon these

overhanging heavens. The vast spaces of the

ether blue were the groundwork on which he

wrought out the pattern, so brilliant, so gorgeous,

for the gaze of the worlds. He has another firma-

ment, higher, grander than this of the evening sky.

Souls are the stars studding that firmament. They
have a peculiar lustre. Coming into existence at

first, as the world was created, in chaos, the Spirit

of God, which changed that old earth-chaos into

the orderly and beautiful world where we dwell, has

called these souls " out of nature's darkness into

his marvellous light." They are destined for the

higher firmament of heaven. They are to be at

length stars, not for man's gaze, as are these even-

ing orbs ; but they are for God's delight, for the

garniture of his own heaven.

God wants hearts. He can take the weakest and
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most guilty, if it be freely given to him, and out of
It he can make an orb the radiance of which shall
shine when these " heavens are rolled together as a
scroll, and the elements shall melt with the fervent
heat."
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CHAPTER VII.

DIFFICULTIES ABOUT HISTORIC FACTS.

"IT'ISITORS at the White Mountains are taken
* t-e see that great natural curiosity which is

known as the "Old Man of the Mountain," or
" The Profile." On the front of a lofty cliff,

hundreds of feet above him, the traveller is shown
a great stone face with its gigantic features sharply
cut against the morning or the evening sky. But
the perfection of the resemblance is discerned only
when the spectator takes his stand on a specified
spot Seen half a mile in either direction, nothing
is visible on the mountain side save a rugged mass
of uninteresting rock. Everything depends upon
the right approach and the correct position of the
man himself as he comes to the study of this great
natural wonder. What if it be the same with other
things—with wonders in the moral as well as in the
physical world

. What if it be a very especial need
when a young man comes to his J^ible, tha. he

Ml
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should approach it in a peculiar way and occupy a

certain definite position ?

We have seen that the book which we call the

Bible is a peculiar book ; that its claims are unlike

any other volume in existence ; that it is a great

moral wonder. Is it, then, out of analogy that it

should demand a peculiar mood of mind, a certain

suitable state of intellect and heart, in those who
approach it ? The poetic mood is needed for the

poem. The philosophic mood is needed for the

study of the volume on philosophy. The scientist

claims that a peculiarly calm and patient mood is

needed by him who would come aright to the great

problems of science; that not the poetic spirit,

nor the philosophic spirit, nor yet the theologic

spirit, can be any substitute for this mood. And
he is right. By all means, the scientific spirit for

the scientific problem. So, too, the philosopher,

devoted to the broadest inquiries, insists that there

can be no substitute for the philosophic spirit, if

one would study the volumes of Leibnitz or Des-

cartes, of Hamilton or Hickcock. And he is right

Are we, then, out of analogy when we insist that

here, in the study of the great moral problems of

the Bible, there is needed a definite mood, a cer-

tain reverent and devout tone of mind ; and that
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neither the scientific nor the philosophic spirit can
be substituted for this obvious and necessary re-

quirement. Everything depends upon the position
of the beholder in looking up to this great moral
wonder of a Divine Revelation. For the Bible is

not made for the scientist as such, nor for the
philosopher or poet as such, but for them all as
men with moral wants, and for all other men, young
and old, as moral beings. For it is not our scien-
tific or philosophical capacities, but our moral
capacities, that are to be awake and receptive as we
come to the book the grand object of which is

moral teaching.

And yet I can understand how it is that exceed-
ingly shrewd men, overlooking this very necessary
condition, should make such sad work when they
come to the more wonderful facts of the Scriptures.
They are puzzled, confounded, and led on to infi^

delity by their wrong ways of approaching these
things. They would come to « the feeding of the
five thousand," or to any other miracle of the Bible,
just as they would crrr- to any alleged fact on the
purely natural plane of rommon things. But that
miracle does not prcie^.. to be a common fact, nor
to have been wrought cown in the plane of nature.
It refuses to be caestioned hy the agriculturist, by

if
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the chemist, or by any man either of vulgar or of

learned curiosity. It was not wrought for wonder-

seekers. It declines to let the philosopher talk to

it of " laws of nature " and of fixed principles. It

is its own principle. It is a physical fact with a

moral meaning, and coming in under moral laws,

in a system higher than nature. It is a moral doc-

trine incarnate in a physical fact. No man has
any right to consider it out of moral connections.

It is to be studied only in its relations to the Christ

who performed it, to the time when it occurred, to

the place it filled, to the truth it taught, to its bear-

ing on the development of the Messiah's plan and
aim, and above all, to the niche it was to fill in the

great temple which God through Christ was build-

ing for the reverent worship of reverent men. To
put these moral connections aside and out of sight

in judging of " the feeding of the five thousand," is

to ignore all the reasons that made the miracle a
possibility, and all the conditions furnished by its

author to us for our investigation of the meaning,
the character, and the reality of the event itself.

There are men who come as scientists with a pro-

found reverence for " nature " and little for God,
ready to refer anything to //, but receiving the sug-

gestion to refer anything to him with the shrug of
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impatient and irreverent unbelief. And these men,
in this mood, would apply their methods to the
miracles of the Bible! Nothing can be more
absurd, unless it be the proposition of those who,
with a confusion of terms which would be amusing
if the theme were not so serious, propose to ascer-

tain " the scientific value of prayer ;" as if anybody
ever thought it had a scientific value; as if any
Christian thinker had ever dreamed of measuring
moral values by physical standards ; as if one could
ask of his grocer a bushel of right or a peck of
wrong, of his *ailor a yard of truth or of error, to
leave with his apothecary an order for the chemical
analysis of a man's love for his child and the
likelihood of a father to grant his child's petition

!

Christianity requires tests. Men are " to prove all

things." But it suggests there is a proper way to

do it. It says, put your crucible and scalpel where
they belong in nature. Study your laws, whether of
the physical world or of the mental world, in the
obvious and appropriate ways that are open to you.
And when you come to religious facts, come also in

appropriate ways, and seek moral truth by moral
methods. We object to the claim of any set of
men, that we are to take their methods, excellent

elsewhere, in the study of the miracles. For the

*A
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miracles are not mere phenomena, mere freaks of

power for vulgar curiosity or for scientific and philo-

sophic inquiry. They are parts of a mighty moral

system, and they are not to be approached except

from this point of advance. They are to be studied

with reference to moral ends ; and this neither the

scientist nor the philosopher, as such, proposes to

do. The miracles are for man as a moral being.

And the same is true of many an incident of the

Old and New Testament which is not miraculous,

but which nevertheless is very strange, and it may
be almost absurd when seen alone. But when
studied in its place, and seen as an object-lesson ot

God for the moral teaching of men, it becomes not

only credible but instructive; not only probable

but morally certain, as an event needed for its

moral impression at the very point of time, at the

very place, and in the very circumstances described.

So that if there had not been some such event

occurring in the process of the divine tuition of

the race, we should have wondered more than we
wonder now, the absence of such events being more
remarkable than their presence in human history.

Considered simply as a method of healing human
bodies, how absurd the " raising of the serpent in

the wilderness." But seen in the setting of the

iHi J.. . X
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story, seen as God meant it to be seen, as a teach-
ing and a prophecy of Christ's uplifting on the
cross; seen as a renewing of the primal promise
given after the primal sin ; as the palpable objective
demonstration of the great moral fact of an atoner
and an atonement

; seen as a lesson set to the
whole world as to the place and the value of faith,
the mcident is not only redeemed from littleness,'

but It shines in such grandeur that its light is thrown
across all the separating centuries. The entire
language of the religious world has been coloured
thereby, and men everywhere have been led to
associate the idea of the lifting up of Christ with
the lifting up of the brazen serpent. Nay; the
Great Teacher himself has interpreted for us the
prophecy, has explained the object-lesson of God.
He has said, "As Moses lifted up the serpent in
the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be
lifted up, that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have eternal life."

I would have every young man who approaches
the Bible come to it with the true idea of God's
method of revelation in his mind. For this is the
key to the volume. That method is easily gathered
from even a general perusal God's method is to
reveal himself to mankind through a particular race,

I
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the Hebrews; and this revelation he will have to

culminate in a particular person, yesus Christ.

The Hebrew race were fitted to become the
medium of this revelation by certain peculiarities.

One of these peculiarities was their capacity for
moral ideas. True of all Oriental as compared with
the Occidental nations, this capacity to receive and
express such truths was pre-eminently a Hebrew
trait. They were quick beyond any nation of the
olden tin ' ;., vhat may be called religious recep-
tivity. ih,,v were spiritual symbolists. They
thought in /iti^res and talked in metaphors. They
went down naturally to the spiritual base of things.
It was not poetry, but religious instinct and the
moral insight, which made them see in all things the
broad shadow of God's thoughts. They saw Him
everywhere. And He was uttering to them spiritual
truths where others saw nothing but bald, bare, phy-
sical facts. To the Hebrew mind material things
were shadowy and fleeting, their main use being
to remind man of the spiritual world so near, so
potent, so helpful This physical world was the
world of the dying; the other world, overshadowing
this, was the world of the living. The real world
was the world of God and angels and souls, of love
and of hate, oi duty and of destiny, ot heaven
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and of hell. Out^vard things were just^inu ^cs
seen m a mirror-not the realities, but only repre-
sentarions of the realities. And so everything in
Palestine was a shadow, a type, a semblance, a
prophecy of some moral fact, a representation of
some deep religious idea. Each objc t was bursting
with moral meanings, and the whole world was
ahve with God's thoughts revealed unto man through
temporal objects.

This religious idealism shows itself in all the Old
Testament story. The biblical history is unlike
every other on this very account. Says Stanley

:

Every mcident and every word of a narrative is
fraught with a double meaning, and earthly and
spiritual things are put over against each other-
hardly to be seen in the English version, but in the
ongmal clearly intended." Take the promise on
the strength of which the Hebrews went out of
Egypt and became a natioa It reads, literally
rendered, that they should come to "a land of rest

"

To us there would be just this meaning: that after
being vexed in slavery they should come to a land
where there was no taskmaster. But that was the
very least of all the things which it meant to them.
The physical was the mere alphabet for the spiritual
Idea. So, to a child, the mere letters of the word
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"men" take the attention. He says to himself

that the first letter has three lines with curves, and
so it is «m ;" that the letter curved at the top is

"ej" and the last with two lines and curves in it

is "n;" and that all together they spell the word
" mea" But a full grown man, seeing that word
on the page, does not stop upon the letters as

letters, still less upon the word as a word. There
is a fAoug/it in it for him. He grasps at once the

idea of a broad race of mankind, with unity in their

diversity, with their social, their political, their moral
relations.

The ancientHebrew went through no lengthened

process of logical deduction. No idea had he of
reasoning by analogy. He did the thing instinc-

tively. He did not set up the outward object and
extract laboriously the metaphor, and then me-
chanically apply it to moral truths. To him the

two were one. If either led it was the spiritual

«

* In this fact may be found the removal of a difficulty which
some have felt as to "Solomon's Song." It has seemed to
them too sensuous, as it sets forth the ecstasy of religious
feeling under the allegory of a bride and a bridegroom. It
may be too warm for our cooler and Occidental tastes. But
the Bible is for the Eastern as well as the Western nations.
A distinguished English orientalist has declared that, whereas
once the book of " Solomon's Song " was to him a great trial

on the ground above named, his residence in the East, and hit
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And when Moses gave the promise of "a land of
rest," every Hebrew mind went backward to « God's
rest," at the close of creation, and took up the
idea of "Sabbath rest," that is, of heaven itself,

the serene abode of God. Nor backward only,
but forward the word carried every one of vhem.
"Rest" was not to them simply a state of bodily
repose. The word was broad enough to denote
God's smile, favour, blessing, in every form of po-
litical and spiritual enjoyment It meant to them
the best of earth and the best of heaven. They
seized on the moral idea of the physical fact And
this was their great characteristic as a race, and the
leading element of that national feeling which fitted

them to be a peculiar people.

And here is the answer to the question pressed
so often upon the young man who keeps his faith
in the Bible, as to why such prominence is given
to the Hebrew history. God selected the best
instrument for his purpose. The plan of revealing
himself through men once chosen, this was the
r^ce foremost in moral capacity ; the nation who,
not only by inheriting the traditions of the best

notice of the fact that the religious ideas of the people found
constant expression through nuptial figures, had removed
from hjs mJnd all his former feeling.
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ancestry, but by their natural constitution of mind»
were best fitted to do his work in this thing.

And there was also to be a distinct moral lesson
in the development of the Hebrew nation. Born in

the wilderness, the nation had a unique training

for their mission. Nothing like it before or since
in human history. The escaped tribes go out of

Egypt under circumstances without a parallel, and
for a journey that was as singular as was their mission
peculiar. ^Vhy that long journey of forty weary
years ? Some will hasten to say that it was for the
sins of the people. But the sins usually named
as the reason for this journey were not committed
until after the journey had begun, and there were
indications at the outset that the journey was to
be long, tedious, and difficult. The course taken
at the very commencement led them away
from Palestine. The Land of Promise was but
a little distance, had they gone in the direct
way. There were fewer obstacles. They would
have met no foes. Most of the brief journey
would have been through a region of country
desolate enough now, but then watered by "the
river of Egypt," and connected by a grand system
of canals with the Mediterranean. Had they
taken this, the natural and direct course, forty days,

»»1 liTIKiiBllW|»TCIpWi t i|-iailHWMi*..^;,»
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l"'"^
of forty yeara, would ha,71^^^^^tg

ful plains of Southern Palestine.

fouM? 1*
'^°" •" ""' *»«• May it not befound m the ,,acU„, God would give that people'

»Z, ' »"»""'«»? upon thatrace" by hisco,nmun,ca.,„n,
,0 them in this wilderness, tha'

all throug., human history they should be "a pecu:har people." Such laws he would impose 'Z

^-. this teaching could not have been given.

tuition On A T^ '' "'°" ** ""O" <>'««tuition. On the one hand, they must be ounred

„_•
'^

.^
isceived. The wUdemess was their

university, and God was their teacher. Th« Ztto cease to be tribes ard become a nation i.^*«" penod of chUdhood.-,he period when wl^»^.«n,ed .bides, wh«,. Single year telCr.'

The most magnificent ritual the world ever saw
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was introduced, every rite of which was eloquent
with the truths of the coming gospel. New ideas
as to God, his holiness, his justice, and his mercy
were put before this people. Every minutest thing,
even down to the fringe on a priest's garment, was
significant; whUe the grand feasts and festivals,

the appointed sacrifices, the more marked celebra-
tions of the nation, were intended to make them
acquainted with ideas to which all other Oriental
nations were utter strangers. Nor by laws alone, but
by providences often miraculous, did God give them
teaching. But the providences would have been
of little worth for this end aside from the laws.

Ordinary and extraordinary observances, days of
atonement and of passover and years of jubilee,

all were to make them familiar with the root-ideas
of the gospel time. It was designed to indoctri-

nate a people in religion as never before. They
were to be directly trained of God, with no con-
tamination from any surrounding nation. Taught
of heaven, apart from all that could hinder the
force of that teaching, and under the most favour-

able circumstances for that end that can be imagined,
they spent those years in the wilderness.

And this teaching was not alone for the Hebrew
nation. It was the human race tuat was in the eye

aSM&s&a*-
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are put into the record to be pondered, as they

have actually been, by the most thoughtful and
advanced souls of the race in their search after

God's will.

Nor, again, can we overlook the geographical po-

sition of this Hebrew race. The land of Canaan
stood out fronting other lands. It was a part of

Asia, and yet was separated from it by a distinct

geological formation that is without a parallel on the

globe. In some convulsion of the crust ofthe earth,

there has been formed a depression running north

and south, so that the great Jordan valley lies a
thousand feet, in some places, below the Medi-
terranean, thus cutting off Palestine from its

own continent and thrusting it forth into the

presence of the world. Along its eastern shore

stretched the "great and wide sea," the Medi-
terranean, with its Joppa the oldest, and its Tyre
the grandest, seaport of the ancient civilization.

Waves that washed Europe on the one side and
Africa on the other came dashing in upon the long

sea-beaches of Palestine. It was central to the

commerce of the world. It invited the ships of

every clime to bring their treasures for exchange

upon those fruitful shores. That grand old sea

gives us the means of making accurate the division

L&
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between ancient and modern liistory. For ifmodem
history is the history of lands washed by the hoarse
surges of the stormy Atlantic, then we may define
ancient history as the history of the lands washed
by the white surges of the blue and beautiful Medi-
terranean. But if Palestine stood fronting the sea
and mvitmgits commerce, no less was the situation
propitious on the landward view. If ships brought
commerce over the sunlit waves of the Mediter-
ranean to her western coasts, the caravan, rich in
treasures, on its way from Arabia and the lands of
the mere distant Orient, must pass through her
eastern gates, and over the Jordan valley and up
and into Palestine, on its way to the wealthy cities
of Symma and Ephesus in Asia Minor.

So, too, on the south lay Egypt, the most fertile
land on earth; and north lay Assyria and Babylonia
prodigal of gold and gems, boasting of mineral a^
Egypt of agricultural wealth. In the rivalries of
trade or the fiercer rivalries of war, this land of
Palestine was directly on the highway between the
two. None could pass east of it, for there was the
pathless desert. They must go directly through
for trade. They must march their armies directly
across the plains in time of war. In days of peace
-and Solomon saw that " the empire was peace "

i\
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—the heaviest tolls might be exacted and were

gladly paid. Hence the immense revenues of

Solomon. Hence the riches that built the

Jerusalem temple. In time of war— and this was

nearly all the time—between the vast northern

power and the vast southern kingdom, it was policy

in the Jewish nation to take part with neither, but

to furnish, at a regular commercial price, supplies to

both. So that, in a strict neutrality in war, and in

a careful trade with the contestants, the advantages

to them were nearly as great as those of peace.

The great cities were back upon the spine of hills

which runs up and down the land. And the

Egyptian armies seeking their Assyrian foe, or the

Assyrian hosts seeking their hereditary enemy of

Egypt, always attempted to pass at the foot of these

hills and between them and the sea. There were

two plains along the sea-shore, varying from one to

twenty-five miles in width, and thrice that length from

north to south. Both of them led into a vast

valley-plain of twenty by thirty miles running

directly across the country from east to west, the

great plain of Esdraelon, the battle-field of the

world. On this field armies of every ancient and
of nearly every modem nation have met in deadly

conflict It has been trod by Babylonian armies
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under Nebuchadnezzar, by Assyrian armies under
Sennacherib, by Jewish armies under Gideon and
Saul, by Egyptian hosts under Necho, by Moslem
hordes under Saladin, by crusaders from Spain and
Portugal, from Germany and Italy, by English
troops under Smith, and, less than a hundred years
ago, by Frenchmen carrying the imperial eagles

under the personal leadership of Napoleon I. of
France The world's history has been written in

blood on this plain of Esdraelon in Palestine.

Those great conquerors whose disastrous fame has
filled up with sickening fulness the records ofhuman
history have all seen that Palestine was geogra-
phically the pivot of empire, and that the Esdraelon
plain was the great field the winning or the losing
of which carried with it all they hoped or all they
feared. To this plain they have co i*: either in
person or by their armies. Here came Jie Persian
Cyrus, the man whose rise to power is the most
wonderful exploit in history; that Nebuchadnezzar
who, when he died, left behind him " more buildings

reared by his hands than any man who ever stood
on this planet;" that Macedonian conqueror who
wept for other worlds to subdue; that Roman
Caesar who by his vast hordes overran Palestine,

giving imperial names to her cities and to her
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beautiful inland sea; that Richard of England
whose fame is world wide ; that Godfrey, at once
the pride of Europe and the boast of his own
France

; that great Emperor Frederick Barbarossa,

whose ashes are buried in the ruins of the old

Christian temple at Tyre, near by this plain where
he fought so nobly;—these are some of the men
who have seen in Palestine the very central spot of

geographical position, the possession of which in

their day was essential to their plans of empire.

And when any young man hears a sneer thrown
at Palestine, as if it were never of any importance, as
if it had always been an out-of-the-way land, and
had no right to such an eminence in the Bible, let

him recall the fact that it has been coveted more
than the gold of Ophir and the mines of Golconda
by the great conquerors, statesmen, and rulers of the
world. And Instead of heeding the sneer, let him
pity the man whose knowledge of the history of the

human race leads him to undervalue the importance

of the land which geographically was the most im-

portant land ofanyon earth to the older nations. Let
him recall also the fact that when the older nations

faded out and their lands were occupied by newer
peoples, there was still the same ambition to possess

Palestine. Assyria and Egypt, broken and retired
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from the stage, there arose west of Palestine two
empires, one that of Greece, the other that of Rome.
Both coveted the East, the far East. Between them
and that far east stood Palestine. It was necessary
to their project of universal empire to gain a foot-
hold in Palestine and make it their base of opera-
tions. They came, a vast host, marching across
Asia Minor, and whitening the Mediterranean with
their vast fleets of transports. They effected a
landing in Palestine. But when they attempted to
advance inward, they were met by the hosts of the
far East, who swarmed in upon the plain ofEsdraelon
from over the Jordan and gave them battle. In a
hundred fights the Greek and the Roman had a
sort of success. They occupied, partially, and for

a very brief time, the country, holding it in military

duress. But in the end both were routed and re-

tired discomfited from the land. They had dashed
against this rock, and their dreams of universal
empire were rudely broken. And then, too, when
other centuries had come and gone, and the Holy
Land was the possession of the Moslem of the East,
there went forth a cry through the West of lamenta-
tion because the Crescent instead of the Cross held
Jerusalem. The cry of lamentation became one of
angry warfare, and the crusades were organized. It

I ;
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was the wl,„le We,. w.rri„gagaf„s. .he »I,oI= East
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further conquests. And he must try his hand at thebsk, only to find his dream of eastern empire mella«y on .hese shores, where o.hers before him hidmet a similar fate.

And thus God's choice of Palestine as a home forh>s People, as a place second to none in all the oMworld m,.s geographical importance, has been en^do«ed by the world's s.a.esmen and warriors, ft

It took the eye of the world. All done there was
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done for the gaze of the race. And God's wisdom
selected not only the people so keenly receptive of
moral ideas, but the land for them to inhabit, that
his purpose might be accomplished ofgiving to the
race through them, as they dwelt in th* ^.entral
position, a revelation of his will.

The /u's^oric position of the Hebrew race in their
home at Palestine is worthy of study, as showing
another feature of God's plan. There were cen-
turies before them. There have been centuries after
them. But had they appeared sooner or later in
the calendar of historic time, they would have
utterly failed in their mission. Back of them were
the two great historic peoples of Babylonia and
Egypt, but both were waning when the Hebrews
appeared. After them the Romans were the
world's masters. Parallel with them was the
Assyrian empire in the days of its strength. A ^ew
centuries earlier the documents of Moses would
have been impossible. A few centuries later the
necessary tuition of the Hebrews in the arts of
Egypt could not have been had. Their geo-
graphical position was not more striking, as
they fronted the continents, than was their his-
torical position as they stood conspicr.ous in the
world's thought. They took from the wisdom of
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Egypt all that was valuable, just as Plato took his
philosophy from the old city of On near the banks
of the Nile. But Plato and the Greeks developed
what they took in one way, and Moses and the
Hebrew hosts in another. From Egypt came ideas
of agriculture and the arts of embroidery and of
letters for writing; the knowledge of astronomy by
which the Hebrejvs fixed their numerous festivals,
and the history by which Egypt became the second,
as Palestine the first, of the Sacred Lands. And
they left behind them in Egypt a moral impression,
which was, in part at least, a revival of the more
ancient Egyptian faith in the eternity of God and
the immortality of man. From Pharaoh's reluctant
lips they forced a confession of partial faith in
Jehovah as God. When settled in Palestine, their
distinct belief was known to all the nations, and
obtained respectful recognition. Hiram, king of
Tyre, a hundred miles from Jerusalem, sent work-
men to Solomon to assist in building the Temple on
Moriah. CyPis gave a decree which shows that
Hebrew ideas had penetrated the Persian mind, and
that the enslaved race were masters in the realm of
Ideas of their captors. And so, in war and in peace,
in victory and in captivity, now by voluntary and
now again by involuntary teaching, the Hebrew
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ideas were slowly but surely working their way
among the nations, and thus carrying forward the

divine plan. And as God was ordering their his-

toric position, so he was arranging the nations to

receive the influence they were to exert. Parallel

with them, during an important part of their history,

was the Medo-Persian power, under which flourished

those sects nearest in religious belief to the Hebrews
of any known to history. One of them, the world-

famed "Magi," sent its deputation to Palestine at

the birth of Christ. And when Jewish history

culminated in the advent of Jesus, God had ready
the one great empire of Rome, then the mistress

of the world. Thus it was that the unity of peoples

in one sovereignty made them, willing or unwilling,

God's messengers to spread speedily the story of the

cross over the inhabited earth.

And here, too, we find the reason for those

peculiar incidents which appear in the Scriptures.

These incidents are intended to be object-lessons.

Mere words would be forgotten. But facts with a
moral meaning in them would be remembered.
We cannot imagine any better way, or, indeed, any
other way, in which God could teach the primitive

tribes and nations. A fact, a striking occurrence, a

phenomenon singularly unlike any other, which

If
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these olden nations would at once connect with the
finger of God, was surely the most impressive, most
natural form of moral teaching, and the one most to
be expected. If Hebrew history were without its

examples of striking incidents used as divine object-

lessons, we should have wondered at it. Their
absence would try our faith more than their

presence. To a people apt in receiving this kind
of teaching, God gave these object-lessons ; and
the fact that they were accepted so readily con-
firms our faith in the wisdom that selected the
method.

Take the story of the first man's first sin. The
whole series of circumstances seems to be contrived
for their moral impression. No need, so far as
man's actual fall was concerned, of the events which
took place in the garden, of the serpent's agency, of
the sword at the gate. But the occurrences were
to be for the world's teaching. The garden not
only does symbolize, but was intended, as we know
by Christ's use of the word Paradise, to symbolize
the state of happy holiness, the fulness of which is

heaven. And sin was to be made loathsome and
foul; and temptation to be seen as stealthy and
mean, a crouching serpent, with slimy tongue and
insinuating motion and beautiful form, to viiarm and
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then destroy men. And the historic fact of Satan's
temptation through words that seemed not his own
but the serpent's words, is not only named by our
Lord long centuries afterward, but the moral teach-
ing of it is enforced by him when he says, " Ye are
of your father the devil. He was a /tar from the
begmning." The whole series of facts was to be re-
hearsed in the earliest centuries by the patriarchs,
and thus handed down through the generations,
until written language came to the rescue of an oral
tradition, and Moses must put the story on the im-
perishable pages of Revelation.

And the flood is in the same line of object-
teaching. It taught the world of the sin of at-
tempting to do without God. And no less was the
deliverance given to Noah a designed instance of
palpable teaching. For it has so stamped our
whole mode of thought, that, in the religious
language of the worid, f/ig ark is the symbol of
salvation. So, too, we can understand the over-
throw of Sodom only when we see it as God's
teaching of retribution. In the pathway of the
great caravans, on the worid's broadest highway,
situated where its destruction would be as conspi'
cuous as its wickedness had been notorious, sure to
be the theme of remark as an example of divine

II
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wrath in its singular overthrow, in its doom first by
fire and next by burial in the sea, the mists of which
are a perpetual reminder of the "smoke of her
torment," that old city, living in story, though long
dead m fact, has stood out on the sacred page as a
solemn warning, the lurid light of which has caught
the eye and alarmed the wickedness of all genera-
tions of men. ^nd, in after ages, the deserved de-
struction of the wicked Canaanites who were
usurpers in Palestine, who had abundant oppor-
tunity to repent and to leave the land, but who made
the approach of the Israelites a pretext for a warm direct defence of idolatry-this destruction, so
often condemned, is to .e seen in the same light
It IS no isolated event to be judged by ordinary
rules. The nations that then existed and that
were to be born needed to understand that defying
God and attempting to thwart his will was sure to
bring ruin. And so, all through the prophets, we
hear those iron-tongued men ring out the threat
that, as God destroyed the nations in Canaan, so he
would destroy the Jews if they walked not in hi.
ways.*

• As to psalms which contain prayers for the destructionof David s enem.es. it must be remembered that he w^sSa private man, wishing for private vengeance, bu a kir^nndas such the rightful head of authority .^^d the iuvrwhos"
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But probably the incident in the Bible which the
young man will hear most earnestly denounced is
that concerning the proposed sacrifice of Isaac by
Abraham. Though the act was not done, and was
not mtended to be done, yet there stands the com-
mand The objector urges that such a command,
hough God intended at the last moment to stay
the fatal knife, must have been an outrage on the
moral sense of Abraham and of the whole world •

that It seems a blur upon the moral character ofGod himself for him to order the death of a child
at a father's hands. It is true that the popular
answer vmdicates God from blame. It is true thatwe are to look at the "whole transaction, the com-
mand and the counter-command

; and that Abraham
afterwards saw the scope and compass of it, which
cleared up every difficulty." « But is it enough thatwe simply clear God and his servant Abraham from
blame? This would leave the matter in its nega-
tive aspect. It would perhaps excuse, but would it

duty it was to punish evil-doei^. And. above all. he wasbefore the surrounding nations, the representative omSJehovah worship. Hence the enmity of ic:olat ous princewas directed not only against his throne, but agarhrSand h.s rel.g on. See the fifty.eighth p;al„,. where we ha^

lenthVir "" "' "P'''^^'°" '' "^^ ^''^-'^'^- - ^e
• " Moral Difficulties of the Bible. "-JK-w^.

I
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justify the transaction? Nor does it tell us the
deep reason for this command, so unusual ; nor
does It give us any hint as to why the story is so
prominently recorded in God's Word. There must
have been some great reason, lying back of all this
for allowing such a transaction as the attempted
offering of a son in human sacrifice by the hand of
a father who waf the most righteous of all men in
his day.

Now, what if we have here Go^s object-ksson in
redemJ>tion-i\iQ " preaching of the gospel" ? What
if the full justification of the transaction, not
only to the patriarch's moral sense, but to that of
the whole world, is to be found in that which it

was intended to teach men of God's love in its
method of saving them by the sacrifice of the
only-begotten Son? Put it thus: There had come
to Adam, in the garden, the primal promise, hard
after the primal sin. It was no general declaration
of a redemption, but the special promise of a Re-
deemer. This promised Redeemer was the one
object of all the ancient faith. The belief in his
coming was the one article in the creed of the
"youthful world's grey fathers." Further on in
history, the mass of the race had lost out the belief
in the promise, and so were doing "only evil."
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God sent Noah, who, in the very form of deliver-
ance granted his household, preached the gospelm a figure-the ark being not only a type of sal-
vation, but of its method by special divine inter-
ference for those who believe and obey. Years go
by. The faith in the promise is again almost lost.
There is needed once more-this time for all the
centuries-a great palpable object-lesson that shall
stand up and out and take the eye of the world.
But who should give this lesson if not this man
Abraham, "the father of the faithful"? He was
to set the world a lesson of human faith in obeying
a divine command. Why not also a lesson as to
the Divme Fatherhood, as it was to show itself in
making sacrifice for human redemption ? Can any
other way be imagined so awful, so tender, so im-
pressive, as that of a father giving up h>3 only son ?
Now, what if God, the atoning idea ever present in
his thought and ever craving expression, took this
man Abraham, as it were, at his word ? What if he
appoints to him such a lofty proclamation of this fact
as was allotted to no other "preacher of righteous-
ness " ? Abraham shall, in a sense, represent God
He shall show what God's love is like. He shall help
prepare the world for the Calvary scene. Through
tms father's devotion of his son to death,and through
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his receiving of Isaac « from the dead, from whence
he received him in a figure," there was set forth, as
nearly as could be done by any human transaction,

the great fact of God's gift of the Divine Son to
die and to rise from the grave for human redemp-
tion. And so this whole scene is to be judged not
at all by our ordinary rules of moral judgment as
to right and wrong. And if we fail to see how, as
a merely human transaction, we can quite justify it,

we are happily delivered from all difficulty when we
see in it a divinely-ordained setting forth of the
great redemptive fact. That it has been looked
upon generally through the Christian centuries as
our greatest illustration of that fact, is no small
evidence that it was intended so to be regarded by
Gk)d. And thus it was a prophetic scene, a great
objective representation to those who lived before
the Messiah's day. Only thus can we understand
this transaction, or justify it, or admire it. The
Messianic idea is the key to many an event in the
Old Testament. And nowhere do we more need
it, and nowhere, when seen, is it more instructive,

than in this great object-lesson of redemption which
is here furnished to the world.

And a young man's difficulties are removed and
his faith is established by noticing what may be

\m
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called the //////>/^ of the miracles and "wonderful
works" of the Scriptures. This thing grows on one
who studies the volume. The miracles are no
longer a confused jumble of strange events. Each
takes its place -its oton place—and it is seen that
it could not have come in at any other time. No
two of these miracles can change places. The
flood does its work at its own epoch. Abraham's
attempted sacrifice is the event for that hour, and
for no other. No Old Testament miracle could
have occurred in New Testament times. Those
that appear somewhat alHce are so only in appear-
ance. The New Testament miracles are exactly
ordered as to the point when they occurred. They
are progressive. The "raising of Lazarus" could
not change places with the "turning of the water
into wine," except by an entire destruction, not only
of the Gospel story, but also of the harmony of
Christ's own character. He could net, being the
Christ he is, have inverted this order, if he would
be understood by men. Embosomed in a family
known only in the social circles of a Galilean
province, it was exactly fit that his first miracle
should be the cotisecration of domestic life. But the
grand resurrection miracle was best done near
Jerusalem, just when all teaching and all miracle
were culminating at

%

I

close of his mi
Id

nistry.
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And this element of time is to be noticed in an
event mid-way between the two just named—the
transfiguration. It grew out of a want that did not
exist either at the outset or at the close of Christ's
earthly life. It was needed alike by the state of
mind in which the immediate disciples found them-
selves, and of the scheme of his own life as shown
by what precede^ and followed the event. He
had just told them of his coming death. It sur-
prised them more than all his miracles. Eight long
weary days they pondered the strange fact, so un-
likely if he were really " the Christ." He told them
that they might also have to lay down their own
lives. They think of him as failing, of his mission
as ending in defeat, and of their own utter loss as
those embarked in a ruined cause. Never was their
faith Fo low. In this condition they fail utterly to do
the mighty works they had performed so easily a
month before. He takes a part of them up Tabor,
or, it may be, a spur of Hermon. They are weak in
faith in him as " the one sent of God." But in the
Tabor manifestation they see at once w/io Christ
is I The heavenly glory is about him. They can
doubt no ^oro. The conversation of the denizens
of the oi!ier v •!

• is a^out that death which these
disciples tbo,!i;v sr ^hameH but which now is so
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glorious. Their faith needcTTpalpable"^
lesson. Tabor gives it. They accept his death,
perhaps also their own, as an event connected with
the eternal glory. And how much the transfigu-
ration meant to the world at large as the com-
Pletion of us idea of Christ! He had shown his
power over nature in stilling the tempest, in feeding
the hungiy thousands

; over man's body by healing
h.s diseases, by giving sight to the blind and tongues
to the dumb; over man's soul by forgiving L:
over the lower world of evil spirits by casting out
demons from those who had been allowed to receive
that peculiar visitation. But there remained one
other department in which there was need that he
should show his sovereignty. J "ad he power over
the world of holy souls ? Was heaven also allegiant
to h,m? Would it acknowledge him? Would
those who do God's will in the highest places of the
"niverse, the most select spirits, come at /us bidding
as demons had gone at his command? Seel The
heavens open. Moses, the greatest of lawgiver.,
and Elms, the greatest of prophets, who for centuries
had been serving in heaven, came at his word/
When works are done that show power over nature,
the world thmks, though incorrectly, of physical
might. When works aredone that show power iver
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;?'*ii
the world of evil souls, men can say that Satan has
them in allegiance. But none save God himself
can command the allegiance of the holy and have
them obey. More striking was the Bethany mi-
racle. More impressive to the general sense of the
world was the resurrection of our I,ord himself.

But no event of all his eventful life so exhibits his

power, his majesty, his glory, as does this obedience
of the souls so long disembodied, so long serving
in the interior service of heaven—the souls standing
nearest the Great White Throne.

And it will help a young man's faith if he will

see the sef^mg of these miracles and these wonders
in their moral teaching. In the miracles of Jesus
this is very evident. The feeding of the five thou-
sand grew out of three things which occurred
together at that very point. There was, first, the
multitude physically hungry. Ordinarily they could
have gone to the city and bought bread. So, too,
they were hungry for truth. One of those move-
ments, inexplicable except by the theory that God's
spirit sometimes moves peculiarly on men's souls,

was in progress. Truth had impressed, but not yet
done its whole work in conversion. Should the
process be stopped in the soul for want of a few
loaves ? So, too, there was a lingering doubt about

tv
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him m their minds. He meets at once thT^
22 *^ »'*ctual, and the moral want of these

And, more, he is shown to the world, when the

T^L'ZT *; °°"'" p^^' ^' *» "-'« of

2T:T "'*" " ^" '"'"""' "= processes;

shown as canngforman's "daily bread" And yethe fitness of m,mcle to teaching, and of them Jthoth .dea of Christwhichthe world was to receive,
« not more sinking in this than in the caseof eve.^muacle of the Bible.

And the rah-acles, especially of Jesus, are not
".erely accompanied with teaching, but they have
« f«eam,:g m thtmdves. They are not seDar,te
wonders, but orderlv fecN in L 1 .

*^P"''^"

rkrJc.. A
.""'J^ '^"' " 'he development of

Chnstsdoctrme. Hence their prominence. Theysundnghtout They strike .he eye. Theyareno
onlys,gns and evidences of Christ's authority bu4v,ne object-lessons, .0 which our Lord appals

s^d the"' ""t"'^™'"'-
"*eydidnot underT

stand the one they could the other. He did not

r!! J^ ,

"^ "'""''"'• ^ 'O' '°o. 'he apostles
regardetfthem. The resurrection oftheLMasXs
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the great miracle-so great that, if true, there c"^
be no objection to the other and lesser miracles
which they proclaimed everywhere. It is to them
nopretty fable, no beautiful myth. In their wayof
telhng It It was a fact with a moral meaning. It
earned with itself the whole moral system of Chris-
tian facts and doctrines. And when the lesson of
each miracle is seen, it is no excrescence to the
^owth of thefairtreeof revelation. Its teaching is
the most mu-aculous thing about any miracle. No
miracle was simply a "sign" in the physical world.
It was chiefly a "wonder" in the moral realm.
The miracles carried with them an eloquence most
convincing. Their light went out through all the
earth, and their words to the end of the world.
1 here IS no speech nor language where their voice
IS not heard. They are stars in the moral heavens
tha declare the glory of God and show his handi-
work.

The miracles have not only moral ends, but thev
are themselves teachings. There is the marrow ofsome gospel doctrine in every miracle of Jesus. A
miracle is a doctrine incarnate. And the old-time
miracles, in the destruction of Sodom, in the
crossing of the Red Sea, in the healing by a look at
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the lifted serpent, in the descending manna, in the
divided Jordan, in the thrown-down walls ofJericho
—what are these but God's great object-teachings,

even if no word be uttered in explanation ?

And only as one sees the grand setting of these

miracles, their place, time, order, purpose, in God's
great unfolding of his redemptive plan, do these

things that, all alone, to merely the philosophic or

scientific eye, appear like blemishes, become beau*
ties; these hindrances helps; these difficulties of
faith its best arguments and supports. The key-

stone of the arch standing alone would be an im-
possibility. But then it does not stand alone. It

is to be seen in its place with other stones. And in

the temple of God's revealed will these miracles are

no hindrance to the use, and no excrescence upon
the beauty, of the structure, when one shall rightly

come to see and to hear and to worship with rever*

ent heart. They have their place. There would be
here a weakened arch and there an unfilled niche

without them. Not one can be spared. There is

no blemish as of a single useless thing. Nothing
can be added without harm, nothing taken away
without loss. Each thing was in the plan of the

structure as drawn by the architect. And the archl-
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tect and the builder were one. So that each thing
adds in its own way to the strength or to the beauty
of the edifice which God has reared. It is a struc-
ture, the foundation of which is his truth, and its

lop-stone his praise.

»».W,N BR0THKK5, THE CnESHAM msS, CHILWORTH AND I ONDOI».

THE END.
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